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Abstract
One of the core questions when designing modern Natural Language Processing (NLP)
systems is how to model input textual data such that the learning algorithm is provided
with enough information to estimate accurate decision functions.
The mainstream approach is to represent input objects as feature vectors where each
value encodes some of their aspects, e.g., syntax, semantics, etc. Feature-based methods
have demonstrated state-of-the-art results on various NLP tasks. However, designing
good features is a highly empirical-driven process, it greatly depends on a task requiring
a significant amount of domain expertise. Moreover, extracting features for complex NLP
tasks often requires expensive pre-processing steps running a large number of linguistic
tools while relying on external knowledge sources that are often not available or hard to
get. Hence, this process is not cheap and often constitutes one of the major challenges
when attempting a new task or adapting to a different language or domain. The problem
of modelling input objects is even more acute in cases when the input examples are not
just single objects but pairs of objects, such as in various learning to rank problems in
Information Retrieval and Natural Language processing.
An alternative to feature-based methods is using kernels which are essentially non-
linear functions mapping input examples into some high dimensional space thus allowing
for learning decision functions with higher discriminative power. Kernels implicitly gener-
ate a very large number of features computing similarity between input examples in that
implicit space. A well-designed kernel function can greatly reduce the effort to design a
large set of manually designed features often leading to superior results.
However, in the recent years, the use of kernel methods in NLP has been greatly under-
estimated primarily due to the following reasons: (i) learning with kernels is slow as it
requires to carry out optimizaiton in the dual space leading to quadratic complexity; (ii)
applying kernels to the input objects encoded with vanilla structures, e.g., generated by
syntactic parsers, often yields minor improvements over carefully designed feature-based
methods.
In this thesis, we adopt the kernel learning approach for solving complex NLP tasks
and primarily focus on solutions to the aforementioned problems posed by the use of
kernels. In particular, we design novel learning algorithms for training Support Vector
Machines with structural kernels, e.g., tree kernels, considerably speeding up the training
over the conventional SVM training methods. We show that using the training algorithms
developed in this thesis allows for trainining tree kernel models on large-scale datasets
containing millions of instances, which was not possible before.
Next, we focus on the problem of designing input structures that are fed to tree kernel
functions to automatically generate a large set of tree-fragment features. We demonstrate
that previously used plain structures generated by syntactic parsers, e.g., syntactic or
dependency trees, are often a poor choice thus compromising the expressivity offered by
a tree kernel learning framework. We propose several effective design patterns of the
input tree structures for various NLP tasks ranging from sentiment analysis to answer
passage reranking. The central idea is to inject additional semantic information relevant
for the task directly into the tree nodes and let the expressive kernels generate rich feature
spaces. For the opinion mining tasks, the additional semantic information injected into
tree nodes can be word polarity labels, while for more complex tasks of modelling text
pairs the relational information about overlapping words in a pair appears to significantly
improve the accuracy of the resulting models.
Finally, we observe that both feature-based and kernel methods typically treat words
as atomic units where matching different yet semantically similar words is problematic.
Conversely, the idea of distributional approaches to model words as vectors is much more
effective in establishing a semantic match between words and phrases. While tree kernel
functions do allow for a more flexible matching between phrases and sentences through
matching their syntactic contexts, their representation can not be tuned on the training
set as it is possible with distributional approaches. Recently, deep learning approaches
have been applied to generalize the distributional word matching problem to matching
sentences taking it one step further by learning the optimal sentence representations for
a given task. Deep neural networks have already claimed state-of-the-art performance in
many computer vision, speech recognition, and natural language tasks.
Following this trend, this thesis also explores the virtue of deep learning architectures
for modelling input texts and text pairs where we build on some of the ideas to model input
objects proposed within the tree kernel learning framework. In particular, we explore
the idea of relational linking (proposed in the preceding chapters to encode text pairs
using linguistic tree structures) to design a state-of-the-art deep learning architecture for
modelling text pairs. We compare the proposed deep learning models that require even
less manual intervention in the feature design process then previously described tree kernel
methods that already offer a very good trade-off between the feature-engineering effort and
the expressivity of the resulting representation. Our deep learning models demonstrate
the state-of-the-art performance on a recent benchmark for Twitter Sentiment Analysis,
Answer Sentence Selection and Microblog retrieval.
Keywords
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Perhaps the most prominent results in developing modern Natural Language Processing
(NLP) systems are largely due to the application of statistical machine learning meth-
ods. Prior attempts to tackle language-processing tasks were extremely labour intensive
typically requiring to hand-engineer a large set of manual rules. For example, early
spell-checkers and automatic machine translation systems required to define and encode
thousands of rules leading to overly complicated systems that were hard to maintain and
adapt to new languages or domains. In the past decades, the manual rule engineering
approaches have been successfully replaced with statistical learning methods able to au-
tomatically extract and learn such rules through the analysis of large collections of texts.
For example, Google Translate, an automatic machine translation system developed
by Google, can translate written text from one language into another supporting over 90
languages and is being used by millions users on a daily basis. Another example of a
system where advanced statistical learning methods play an indispensable role to teach a
machine to understand language at the level of a human is a Question Answering system
developed by IBM Watson. Watson is an open domain question answering system whose
core components are primarily based on advanced natural language processing, infor-
mation retrieval, knowledge representation, automated reasoning, and machine learning
technologies.
Given that the amount of textual information generated daily is growing at an increas-
ing rate, building intelligent NLP systems able to adapt to new domains and languages
without methods able to automatically extract and capture salient patterns in the data
is not possible.
A large class of algorithms used in NLP to tackle various tasks are supervised learning
methods, which learn to extract knowledge from labeled training data. Each instance in
the training set is a pair consisting of an input object, e.g. a document, sentence, or a
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word, and a desired output value, e.g., document category, sentence class or a word type.
The goal is to infer a decision function by analysing the training data, which can be used
for mapping unseen test examples to their output labels. This process is called training
and is typically set up to minimize some sort of an error (loss) function computed on
the training set. The quality of the trained model is then estimated by how well it can
generalize (predict) to the previously unseen test examples.
Hence, before approaching a given supervised learning problem it is generally required
to: (i) decide on the type of the input data and construct a labeled training set; (ii)
define a model to represent the input objects that will be fed to a learning algorithm;
(iii) depending on the nature of the output labels and the class of functions that can be
inferred from the training set, select a corresponding learning algorithm; and (iv) train
the model and test it on a held out set to assess the model quality.
While there are many possible factors to consider when tackling a supervised learning
task, e.g., the size of the training set, the choice of the learning algorithm and its hyper-
parameters, etc., one of the key decisions to consider is how to represent the input objects.
In fact, the accuracy of the learned model is greatly determined by how well we can model
the input data to capture its important features helping to discriminate between examples
with different labels. Typically, the input object is transformed into what is called a
feature vector, which is essentially a vector of numbers that encode certain aspects of the
object it represents.
1.1.1 The problem of modelling input texts
Among the first and most simple ideas to model the input textual information was to treat
words as atomic units mapping them to arbitrary integers (drawn from a finite-sized set
corresponding to the size of the word vocabulary). This representation is called bag-of-
words, whose name stems from the fact that we treat texts as sets of words where the word
order information is completely ignored. For example, a sentence "Mike wants to eat
a cake" and its shuﬄed variant "cake eat to a Mike wants" are absolutely identical
from the viewpoint of a learning algorithm that relies on the bag-of-words model. Despite
its simplicity, such crude approximation of language, which, as we know, is inherently
structured, results in surprisingly accurate models for many applications in Information
Retrieval (IR) and NLP.
One straightforward fix to improve the representation power of the bag-of-words model
is to also consider word sequences up to a certain size, e.g., n-grams. It has been shown
to improve the model quality helping to capture better the local context of individual
words. Nevertheless, using n-grams of higher order may result in extremely sparse repre-
sentations as even using tri-grams produces feature spaces of many millions of dimensions.
Additionally, longer range dependencies between words that appear useful to model in
more complex tasks are rather problematic to capture using this approach.
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For a wide range of more complex NLP tasks the ability to capture the syntactic/se-
mantic relations between words and phrases in a sentence is essential to train models with
better generalization. In this case, using a bag-of-word model to represent input texts
may lead to rather disappointing results. To increase the expressivity of the model to
represent input objects, NLP researchers typically follow the path of encoding additional
feature types that capture lexical, syntactic and semantic information.
An even more challenging problem than dealing with input texts is to represent text
pairs, which is a common scenario in various IR and NLP applications, e.g., Retrieval,
Question Answering, Paraphrasing, Textual Entailment, etc. The most widely used ap-
proach is, again, to encode input text pairs using many complex lexical, syntactic and
semantic features and then compute various similarity measures between the obtained rep-
resentations. Typically, input texts are represented using various lexical, syntactic and
semantic units such as words, n-grams, part-of-speech tags, dependency chains, predicate-
argument relations, etc. These units are then translated into feature vectors using one-hot
encoding scheme. Having mapped the input texts into a joint feature space, their sim-
ilarity can be easily computed by an inner product between their feature vectors. The
obtained similarity scores computed over various representations encode the input text
pairs into feature vectors which are fed to a learning algorithm. Many state-of-the-art
approaches that deal with text pairs follow that schema. For example, in answer passage
reranking, Surdeanu et al. [157] employ complex linguistic features, modelling syntactic
and semantic information as bags of syntactic and semantic role dependencies and build
similarity and translation models over these representations.
Hence, a large effort in the design of NLP systems is devoted to engineering features
in an attempt to encode various aspects of input objects that can help to learn better
discriminative functions. However, the choice of representations and features is largely an
empirical process, driven by the intuition, experience and domain expertise.
An alternative to tedious manual feature engineering required by the feature-based
methods is using kernels. Kernels are essentially non-linear functions mapping input ex-
amples into some high dimensional space where the inner product between them can
be efficiently computed. Thus, defining an expressive kernel function that automatically
generates a very large number of features from the input objects can greatly ease the
feature engineering problem, while allowing for learning decision functions with higher
discriminative power. In fact, a well-designed kernel function is an important step to-
wards automatic feature engineering greatly reducing the effort to design a large set of
manual features to train accurate models. Additionally, extracting features from more
complex structures such as trees is somewhat problematic for feature-based approaches,
as it requires to define exact procedures to encode substructures that can be useful for the
task. On the other hand, structural kernels can naturally deal with the inputs that are
sequences, trees, graphs, and have been shown very effective on a large number of tasks
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in NLP, bio-informatics, data mining, etc.
However, in the recent years the use of structural kernel methods in NLP has been
greatly under-estimated primarily due to the following reasons:
• Learning with kernels scales quadratically in the number of training examples thus
limiting their application to small datasets;
• Applying structural kernels to input objects represented using vanilla syntactic struc-
tures, e.g. syntactic parse trees, results in models that demonstrate minor improve-
ments over carefully designed feature-based methods.
1.1.2 Research goals
In this thesis we adopt the tree kernel learning approach for solving complex NLP tasks
and focus on the aforementioned problems posed by the use of kernels: (i) slow training
and (ii) designing more expressive structural representations of input texts going beyond
plain structures produced by syntactic parsers.
To address the first problem, we design novel algorithms for training Support Vector
Machines with structural kernels, e.g., tree kernels, considerably speeding up the training
over the conventional SVM training methods. We show that using the novel training
algorithms developed in this thesis it is possible to train tree kernel models on large-scale
datasets containing millions of instances, which was not possible before.
Next, we focus on the problem of designing input structures that are fed to tree kernel
functions to automatically generate a large set of tree-fragment features. We demonstrate
that previously used plain structures generated by syntactic parsers, e.g., syntactic or
dependency trees, are often a poor choice thus compromising the expressivity offered by
a tree kernel learning framework.
To give a flavour of the structural tree representations of texts we propose in this
thesis, consider the problem of building a sentiment classifier and the following example
comment from a YouTube video about a Motorola Xoom smartphone:
iPad 2 is better. the superior apps just destroy the xoom.
The comment contains one negative and two positive tokens (for example, identified
by a simple lookup in one of the available sentiment lexicons). This would strongly bias
a typical feature-based sentiment classifier based on n-grams to assign a positive label
to the comment. However, the polarity of this comment is negative with respect to the
target product.
The advantage of the structured representation over the features-based models comes
from its ability to encode powerful contextual syntactic features in the form of tree frag-
ments. An example shallow syntactic tree structure (introduced in Chapter 4) to represent
our example comment is shown in Fig. 1.1. In contrast to the feature-based models that
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Figure 1.1: Shallow syntactic tree representation of the YouTube comment: “iPad 2 is better. the superior
apps just destroy the xoom.”
typically have difficulties to model syntactic contexts of words, our structural representa-
tion encodes the fact that the negative word, destroy, refers to the product xoom, where
the latter is in object relation to the verb destroy. Note that we augment the basic syntac-
tic structure (composed of only part-of-speech and chunk tags) with additional semantic
labels plugged directly into the tree nodes to encode the target product (motorola xoom)
and sentiment-bearing words (better, superior, destroy). Consider the excerpt of tree
fragments generated by the tree kernel shown in Figure 1.2 (in fact, the kernel function
generates many more subtrees). The tree fragment on the left is a strong feature that
helps the classifier to discriminate in such difficult cases. In general, tree kernels generate
all possible subtrees, thereby producing generalized (back-off) features. For instance, the
middle and right subtree shown in Figure 1.2 generalize the one on the left.
Figure 1.2: Excerpt of tree fragment features automatically generated by the tree kernel function for the
example shown in Figure 1.1.
Hence, this thesis explores the idea of modelling input texts with syntactic structural
representations augmented with additional semantic information. We propose several ef-
fective design patterns of the input tree structures for various NLP tasks ranging from
sentiment analysis to answer passage reranking. The central idea is to inject additional
semantic information relevant for the task directly into the tree nodes and let the ex-
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pressive kernels generate rich feature spaces. For example, for the opinion mining tasks,
the additional semantic information injected into tree nodes can be word polarity labels
and target products (as we have just seen in Fig. 1.1), while for more complex tasks of
modelling text pairs the relational information about overlapping words in a pair appears
to significantly improve the accuracy of the resulting models.
Finally, we observe that both feature-based and kernel methods typically treat words
as atomic units where matching different yet semantically similar words is problematic.
Conversely, the idea of distributional approaches to model words as vectors is much more
effective in establishing a semantic match between words and phrases. While tree kernel
functions do allow for a more flexible matching between phrases and sentences through
matching their syntactic contexts, their representation can not be tuned on the training
set as with distributional approaches. Recently, deep learning approaches have been
applied to generalize the distributional word matching problem to matching sentences
taking it one step further by learning the optimal sentence representations for a given
task. Deep neural networks have already claimed state-of-the-art performance in many
computer vision, speech recognition, and natural language tasks.
Following this trend, this thesis also explores the virtue of deep learning architectures
for modelling input texts and text pairs where we build on some of the ideas to model input
objects proposed within the tree kernel learning framework. In particular, we explore
the idea of relational linking (proposed in the preceding chapters to encode text pairs
using linguistic tree structures) to design a state-of-the-art deep learning architecture
for modelling text pairs. We compare the proposed deep learning models that require
even less manual intervention in the feature design process then previously described
tree kernel methods that already offer a very good compromise between the feature-
engineering effort and the expressivity of the resulting representation. Our deep learning
models demonstrate the state-of-the-art performance on a recent benchmark for Twitter
Sentiment Analysis, Answer Sentence Selection and Microblog retrieval.
In the following we provide an overview of the thesis structure and highlight the con-
tributions made in this thesis.
1.2 Contributions and structure of the thesis
In Chapter 2 we review the general framework for learning with structural kernels. We
touch on the most important concepts from the supervised learning theory to give a
general description of the learning setup adopted in this thesis. The provided definitions
are also handy to give a more formal description of the NLP tasks we consider in this
thesis. Then, as a particular instance of the supervised learning methods, we introduce the
main machinery behind the kernelized Support Vector Machines that we use to approach
most of the NLP problems tackled in this thesis. We also include a formal definition of
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some of the most important structural kernels widely used in NLP and that are of central
focus in this thesis.
Having introduced the general framework for learning with structural kernels, Chapter
3 describes several solutions to the first problem posed by the use of kernel methods:
slow training times.
Contribution 1 (Chapter 3) Novel algorithms for speeding up the training of SVMs
with structural kernels.
We propose the use of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) to compactly represent trees in
the training algorithm of Support Vector Machines (SVMs). In particular, we use DAGs
for each iteration of the cutting plane algorithm (CPA) to encode the model composed
by a set of trees. This enables DAG kernels to efficiently compute Tree Kernel similarity
between the current model and a given training tree. Consequently, the amount of total
computation is reduced by avoiding redundant evaluations over shared substructures. We
provide theory and algorithms to formally characterize the above idea. In addition, we
propose an alternative sampling strategy within the CPA to address the class-imbalance
problem, which coupled with fast learning methods provides a viable tree kernel learning
framework for a large class of real-world applications. Finally, we use the fast training
algorithms with DAG compression to define a novel linearization framework such that the
optimization can be performed entirely in the linear space thus closing the gap between
the tree kernel learning and learning with the feature-based methods.
In the following Chapters 4, 5, and 6 we focus on the second problem—designing
syntactic/semantic structures to model input texts within the tree kernel learning frame-
work. The central idea is to inject additional semantic information relevant for the task
directly into the tree nodes and let the expressive kernels generate rich feature spaces.
For the opinion mining tasks, the additional semantic information injected into tree nodes
can be word polarity labels, while for more complex tasks of modelling text pairs the re-
lational information about overlapping words in a pair appears to significantly improve
the accuracy of the resulting models.
Contribution 2 (Chapter 4) Novel shallow syntactic models for opinion mining of
YouTube comments.
We define a systematic approach to Opinion Mining (OM) on YouTube comments by (i)
modelling classifiers for predicting the opinion polarity and the type of comment and (ii)
proposing robust shallow syntactic structures for improving model adaptability. We rely
on the tree kernel technology to automatically extract and learn features with better gen-
eralization power than bag-of-words. An extensive empirical evaluation on our manually
annotated YouTube comments corpus shows a high classification accuracy and highlights
the benefits of structural models in a cross-domain setting.
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Contribution 3 (Chapter 5 and 6) Novel structural relational models for modelling
text pairs.
Effective methods for computing semantic textual similarity of text pairs is at the cor-
nerstone of many NLP applications. We develop several types of relational structural
representations and demonstrate their effectiveness on the following NLP tasks: Seman-
tic Textual Similarity, passage reranking in Question Answering, answer sentence selec-
tion and answer extraction, and Microblog Retrieval. Different from the majority of
approaches, where a large number of pairwise similarity features are used to represent a
text pair, the proposed model features the following: (i) it directly encodes input texts
into relational syntactic structures; (ii) relies on tree kernels to handle feature engineer-
ing automatically; (iii) combines both structural and feature vector representations in a
single scoring model; and (iv) performs on the par or delivers significant improvements
over strong feature-based models.
Contribution 4 (Chapter 6) Relational and semantic structures to model question-
answer pairs for answer passage reranking, answer sentence selection and answer ex-
traction.
In this chapter we elaborate further on the effectiveness of the relational linguistic struc-
tures for modelling text pairs and demonstrate their effectiveness on a set of QA tasks:
answer passage reranking, answer sentence selection, and answer extraction. Again, the
proposed approach relies on a kernel-based learning framework, where structural kernels,
e.g., tree kernels, are used to greatly ease the feature engineering effort. It is enough to
specify the desired type of structures, e.g., shallow, constituency, dependency trees, repre-
senting question and its candidate answer sentences and let the kernel learning framework
learn to use discriminative tree fragments for the target task. An important feature of
this approach is that it can effectively combine together different types of syntactic and
semantic information, also generated by additional automatic classifiers, e.g., focus and
question classifiers. We augment the basic structures with additional relational and se-
mantic information by introducing special tag markers into the tree nodes.
In the final Chapter 7 we focus on the deep learning methods that treat words as
vectors and have the benefit of making it possible to learn their optimal representation
directly from the training data.
Contribution 5 (Chapter 7, Sec. 7.3) State-of-the-art deep learning system for Twit-
ter Sentiment Analysis
In this chapter we demonstrate a deep learning architecture that obtains state-of-the-art
results on Twitter Sentiment Analysis task. The core contribution is a process to initialize
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the parameter weights of the convolutional neural network, which is crucial to train an
accurate model while avoiding the need to inject any additional features. Briefly, we
propose to use an unsupervised neural language model to initialize word embeddings that
are further tuned by a deep learning model on a distant supervised corpus. At a final
stage, the pre-trained parameters of the network are used to initialize the model which is
then trained on the supervised training data from Semeval-2015. According to results on
the official test sets, my model ranks 1st in the phrase-level subtask A (among 11 teams)
and 2nd on the message-level subtask B (among 40 teams). Interestingly, computing an
average rank over all six test sets (official and five progress test sets) puts our system 1st
in both subtasks A and B.
Contribution 6 (Chapter 7, Sec. 7.4) Deep learning architectures for modelling short
text pairs.
We present a deep learning architecture for modelling short text pairs: query-tweet and
question-answer pairs. We use convolutional neural networks to learn the optimal rep-
resentation of text pairs to establish their similarity. In addition to the input texts we
feed the network with the information about words that overlap in a pair. Effectively,
the word embeddings are augmented with additional parameters (dimensions) to repre-
sent the fact that words in a pair are related. These parameters are then tuned by the
network. Intuitively, this idea is similar to the relational linking strategy that we explore
when designing syntactic structures to model question-answer pairs within the tree-kernel
framework. However, one important distinction is that treating overlapping words as an
additional input to the network allows for tuning its representation on the training set.
We empirically verify that modelling overlapping words in a pair allows the network to
better capture the interactions between questions and answers resulting in a significant
boost in the accuracy over the previous state-of-the-art approaches including previously
proposed deep learning models.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and discusses potential
avenues for the future work.
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Competitions
The methods and techniques described in this thesis have been applied to develop the
systems participating in the following competitions and challenges:
1. Twitter Sentiment Analysis (Task 10) at Semeval 2015 [129]
Problem: 3-class Twitter Sentiment classification
Results:
Subtask A: rank 1st out of 11 teams
Subtask B: rank 2nd out of 40 teams
2. Partly Sunny with a Chance of Hashtags at Kaggle 2013 [71]
Problem: multi-output classification for Twitter Sentiment Analysis.
Results: rank 1st out of 259 teams
3. Semantic Textual Similarity shared task of *SEM 2013 [3]
Problem: predict a real-valued score reflecting semantic similarity between text pairs
Results: rank 21st out of 88 submissions
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries: Supervised Learning
with Structural Kernels
In this chapter we introduce some of the most important concepts that are heavily used
throughout this thesis and the reader is assumed to be familiar with them before pro-
ceeding to the next chapters. We briefly define the general problem of supervised learning
starting from the definition of empirical risk minimization. We also formally define the
classification, sequence labelling and reranking tasks and follow up with examples from
NLP tasks that are directly related to this thesis. Next, we give a formal definition of
an optimization problem solved by binary SVMs, and show how they can be kernelized
to allow for learning non-linear decision boundaries. Finally, we define some of the most
important tree kernel functions used in this thesis.
2.1 Supervised Learning
In this section we briefly overview some of the main concepts in supervised learning:
specifying the decision function, the inference problem to assign labels to output variables,
empirical risk minimization and a loss function.
In supervised learning, given a labeled training set D = {(xi,yi)}ni=1 the goal is to
learn a decision function h ∈ H from some hypothesis space H, that given an input
x ∈ X assigns an output label y ∈ Y : h : X → Y .
Inference. The process of assigning a label to output variables can be formalized in the
most general way as follows:
h(x) = arg max
y∈Y
fw(x,y), (2.1)
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where f : X × Y → R is a discriminant function parametrized by a vector of weights
w that assigns a numerical score to the input-output variables. It can be also thought
of as a compatibility function measuring the degree to which input and output variables
agree. Typically, the discriminant function f is chosen to be linear in the vector of model
parameters w:
fw(x) = 〈w,Ψ(x,y)〉, (2.2)
where 〈·, ·〉 computes a dot product and Ψ : X × Y → Rd computes a joint feature
representation of the input example pairs (x,y) by mapping them into some feature
space Rd.
Empirical Risk Minimization. Having fixed the hypothesis space H of possible deci-
sion functions to have a linear form (as defined by the scoring function from Eq. 2.2), the
remaining question is how to estimate the model parameters w from the training data.
In supervised learning we consider machine learning methods that perform estimation
of the decision function by minimizing a task-dependent loss function evaluated on the
training data. This is formalized by the Empirical Risk Minimization principle (regular-
ized) [140]:
h∗ = arg min
h∈H
R(f) = arg min
h∈H
1
n
n∑
i=1
L(h(xi),yi) + λΩ(w) (2.3)
where L is task-dependent loss function which computes the cost of predicting y when
the correct label is y∗ and Ω is a regularization term whose goal is to penalize complex
model to prevent overfitting. One of the most common choice for the regularization term
is the squared L2-norm:
Ω(w) =
1
2
‖w‖22. (2.4)
Loss function. Loss function L : Y × Y → R specifies how much we need to penalize
incorrect predictions. Amongst the most commonly used loss functions is a hinge loss,
which is an upper-bound approximation of the standard zero-one loss used in classification.
In its most general form it can be formulated as follows:
Lhinge(y
∗,y) = max
(
0,max
y 6=y∗
(∆(y,y∗) + 〈w,Ψ(x,y)〉)− 〈w,Ψ(x,y∗)〉
)
, (2.5)
where ∆(·, ·) measures the discrepancy between the predicted label y and the true output
y∗. It encodes the requirement that the true output y∗ should score higher than any other
predicted value y by at least ∆(y,y∗).
Hence, to fully specify a supervised learning problem it is required to define:
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1. A joint feature map Ψ(·, ·) that maps input-output variables into some joint feature
space Rd. In other words, it is a feature engineering process which plays a crucial
role in the design of machine learning systems. The expressiveness of the feature
sets that encode input examples directly affects the accuracy of the learned models.
It is largely empirical-driven, labour-intensive and a highly task-dependent process.
In the later sections we will see how kernels may automate this process by generat-
ing implicit feature spaces of high-dimensionality and letting the learning algorithm
select the relevant features.
2. An inference process of assigning output labels y to the inputs x (Eq. 2.1). In simple
cases where the cardinality of the output space Y is small we can simply enumerate
all possible y choosing the one that results in the maximum score. However, in cases
when Y is more complex it often becomes computationally intractable to enumerate
all possible output values as the output space can be exponentially large. Hence, more
efficient inference procedures are required. Typically, in cases when Y is complex, to
make the inference problem tractable the feature map Ψ() is chosen to decompose
into a set of local features.
3. A task-dependent loss function L that estimates how much we need to penalize
incorrect predictions. To make the inference problem tractable, the ∆(·, ·) is required
to also decompose in the same fashion as the feature map Ψ().
4. The form of a regularizer Ω(·).
5. An optimization algorithm to estimate the model parameters w by minimizing the
regularized empirical risk from Eq. 2.3.
All of the above choices lead to different learning algorithms. Yet a single factor that
drives all of the above decisions and actually defines the type of the learning problem is
the structure and the size of the output space Y . In the following we consider the main
types of supervised learning problems exemplifying with tasks from NLP that are directly
related to this thesis.
2.2 Supervised learning problems in NLP
In this section we briefly overview a set of problem classes that are most common in
NLP covering classification, reranking and structured output prediction. For each of the
problem classes we also briefly describe specific tasks that are either directly targeted
in this thesis, or, otherwise, used as downstream components in our pipeline (primarily
structured output prediction). Our primary goal is not on the solutions to these problems
but rather on giving a brief description of their nature and framing them into a corre-
sponding class of machine learning problems. For the tasks that are directly tackled in
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this thesis, their description and our solutions will be described in much more detail in
the corresponding chapters.
2.2.1 Classification
Tasks that can be treated as a classification problems are extremely common in NLP
whether it’s a simple document classification problem or a more complex task of learning
to match text pairs in Semantic Textual Similarity.
Problem formulation
In binary classification the output domain is simply Y = {−1,+1} and for multi-class
classification Y = {1, .., K} for small number of classes K. The inference problem can
be solved by exhaustive enumeration of output variables y and choosing the one that
results in the maximum score. The joint feature map for binary classification is simply
Ψ(x) = yΦ(x) where Φ : X → Rd denotes an arbitrary feature representation of inputs.
For multi-class Ψ(x) = Λk ⊗ Φ(x), where Λk refers to the binary encoding of the k-th
label y and ⊗ is the tensor product which forms all products between the two argument
vectors. A typical choice for the loss function in classification tasks is the hinge loss,
whose general form is given by Eq. 2.3. For binary classification it simplifies to the
following: max(0, 1− yf(w,x)), and max(0, 1 + max
y 6=y∗
f(wy,x)− f(wy∗ ,x)) for multi-class
classification.
Hence, in these type of tasks to learn accurate models that produce decision function
with high discriminative power the main effort lies in how well we can model the structure
of the input data.
Example tasks
Question Classification. In factoid Question Answering knowing the question cate-
gory, i.e., what is being asked, is essential to direct the focus of the information retrieval
component to recall relevant documents. Given a question, the goal of QC task is to
classify it in one of the several predefined question categories, e.g., Descriptions (e.g.,
definitions or explanations), Human (e.g., group or individual), Location (e.g., cities or
countries), Numeric (e.g., amounts or dates), etc. These categories can be used to deter-
mine the Expected Answer Type for a given question and find the appropriate entities
found in the candidate answers. Imposing such constraints on the potential answer types
greatly reduces the search space in the downstream QA pipeline. We consider the prob-
lem of QC using tree kernel learning framework in a larger context of more involved QA
reranking tasks in Ch. 6.
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Focus Classification. The question focus is typically a simple noun representing the
entity or property being sought by the question. It can be used to search for semantically
compatible candidate answers in document passages, thus greatly reducing the search
space. For example, in a question: ”What is the real Mark Twain’s name?” the question
category is Human, while the word name is the question focus and helps to further specify
the type of the answer phrase the correct answer candidates should contain. We build a
focus identification classifier as a submodule of our QA pipeline in Ch. 6.
Sentiment Analysis. Sentiment Analysis is being increasingly used to automatically
recognize opinions about products in natural language texts. The goal of sentiment anal-
ysis is to identify a sentiment expressed by a user in a given text. It can be performed
at various levels of granularity, e.g., classifying the sentiment expressed by a document,
sentence, or individual words or phrases. A user might be interested not only in identify-
ing the polarity of a text but also to identify the subject (who is expressing an opinion)
and its object (what item or product is the focus of the expressed opinion). The tar-
get of the prediction can be binary, e.g., positive/negative, or multi-class, e.g. including
additional classes, such as neutral or even introducing additional classes to make the
positive/negative more fine grained, etc.
We tackle the problem of Sentiment Analysis of YouTube comments using tree kernels
in Ch. 4 and design a state-of-the-art deep learning system for identifying sentiment
polarity of tweets in Sec. 7.3.
Semantic Textual Similarity. The goal of the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task
is to learn a scoring model that given a pair of two texts returns a similarity score that
correlates with human judgement of how semantically close these texts are. Hence, the key
aspect of having an accurate STS framework is the design of features that can adequately
represent various aspects of the similarity between texts, e.g., using lexical, syntactic and
semantic similarity metrics. We address the STS problem in Sec. 5.2.
2.2.2 Re-ranking
In this section we formally describe the problem of reranking text pairs which encompasses
a large set of tasks in IR and Question Answering, e.g., reranking candidate answer pas-
sages, answer sentence selection, microblog retrieval, etc. While several effective solutions
to the reranking problems exist, we argue that deriving an efficient representation of
query-document pairs that are then passed to a learning to rank algorithm often plays a
far important role in training an accurate model.
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Problem formulation
The most typical setup in supervised learning-to-rank tasks is as follows: we are given a
set of retrieved lists, where each query qi ∈ Q comes together with its list of candidate
documents Di = {di1,di2, . . . ,din}. The candidate set comes with their relevancy judge-
ments {yi1, yi2, . . . , yn}, where, relevant documents have labels equal to 1 (or higher to
reflect the degree of relevancy) and 0 otherwise. The goal is to build a model that for each
query qi and its candidate list Di generates an optimal ranking R = (ri1, ri2, . . . , rin), s.t.
relevant documents appear at the top of the list. Each rij specifies the position of the
document dij in the reranked list.
More formally, the task is to learn a ranking function in the general form:
h(w,Φ(qi,Di))→ R, (2.6)
where function Φ(·) maps input query-document pairs to a feature vector representation
where each component reflects a certain type of their relatedness, e.g., lexical, syntactic,
and semantic. The weight vector w is a parameter of the model and is learned during the
training.
Learning to Rank approaches
There are three most common approaches to learn the ranking function h referred to as
pointwise, pairwise and listwise methods.
Pointwise approach is perhaps the most simple way to solve the reranking problem. It
is treated as a binary classification problem, where each triple (qi,dij, yij) represents a
training instance and it is enough to train a classifier: h(w,Φ(qi,dij))→ yij.
The decision function h(·) typically takes a linear form simply computing a dot product
between the model weights w and a feature representation generated by Φ(·). At test time,
the learned model is used to classify unseen pairs (qi,dij), where the raw scores are used
to establish the global rank R of the documents in the retrieved set. This approach is
widely used in practice because of its simplicity and effectiveness.
Pairwise approach. A more advanced approaches to reranking, is pairwise, where the
model is explicitly trained to score correct pairs higher than incorrect pairs with a certain
margin:
〈w,Φ(qi,dij)〉 ≥ 〈w,Φ(qi,dik)〉+ ,
where document dij is relevant and dik is not. Conceptually similar to the pointwise
method described above, pairwise approach exploits more information about the ground
truth labeling of the input candidates. However, it requires to consider a larger number of
training instances (potentially quadratic in the size of the candidate document set) than
the pointwise method, which may lead to slower training times. However, both pointwise
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and pairwise approaches ignore the fact that ranking is a prediction task on a list of
objects.
Listwise approach. The third method, referred to as a listwise approach [24], treats
a query with its list of candidates as a single instance in learning, thus able to cap-
ture considerably more information about the ground truth ordering of input candidates.
However, the inference process is more computationally expensive.
While listwise approach claim to yield better performance, it is more complicated to
implement and less effective train. Most often, producing a better representation Φ()
that encodes various aspects of similarity between the input query-document pairs plays
a far more important role in training an accurate reranker than choosing between different
ranking approaches.
Example tasks
Discriminative reranking has a long standing history in NLP. Perhaps its most successful
application across numerous NLP tasks was the idea to rerank the k-best output of proba-
bilistic generative systems thus boosting their accuracy. This type of reranking has proven
especially useful in developing accurate syntactic parsers for Named Entity Recognition,
Semantic Role Labeling, Constituency parsing, Machine Translation, etc.
Another popular scenario of applying reranking stems from IR applications, where the
output of retrieval components, e.g., search engines, is refined by learning to rank modules.
Improving the accuracy of Question Answering systems using discriminative reranking is
perhaps one of the best examples of blending retrieval and supervised machine learning.
In this thesis we focus on applications of reranking for Question Answering and Mi-
croblog Retrieval in Chapter 6. Given a query with its associated list of candidates our
goal is to learn a decision function (Eq. 2.6) that scores input candidates that are relevant
higher than those that are not relevant.
We adopt pointwise (Sec. 5.3, 6.5.3, 7.4) and pairwise (Sec. 6.5) ranking methods and
focus primarily on modelling rich representations of text pairs.
2.2.3 Structured Prediction Problems in NLP
Although not directly addressed in this thesis, the problem of structured output prediction
is of key importance to NLP. In fact, the resulting syntactic parsers are used to derive
various syntactic representations of the input examples that are heavily exploited in this
thesis.
In the following, our goal is not to describe the solutions to various structured output
prediction tasks in NLP but to mainly introduce the resulting syntactic structures that
encode our knowledge of how the language is structured. In particular, we briefly describe
two types of structured output prediction problem types where the output is a sequence
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of labels or a tree structure. To exemplify the former, we consider part-of-speech tagging,
shallow syntactic parsing (chunking), Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Semantic
Role Labeling (SRL). The latter problem type where the output structures are trees is
primarily addressed by dependency and constituency parsing.
Problem formulation
In sequence labeling problem, for a given input sequence x = (x1, . . . ,xm) of size m the
goal is to predict a label sequence y = (y1, . . . , ym). Denoting Σ to be a set of possible
labels for each yi the output space of all possible label assignments to our input sequence
is Y = Σm. As we can see the size Y is exponential in the size of the input sequence, thus
rendering the possibility of treating it as a multi-class classification problem impractical.
While it is possible to predict each individual label yi independently, thus effectively
reducing this problem to a simple classification problem, we are loosing the ability to
capture interactions between the output variables, which appears to be quite important
to train accurate models. The importance of modelling interactions between the output
variables has been verified by the state-of-the-art systems for most of the sequence labeling
tasks, e.g., chunking, named-entity-recognition, semantic role labeling, etc.
Tasks where the output structure is a tree, hence the output space Y is a set of all
valid trees for considered inputs, represent an even more complex problem class, where
effective inference methods are crucial to render the problem computationally tractable.
Learning to output complex structures in NLP, e.g., sequences and trees, have been
tackled using a wide variety of approaches ranging from rule-based to discriminatively
trained machine learning models, among which some of the most widely used in NLP
are Hidden Markov Models [119], Conditional Random Fields [81], Perceptron [32], Max-
imum Entropy models [17], SVMs and Structured SVMs [166], and Max Margin Markov
Networks [160], etc.
In the following we briefly describe part-of-speech tagging, shallow syntactic parsing
and Named Entity Recognition (NER), Semantic Role Labeling (SRL), constituency and
dependency based trees.
Example tasks
Part-of-speech tagging is the process of assigning a part-of-speech tag to each word
in a sentence such as noun, verb, adjective, preposition, etc. For example, given an input
sentence: ”heat water in large vessel” the POS-tagger produces the following tagged
output: [heat]verb [water]noun [in]prep [a]det [large]adj [vessel]noun. One of the
biggest problems in POS tagging is the word ambiguity, i.e., depending on the context
words may act as different parts of speech. In the previous example, the word heat is a
verb, but can be a noun in another context, e.g., today the sun heat is intense. The set
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of tags assigned by a POS tagger typically contains tens to hundreds of tags. The most
commonly used set of POS tags for English is the Penn TreeBank tagset which includes
36 tags.
Current state-of-the-art part-of-speech taggers can process many thousands of tokens
per second with per-token accuracies around 97%. The information provided by POS
tagging is useful in many applications, e.g., Information Retrieval, Speech processing,
Word Sense Disambiguation, Machine Translation, Question Answering, etc. There is a
large number of freely available POS tagger.1
In this thesis, the POS tags are used ubiquitously to build syntactic representations
that are the focus of Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
Shallow syntactic parsing or chunking seeks to divide a text into segments which
correspond to certain syntactic units such as noun (NP), verb (VP) or prepositional
phrases (PP). The idea is to identify syntactically related words and group them into
non-overlapping syntactic units. An example output of the chunker for the following
sentence: [Mike]NP [would join]VP us [this evening]NP.
Chunks are represented as groups of words denoted by the squared brackets and are
associated with a tag indicating their syntactic category. The chunking task is typically
framed as a sequence labeling problem using BIO scheme, i.e., each word in a sentence is
labeled with a tag starting with B- denoting the start of a chunk, I- if the word is inside
a previously detected chunk, and O for words outside of any chunks.
Chunking is an intermediate step towards full parsing, being much faster and more
robust. The information provided by a chunker is useful in many NLP tasks, such as
information extraction, text summarization, machine translation, etc. According to the
results on test set from CoNLL chunking shared task in 2000 [163], the state-of-the-art
accuracy is about 94% in F1-score.
In this thesis, the output of the chunker is one of the key components of our syntactic
tree representations described in Ch. 4, 5, and 6.
Named Entity Recognition is the task of locating a word or a phrase that references
a particular entity. Typical types of detected named entities are the names of persons,
organizations and locations.
For example the following output of a NER tagger: [U.N.]ORG official [Ekeus]PER
heads for [Baghdad]LOC contains three named entities: Ekeus is a person, U.N. is a
organization and Baghdad is a location.
Similar to chunking, the task is typically framed as a sequence labeling problem using
BIO scheme. Features extracted from POS tags and chunking information are heavily
exploited by NER systems.
1a comprehensive list of POS taggers at http://nlp.stanford.edu/links/statnlp.html#Taggers
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Named entity recognition is an important subtask of information extraction systems
and is widely used in Information Retrieval, Question Answering. According to the results
on test set from NER task at CoNLL-2003 [164], the state-of-the-art F1 score for NER
taggers is about 90%.
In this thesis, we use the NER tagger to build our relational syntactic tree models for
Question Answering in Chapter 6.
Semantic Role Labeling or shallow semantic parsing annotates phrases of a sentence
with semantic roles with respect to a target predicate (verb). Typical semantic arguments
are Agent, Patient, Instrument, etc. For example, the output of an SRL tagger: [John]A0
[ate]V [the apple]A1 , where ate is a verb, while John is an argument of type 0 meaning
it is an acceptor and the apple is tagged with A1 (thing accepted).
Recognizing and labeling semantic arguments is a key task in Information Extraction,
Question Answering, Summarization, many other NLP tasks where semantic interpreta-
tion is needed. SRL is a far more complex task, and according to the results on the test
set from CoNLL-2005 SRL shared task [25], the state-of-the-art accuracy is about 78% in
F1-score.
While representing a sequence labeling task, state-of-the-art approaches to SRL often
treat it as a two-stage problem: first identifying boundaries of predicate arguments and
then classifying them with a corresponding semantic role. State-of-the-art SRL approaches
rely on the output of syntactic constituency parsers to identify argument boundaries. Once
the predicate arguments are identified assigning them with a semantic role is essentially
a classification problem.
In this thesis we address the first step of boundary identification of predicate argu-
ments for SRL and show how tree kernel approaches can achieve state-of-the-art accuracy
(Chapter 3).
Constituency parsing. The idea behind generating constituency parse trees is to hi-
erarchically organize words in a sentence into nested constituents. To model the con-
stituency structure parsers rely on a set of rules specified by a context-free grammar.
The constituency parse tree conveys several layers of information: POS tags of individ-
ual words, the grouping of words into phrases, interactions between constituents which
captures their syntactic/semantic role.
Given that using constituency tree parsers is a rather computationally expensive pre-
processing step (typical complexity is O(n3)), in this thesis we use it to build a syntactic
tree model only for Semantic Textual Similarity in Sec 5.2.
Dependency parsing. A dependency parser analyzes the grammatical structure of a
sentence, establishing relationships between head words and words which modify those
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Mike ate the cake
root
subj det
obj
(a) Dependency tree
(b) Constituency tree
Figure 2.1: Example syntactic trees.
heads. An example of labeled dependency parse tree is shown in Fig. 2.1a. The arrows
indicate the dependency relations between words (starting from the head word going to
the modified word) while the labels specify the exact nature of the dependency. For
example, in the Fig. 2.1a word ate is the head word of the word Mike linked by the subj
dependency type.
In the subsequent section we introduce a kernelized binary SVM classifier that can
handle classification, regression and ranking problems that are considered in this thesis.
In turn, the syntactic parsers described in this section are used to construct syntactic
structures used in the SVM tree kernel framework for automatically generating rich feature
spaces to ease the tedious task of manual feature engineering.
In this thesis we consider the use of dependency structures for Semantic Textual Sim-
ilarity task in Sec 5.2.
2.3 Binary Support Vector Machines
One of the most prominent classes of supervised learning algorithms are Support Vector
Machines that enable the use of kernels. SVMs are based on the margin maximization
principle and enable the use of high-dimensional feature spaces via the ”kernel trick”.
SVMs come with strong generalization guarantees and have demonstrated state-of-the-art
performance in many tasks including document categorization, optical character recog-
nition, image classification and many more. As previously mentioned, binary SVMs can
handle classification, regression and ranking problems.
In the following, we provide a brief formulation of an SVM optimization problem and
show how it can be kernelized to allow for learning non-linear decision boundaries.
2.3.1 Primal formulation
In fact, SVMs are a class of learning algorithms instantiated from the more general su-
pervised learning framework described in Sec. 2.1.
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Binary SVMs deal with the output space that is Y = {−1,+1}. The joint feature map
reduces to a product of the output label and the input feature map: Ψ(x, y) = yΦ(x).
For the moment we consider a simple case of linear SVMs where the input feature map
is an identity Φ(x) = x. Hence, binary SVMs estimate the following linear discriminant
function2:
fw(x) = 〈w,x〉, (2.7)
where w ∈ Rd is a vector of model parameters. In this case, the inference procedure is
simply y∗ = sign(〈w,x〉). One of the distinctive characteristics of SVMs is the maximum-
margin principle derived from the geometric intuition that examples of different classes
should be separated by a decision function with a large margin. In the formalism of
general supervised learning from Sec. 2.1 this aspect is captured by using the L2-norm
regularizer.
The hinge loss defined in Eq. 2.5 for binary classification takes the form: L(y) =
max(0, 1 − yfw(x))). Hence, in lieu of Empirical Risk Minimization principle (Eq. 2.3,
SVM estimates the weight vector w by solving the following optimization problem, e.g., [140]:
minimize
w
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
∑
i
max(0, 1− yi〈w,xi〉) (2.8)
where the first term in the objective function is a regularizer encoding the maximum-
margin principle and the second term represents the empirical loss incurred on the training
set. The margin trade-off parameter C controls the balance between the regularization
term and the empirical loss. Equivalently, Eq. 2.8 can reformulated as the following
constrained optimization problem:
minimize
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
∑
i
ξi
subject to yi〈w,xi〉 ≥ 1− ξi
ξi ≥ 0
(2.9)
The constraints enforce the requirement to classify the training examples with a minimum
margin. The slack variables ξi allow for violations in classification, which is essential in
practice when dealing with noisy data.
2.3.2 The dual
The SVM optimization problem is often more convenient to solve in the dual, which
also, as we will see later, allows for using kernels. To derive the dual formulation, the
2note that the bias b can be integrated into a feature vector x that is always on
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Lagrangian of the primal problem (3.1) is computed as:
LP (w, ξ, α, λ) =
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
∑
i
ξ −
∑
i
αi(1− yi〈w,xi〉 − ξi)−
∑
i
λiξi, (2.10)
where α and λ are the Lagrange multipliers.
Using the fact that both gradients of L with respect to w and ξ vanish at the optimum:
δLP
δw
= 0 ⇒ w =
∑
i
αiyixi
δLP
δξ
= 0 ⇒ αi + λi − C = 0,
(2.11)
and by substituting variables from (2.11) into (2.10), we obtain the dual Lagrangian:
LD(α, λ) =
∑
i,j
αiαjyiyj〈xi,xj〉+
∑
i
αi (2.12)
Now we can state the dual variant of the optimization problem (3.1):
maximize
a≥0
∑
i
αi − 1
2
∑
i,j
αiαjyiyj〈xi,xj〉
subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ C,
(2.13)
Using the first equation from (2.11), we get the connection between the primal and dual
variables:
w =
n∑
i=1
αiyixi, (2.14)
The classifier decision function is now expressed through the dual variables:
fα(x) =
∑
i
αiyi〈xi,x〉 (2.15)
There a few key observations we can make about Eq. 2.15:
• First, we note that the form of the decision function in Eq. 2.15 that we derived
directly from the SVM optimization problem using Lagrangian multipliers is a direct
result of a particular instance of Representer’s theorem [140]. It postulates that
for a large class of algorithms minimizing a sum of an empirical risk term and a
regularization term the optimal solutions can be written as kernel expansions in
terms of training examples.
• Compared to the primal form of the equivalent decision function from Eq. 2.7 we
replaced w (whose dimensionality is equal to the dimensionality of the input space
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X ) with dual variables αi that are independent of the dimensionality of the input
space and are used to weight training examples.
• Examples with αi ≥ 0 are called support vectors, hence the name Support Vector
Machines. In practice, it is often the case that a large portion of the αi are zeros,
hence the produced solution is often sparse.
• The training instances x in both optimization problem (Eq. 2.13) and decision func-
tion (Eq. 2.15) appear only in the form of the inner products.
• While the decision function has a linear form, it is straight-forward to make it non-
linear by transforming input examples from their original feature space into another
other space via a non-linear feature map φ(x) : Rd → Rd′ . To increase the discrimi-
native capacity of the classifier the dimensionality of the transformed feature space
d′ is chosen to be d′  d and can be potentially infinite.
The last point above is the key to making SVMs able to learn non-linear decision
boundaries via non-linear feature transforms. The kernel trick is described next.
2.3.3 The kernel trick
As previously noted SVMs use the data only through inner products. Because of this,
they can be made non-linear in a very general way via feature maps φ(x) : Rd → Rd′ :
fα(x) =
∑
i
αiyi〈φ(xi), φ(x)〉
In fact, the non-linear map φ(·) doesn’t have to be computed explicitly. Instead of
mapping our data via φ(·) and computing the inner product, we can do it in one operation,
leaving the mapping completely implicit. This is a direct result of the Mercer’s Theorem
(for example, see [140]), which states the following: a symmetric function K(xi,xj) can
be expressed as an inner product
K(xi,xj) = 〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉 (2.16)
for some φ() if and only if K(xi,xj) is positive semidefinite, i.e.∑
i,j
K(xi,xj)cicj ≥ 0,∀c
This means that we do not need to know an explicit form of φ(), as all we need to
know is how to compute the inner product. A function that takes as input pairs of objects
and outputs an inner product between them in some feature space, while satisfying the
conditions of the Mercer’s theorem, is called a kernel function.
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Hence, the decision function of the kernelized SVMs can be expressed as a kernel
expansion:
fα(x) =
∑
i
αiyiK(xi,x) (2.17)
The choice of a kernel function K depends on the task and the type of input data and
is up to the user. Some examples of widely used kernel functions are:
• Polynomial of degree p: K(x,y) = (1 + 〈x,y〉)p
• Sigmoid: K(x,y) = tanh(a〈x,y〉+ b)
• Gaussian RBF: K(x,y) = exp(−‖x− y‖2/2σ2)
So far we considered cases where x is a vector of fixed dimensionality, i.e., is a list of
real-valued numbers. However, given that a kernel function is only required to provide
an inner product between objects in some implicit feature space, kernels can be easily
applied to other types of input objects, e.g., histograms, strings, trees, graphs, etc. In
the next section we define kernels useful for NLP tasks that need to operate on textual
inputs, e.g., strings and tree structures.
2.4 Structural Kernels
Structural kernels have been successfully applied to ease the design of machine learning
systems in diverse domains, ranging from bioinformatics [78,82,130] and data-mining [10,
30,139,162,173,181,184,191] to Natural Language Processing (NLP) [23,34,37,73,79,142].
They free oneself from tedious manual feature engineering by automatically generating
huge feature spaces assuming that the learning algorithm will end up using the most
relevant features for a given task. This is especially useful when designing models for
domains where no expert knowledge is easily available with respect to which features are
most useful for a given problem.
In this section we introduce some of the most general types of structural kernels used
in NLP and throughout this thesis: string kernels (SKs) [140], the Syntactic Tree Kernels
(STKs) [32] and the Partial Tree Kernels (PTKs) [93].
2.4.1 String Kernels
The String Kernels (SK) that we consider count the number of subsequences shared by
two strings of symbols, s1 and s2. Some symbols during the matching process can be
skipped. This modifies the weight associated with the target substrings as shown by the
following SK equation:
KSK(s1, s2) =
∑
u∈Σ∗
φu(s1) · φu(s2) =
∑
u∈Σ∗
∑
~I1:u=s1[~I1]
∑
~I2:u=s2[~I2]
λd(
~I1)+d(~I2) (2.18)
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where, Σ∗ =
⋃∞
n=0 Σ
n is the set of all strings, ~I1 and ~I2 are two sequences of indexes
~I = (i1, ..., i|u|), with 1 ≤ i1 < ... < i|u| ≤ |s|, such that u = si1 ..si|u| , d(~I) = i|u| − i1 + 1
(distance between the first and last character) and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a decay factor.
It is worth noting that: (a) longer subsequences receive lower weights; (b) some char-
acters can be omitted, i.e., gaps; (c) gaps determine a weight since the exponent of λ
is the number of characters and gaps between the first and last character; and (c) the
complexity of the SK computation is O(mnp) [140], where m and n are the lengths of
the two strings, respectively and p is the length of the largest subsequence we want to
consider.
SK applied to a sequence can derive useful dependencies between its elements. For
example, for the following sentence: ”Is movie theater popcorn vegan?”, we can define
the sequence [[is] [movie] [theater] [popcorn] [vegan]], which generates the sub-
sequences, [[is] [movie]], [[is] [theater] [vegan]], [[is] [vegan]], [[ movie]
[popcorn] [vegan]] and so on. Note that this corresponds to a language model over
words using skip n-grams.
2.4.2 Convolutional Tree Kernels
A tree kernel function detects if a tree subpart (common to both trees) belongs to the
feature space that we intend to generate. For such purpose, the desired fragments need
to be described and efficiently computed. We consider two important convolutional tree
kernel functions: the syntactic tree kernel (STK) and the partial tree kernel (PTK).
Counting shared fragments
Convolution TKs compute the number of common substructures between two trees T1
and T2 without explicitly considering the whole fragment space. For this purpose, let the
set T = {t1, t2, . . . , t|T |} be the space of substructures and χi(n) be an indicator function,
equal to 1 if the target ti is rooted at a node n and equal to 0 otherwise. A tree-kernel
function over T1 and T2 is
KTK(T1, T2) =
∑
n1∈NT1
∑
n2∈NT2
∆(n1, n2), (2.19)
where NT1 and NT2 are the sets of the T1’s and T2’s nodes, respectively and
∆(n1, n2) =
|T |∑
i=1
χi(n1)χi(n2). (2.20)
which computes the number of common fragments rooted in the n1 and n2 nodes.
Of course, the number above depends on how fragments are defined. Indeed, there are
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Figure 2.2: Example tree fragments generated by Tree Kernels.
different types as described in [93]. We consider three important characterizations: (i)
the subtrees, (ii) the syntactic tree fragments (STFs) and (iii) the partial tree fragments
(PTFs). These three types of tree fragments determine three different kernel functions.
A subtree rooted in a node n of a target tree T is a substructure that includes n with all
of its descendants. A generalization of subtrees are STFs that do not necessarily include
all the descendants of n, although each of its nodes contain exactly the same edges of
T . For example, Figure 2.2a shows 10 STFs (out of total 17) of the subtree rooted in
VP (of the left tree). In phrase structure syntactic trees, the constraint on the edges, is
equivalent to impose that grammatical rules cannot be broken3. For example, [VP [V
NP]] is an STF, which has two non-terminal symbols, V and NP, as leaves whereas [VP
[V]] is not an STF, i.e. the rule VP->V NP can not be split.
If we relax such constraint, we obtain more general substructures called PTFs. These
can be generated by the application of partial production rules of the grammar, conse-
quently [VP [V]] and [VP [NP]] are valid PTFs. More in general, nodes in PTFs can
have any subset of edges that had in T . This means that PTFs are not constrained to
any grammar and can be applied to any tree structure of any domain. Figure 2.2b shows
that the number of PTFs derived from the same tree as before is higher (i.e. 30 PTs).
Syntactic Tree Kernel (STK)
The ∆ function depends on the type of fragments that we consider as basic features. To
evaluate the number of STFs, we can use the following algorithm:
1. if the productions at n1 and n2 are different then ∆(n1, n2) = 0;
2. if the productions at n1 and n2 are the same, and n1 and n2 have only leaf children
(i.e. they are pre-terminal symbols) then ∆(n1, n2) = 1;
3. if the productions at n1 and n2 are the same, and n1 and n2 are not pre-terminals
then
∆(n1, n2) =
nc(n1)∏
j=1
(1 + ∆(cjn1 , c
j
n2
)) (2.21)
3Any tree can be seen as generated by an underlying grammar where the production rules are given by a node (left hand
side) and its children (right hand side).
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where nc(n1) is the number of children of n1 and c
j
n is the j-th child of the node n. Note
that, since the productions are the same, nc(n1) = nc(n2).
∆(n1, n2) evaluates the number of STFs common to n1 and n2 as proved in [32].
Moreover, a decay factor λ can be added by modifying steps (2) and (3) as follows4:
2. ∆(n1, n2) = λ,
3. ∆(n1, n2) = λ
∏nc(n1)
j=1 (1 + ∆(c
j
n1
, cjn2)).
The computational complexity of STK is O(|NT1|×|NT2|) but as shown in [94], the average
running time tends to be linear, i.e. O(|NT1|+ |NT2|), for natural language syntactic trees.
It should be noted that STK was devised for processing syntactic trees. Its main char-
acteristic is that the production rules of the grammar used to generate the tree will not
be broken to generate fragments. This corresponds to the restriction of not separating
children in the related substructures (i.e. STFs). STK can be applied to compute the sim-
ilarity measure between any trees (not necessarily syntactic parse trees) with a restriction
that any node of the generated STF must still contain all (or none) of its children.
Partial Tree Kernel (PTK)
The computation of PTFs is carried out by the ∆ function defined as follows:
1. if the node labels of n1 and n2 are different then ∆(n1, n2) = 0;
2. else:
∆(n1, n2) = 1 +
∑
I1,I2,l(I1)=l(I2)
l(I1)∏
j=1
∆(cn1(I1j), cn2(I2j))
where I1 = 〈h1, h2, h3, ..〉 and I2 = 〈k1, k2, k3, ..〉 are index sequences associated with the
ordered child sequences cn1 of n1 and cn2 of n2, respectively. I1j and I2j point to the j-th
child in the corresponding sequence, and, again, l(·) returns the sequence length, i.e. the
number of children.
Furthermore, we add two decay factors: µ for the depth of the tree and λ for the length
of the child subsequences with respect to the original sequence, which accounts for gaps.
Hence, the expression for the ∆ function for PTK derives as follows:
∆(n1, n2) = µ
(
λ2 +
∑
I1,I2,l(I1)=l(I2)
λd(I1)+d(I2)
l(I1)∏
j=1
∆(cn1(I1j), cn2(I2j))
)
, (2.22)
where d(I1) = I1l(I1) − I11 + 1 and d(I2) = I2l(I2) − I21 + 1. This way, we penalize both
larger trees and child subsequences with gaps. Eq. 2.22 is more general than Eq. 2.21.
4To have a similarity score between 0 and 1, we also apply the normalization in the kernel space: TKnorm(T1, T2) =
TK(T1,T2)√
TK(T1,T1)×TK(T2,T2)
.
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Indeed, if we only consider the contribution of shared subsequences containing all children
of nodes, we actually obtain the STK kernel. The computational complexity of PTK is
O(pρ2|NT1| × |NT2|) [93], where p is the largest subsequent of children that we want to
consider and ρ is the maximal out-degree observed in the two trees. However, as shown
in [93], the average running time again tends to be linear in the number of nodes for
natural language syntactic trees.
2.5 Summary
In this section we gave the minimum required background for the reader to comprehend
the material of the subsequent chapters. We started by briefly outlining the general learn-
ing setup in supervised learning providing definitions of such concepts as the discriminant
function, inference problem, empirical risk minimization, loss functions, etc. Then we
provided a brief overview of the main classes of supervised machine learning problems
tackled in NLP together with example tasks addressed in this thesis. Finally, we intro-
duced the main machinery behind the kernelized Support Vector Machines that we use in
this thesis to approach classification and reranking NLP problems. We first gave a formal
definition of SVMs and showed how they can be used together with kernels, thus avoiding
the need to explicitly define a non-linear feature map for the input examples. We also
included a formal definition of some of the most important structural kernels widely used
in NLP and that are of central focus in this thesis.
In the following chapters we build on the structural kernel learning framework propos-
ing a set of techniques to greatly speedup the training process in Chapter 3, and designing
novel linguistic tree structures for encoding input texts in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 to benefit
from the expressivity of the tree kernel functions.
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Chapter 3
Fast Support Vector Machines with
Structural Kernels
One of the major drawbacks of learning with kernels is that training typically requires
a large number of kernel computations (quadratic in the number of training examples)
between the model and training examples. However, when dealing with structural input,
in practice, substructures often repeat in the training data which makes it possible to
avoid a large number of redundant kernel evaluations.
In this chapter, we propose the use of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) to compactly
represent tree structures in the training algorithm of Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
In particular, we use DAGs for each iteration of the cutting plane algorithm (CPA) to
encode the model composed by a set of trees. This enables DAG kernels to efficiently
evaluate TKs between the current model and a given training tree. Consequently, the
amount of total computation is reduced by avoiding redundant evaluations over shared
substructures. We provide theory and algorithms to formally characterize the above
idea, which we tested on several datasets. The empirical results confirm the benefits of
the approach in terms of significant speedups over previous state-of-the-art methods. In
addition, we propose an alternative sampling strategy within the CPA to address the
class-imbalance problem, which coupled with fast learning methods provides a viable TK
learning framework for a large class of real-world applications.
Having faster algorithms to train models with tree kernels still exhibits higher computa-
tional complexity than learning approaches using explicit feature vectors and performing
optimization in the linear (primal) space. Hence, we derive a novel method that couples
our approximate CPA training with DAG model compression and a principled approach
to linearize tree kernel models relying on the idea of reverse kernel engineering. The ap-
proach gives the advantage of using tree kernels to automatically generate rich structured
feature spaces, while remapping the learning problem into the linear space where training
and testing is fast. We experimented with training sets up to 4 million examples from
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argument boundary detection task for Semantic Role Labeling. The results show: (i)
our approach is superior to feature hashing methods on a task where complex semantic
features are essential to train an accurate model (ii) we can speed-up the training time of
vanilla SVMs with tree kernels from weeks to less than 20 minutes.
3.1 Overview
Despite a great success of kernel methods in many application domains [78, 82, 130] and
data-mining [10,30,139,162,173,181,184,191] and NLP in particular [23,34,37,73,79,142],
their use has been restricted to relatively small datasets as the training becomes much
slower compared to linear models. Indeed, the major drawback of kernel methods, Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) in particular, is the necessity to carry out learning in the dual
space, where training complexity is typically quadratic in the number of training instances.
This is largely attributed to the fact that the model weight vector is represented as a linear
combination of training examples (support vectors) that all lie in the implicit feature space
spanned by a given kernel function. As the size of the training set increases the number
of support vectors in the kernel expansion of the model also tends to grow linearly [154].
Thus, evaluating a dot product between a model and a given example entails a large
number of kernel computations over the training examples in the model.
3.1.1 Approximate Cutting Plane Algorithm with model compression
Recently, a number of efficient methods to train SVMs based on the idea of the Cutting
Plane Algorithm (CPA) have been proposed [46,69]. The CPA finds the model parameter
vector by iteratively constructing cutting plane models that refine the estimation of the
empirical risk. The optimal solution is a linear combination of such cutting planes. The
linear-time behavior of the CPA again depends on the possibility to compact the model
by summing up its constituent feature vectors such that the dot product can be computed
efficiently. Unfortunately, again, for the reason briefly outlined above the method scales
well only when linear kernels are used. To address slow learning with non-linear kernels,
Joachims and Yu [67] propose to extract basis vectors to compactly represent cutting
plane models, which speeds up both classification and learning. However, this requires
to solve a non-trivial optimization problem, which renders intractable when considering
discrete feature spaces generated by structural kernels. Finding a set of basis vectors in
such high-dimensional spaces produced by arbitrary kernels, and in particular structural
kernels, is an active research area.
Another approach of adapting CPA for non-linear kernels by reducing the number
of kernel evaluations is studied in [188], where sampling is used to reduce the number
of basis functions in the resulting kernel expansion. In [132], we showed that the same
algorithm can be successfully applied to SVM learning with structural kernels on very
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Figure 3.1: Three syntactic trees and the resulting DAG.
large data obtaining speedup factors up to 10 over conventional SVMs. The approach
was rather general as we did not make any assumption on the data. In contrast, in [4,5],
we exploited a specific approach based on Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) in the online
learning setting to speed up the perceptron algorithm. DAGs were used to compactly
represent tree forests given by the support vectors found by the learning algorithm. The
approach reduced the number of expensive kernel evaluations, since DAGs provided the
means to avoid redundant computations over shared substructures.
To give an intuition of the DAG approach for compact model representation studied in
this article, consider an example of the tree-structured data, e.g. syntactic parse trees that
are used extensively in Natural Language Processing. Fig. 3.1 shows a model consisting
of only three syntactic trees1 on the left and the resulting DAG on the right. As we can
see, the subtree of the noun phrase [NP [D a][N car]] is repeated in two trees, thus
the frequency of the corresponding node is updated to 2. Also smallest subtrees such as
[D a] and [D car] are shared with a frequency of 3. The two subtrees rooted in VP are
different and require different roots but they can still share some of their subparts, e.g.
[V buy].
The results show that (i) our approach defined in [131] generalizes to most of tree-based
kernels; and (ii) the high speedup achieved in [131] was also due to the compactness of the
model, which could better fit in the CPU cache, amplifying the benefit of our approach.
Nevertheless, the results also demonstrate that there is still a significant speedup for any
size of the data at hand. Additionally, when dealing with less sparse data, e.g., with
unlexicalized trees, the impact of our approach is further amplified. In particular, on
the INEX data, whose trees show much larger repetition of the sub-structures, the DAG
methods deliver the speedups of about two orders of magnitude w.r.t. to plain CPA
model. This reveals that the potential impact of our approach may be beyond those we
have outlined here.
1node labels define syntactic categories: NP - noun phrase, D - determiner, V - verb, VP - verb phrase, N - noun, JJ -
adjective
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3.1.2 Fast linearization of tree kernels
As previously discussed, the scaling behaviour of kernel methods that perform optimiza-
tion in the dual is in the order of O(n2). On the other hand, similar to linear-time
algorithms with linear kernel, the optimization of kernel machines can also be performed
in the primal [28], which, in turn, requires to precompute and keep the entire Gram ma-
trix in the memory. Both methods pose computational problems for applying kernels
on datasets with millions of examples. Consequently, several approaches that attempt
to trade-off accuracy for speed have been proposed: (i) linearization of the kernel space,
i.e., extraction of the most important features in the form of explicit feature vectors,
e.g., [34,79]. (ii) Feature selection in kernel spaces [80], where the implicit computation of
feature weights allows one to avoid full computation of the kernel functions; (iii) hybrid
approaches mixing kernel computations with on-line linearization of trees [74]; (iv) feature
hashing [49,146], which can highly decrease the size of the linearized space; (v) lineariza-
tion using reverse-kernel engineering (RKE) approach [113], which exploits SVM models
to extract the most important features from the kernel space; and (vi) recent advances in
fast SVM learning with structural kernels [131] (SDAG), which, thanks to the approximate
cutting plane algorithm and its model compression via directed acyclic graphs, provides
significant speedups over conventional SVM training methods. While kernel-based learn-
ing have been shown to deliver more accurate models for complex NLP tasks, none of
the methods above seem to be optimal when dealing with large-scale datasets without
compromising the accuracy of their exact counterparts.
In Section 3.6, we study the latest linearization approaches to large-scale learning with
convolution tree kernels (TKs) and derive the following findings: first, it is computation-
ally prohibitive to na¨ıvely enumerate all structural features, which is often mandatory
for tackling high-level semantic tasks such as the extraction of predicate argument struc-
tures in Semantic Role Labeling (SRL). Indeed, (i) enumerating all possible sub-structures
quickly becomes intractable as their number grows exponentially with the size of the input
structure; (ii) hashed feature vectors tend to be very dense; and (iii) the feature collisions
due to hashing cause the model to underperform w.r.t. structural kernels.
Secondly, we show that reverse-kernel engineering is a principled way to linearize ex-
ponentially large tree kernel spaces for tasks where models encoding complex structural
features yield better accuracy. However, this approach inherits the computational burden
of training an SVM model, which is required by its greedy mining procedure. We attack
the major computational bottleneck of this approach by (i) replacing the slow SVM train-
ing with our much faster CPA training algorithm with DAG compression, which produces
a more compact model in a form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG); and (ii) we define a
linearization approach based on fragment extraction directly from the DAG model. This
approach achieves the same accuracy as the traditional SVM learning with structural
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kernels. We provide an explanation of such surprising result by showing that our SDAG
and the SVM models are rather similar, as their most important features have a large
overlap. Therefore, we can use fast algorithms to learn a tree kernel model and work in
the linear space where learning and testing is fast.
Thirdly, we propose a distributed system to further speed up RKE on the DAG models,
which includes: (a) splitting the training set into smaller subsets and (b) using multiple
CPUs to learn individual SDAG models. In particular, we show that: (i) the merged
feature space can be used to learn the final linear model whose accuracy is just few tens
of a point lower than that of the traditional SVMs using tree kernels; and (ii) the entire
process takes less than an hour. For example, on the 4 million examples from SRL dataset,
the entire linearization process takes less than 20 minutes achieving an F1 of 84.5% vs.
84.8% achieved by SDAG.
Finally, we could carry out large-scale experiments, e.g., using the entire 4 million
instances of the SRL dataset (boundary detection from CoNLL 2005 [25]), in a few hours.
This does not produce any loss in accuracy w.r.t. the traditional SVMs.
3.1.3 Our contributions
The contributions of this chapter consider our two learning approaches:
1. Approximate CPA with model compression using DAGs:
• We model DAGs to encode the cutting plane models computed at each iteration of
the CPA algorithm [131]. We present two different algorithms, which, by compressing
the trees in the CPA model, deliver impressive speedups for both training and testing.
• We extend our approach to any tree kernel satisfying some properties, e.g., our
approach can be applied to a more general tree kernel, namely, the Partial Tree
Kernel (PTK) [93]. PTK not only enables the use of dependency syntactic trees and
other different syntactic paradigms, but also allows for applying our fast approach to
many other application domains, e.g., it can be applied to XML trees or any other
tree-structured data. In contrast to Syntactic Tree Kernel (STK) used in the previous
study, PTK takes on a more fine-grained approach by matching any subsequence of
children nodes of a given node. This necessitates modifications in the organization
of the DAG structure and also yields different levels of compression compared to the
STK. We extensively study the effects of using PTK when compacting tree forests
into DAGs.
• We investigate the speedup decrease observed when the training size increases by
defining a new efficiency measure based on atomic kernel operations that in our case
is the ∆ function (i.e., the evaluation of the number of shared substructures rooted
at two given nodes). This allows us to exactly verify the speedup independently of
the hardware used for running the experiments.
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• We demonstrate a simple way to parallelize our approach and a method for handling
class-imbalanced datasets in the CPA algorithm, which has been previously missing.
Plain CPA model previously studied in [132] simply learns a model that minimizes
the error rate, which in the case of imbalanced datasets tends to produce models
with low Recall. While, CPA can be used to train models that optimize various
performance measures, e.g. F1 score [66], this, however, entails the use of non-
decomposable loss-functions, which, in turn, requires to compute the inner product
over the entire training set when constructing cutting plane models at each iteration
of the CPA. Hence, it prevents the use of sampling to speed up the learning with
non-linear kernels. Conversely, we show that a simple cost-proportionate sampling
technique is an elegant solution to extend the CPA to handle class-imbalanced data.
We demonstrate that using an alternative sampling strategy within the CPA to build
cutting planes at each iteration, indeed, provides an efficient way to tune up Precision
and Recall of the obtained classifier. We also show that the original convergence
bounds still apply to the modified algorithm.
• We carry out an extensive evaluation of our approaches on five datasets: (a) a large
dataset of Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) that contains a collection of parse trees
expressing predicate argument relationships; (b) a new dataset derived from the
previous one by removing lexical information, i.e. words, (unlexicalized trees); (c)
question classification dataset, i.e., a taxonomy of the question types used in question
answering systems; (d) question and answer pairs from Yahoo! answers; and (e) a
new dataset from INEX [165] 2005 competition that contains a collection of XML
trees. We evaluated the speedup in terms of the training time and the number of
∆-iterations for both STK and the newly proposed PTK on DAGs.
2. Fast linearization of DAG models:
• We show that reverse-kernel engineering is a principled way to linearize exponentially
large tree kernel spaces (compared to feature hashing approaches) for tasks where
models encoding complex structural features yield better accuracy.
• We extend the RKE approach of [113] by addressing its major computational bottle-
necks and replacing the slow SVM training with our much faster CPA algorithm with
DAG compression, which produces a more compact model in a form of a directed
acyclic graph (DAG).
• We define a linearization approach based on fragment extraction directly from the
DAG model.
• We propose a distributed system to further speed up RKE of DAG models by splitting
the training set into smaller subsets and using multiple CPUs to learn individual tree
kernel models.
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In the remainder of this chapter section 3.2 provides the reader with the required
background on the CPA algorithm. Section 3.3 illustrates how the idea of compacting
trees into a DAG can be used to speed up the CPA algorithm. Section 3.4 demonstrates
our approach to construct DAGs from a tree forest, the computation of the DAG tree
kernel and the parallelization of the resulting CPA algorithm. Section 3.5 illustrates our
methods for dealing with class imbalance. Section 3.6 defines our procedure to linearize
the learning with tree kernels. Section 3.7 reports on our empirical evaluations, while
Section 3.8 reports on the related work.
3.2 Preliminaries: Cutting Plane Algorithm with Sampling
In this section, we start off from the problem formulation for binary SVMs (provided
in Sec. 2.3 and present a re-elaborated version of the cutting plane method (originally
proposed in the context of structural SVMs) for binary classification. Having considered
the case for linear SVMs, we point out the main source of inefficiency for the case when
non-linear kernels are used. Next, we present the idea of using sampling [188] to approx-
imate cutting planes computed at each iteration of the CPA, which is shown to alleviate
high training costs for SVMs with non-linear kernels.
3.2.1 Cutting-plane algorithm (primal)
First, we consider an equivalent formulation of the SVM training problem defined by
Eq. 2.9, known as a 1-slack reformulation [69], to derive a more efficient version of the
CPA for binary classification:
minimize
w,ξ≥0
1
2
‖w‖2 + Cξ
subject to
1
n
n∑
i=1
ciyiw · xi ≥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
ci − ξ, ∀c ∈ {0, 1}n
(3.1)
where a binary vector c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ {0, 1}n is an index into the training set and
selects which training examples form a given constraint. Hence, each of such constraints
is composed by a linear combination of the constraints of the form: yi(w · xi) ≥ 1 − ξi.
The key idea behind this equivalent reformulation is to represent the empirical risk by
only a single slack variable ξ shared across all the constraints. Even though the number
of slack variables is reduced to only a single ξ, the number of constraints is 2n (as defined
by all possible values of c). This prevents the application of off-the-shelf optimization
methods to directly solve optimization problem in Eq. 3.1 (OP3.1). Nevertheless, it has
been shown in [166] that the cutting plane algorithm applied to the OP3.1 uses only a
small subset of active constraints that is independent of the size of the training set.
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Algorithm 1 Cutting Plane Algorithm (primal)
1: Input: X = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, C, 
2: S ← ∅; t← 0
3: repeat
4: (w, ξ)← optimize OP3.1 over the constraints in S
5: for i = 1 to n do
6: c
(t)
i ←
{
1 if yi(w · xi) ≤ 1
0 otherwise
7: d(t) ← 1n
∑n
i=1 c
(t)
i
8: g(t) ← 1n
∑n
i=1 c
(t)
i yixi
9: S ← S ∪ {(d(t),g(t))}
10: t← t+ 1
11: until no CPMs are violated by more than 
12: return w, ξ
To solve OP3.1, an adaptation of the generic cutting plane algorithm [69] for binary
classification problem has been shown to yield significant performance gains over conven-
tional classifiers.
The CPA is presented in Alg. 1. It starts with an empty set of constraints S and
computes the optimal solution to the OP3.1. Next, the algorithm forms a binary vector
c that is merely an index into the training set and selects which training examples will
form the next cutting plane model (CPM) (defined by an offset d(t) = 1
n
∑n
i=1 c
(t)
i and a
gradient g(t) = 1
n
∑n
i=1 c
(t)
i yixi (lines 5-8)). The cutting plane model encodes a constraint
w · g(t) ≥ d(t) − ξ that is violated the most by the current solution w, which is then
included in the set of active constraints S (line 9). This process is repeated until no
CPMs are violated by more than  (line 11), which is formalized by the following criteria
w · g(t) ≥ d(t) − ξ + .
3.2.2 Cutting-plane algorithm (dual)
While SVMs discussed in the previous section seek to build classifiers that are linear
functions, one may achieve better accuracy by using the power of kernels to build highly
discriminative non-linear decision boundaries. This is achieved by introducing a mapping
function φ(·) that projects the inputs into some high-dimensional feature space. However,
the use of kernels requires to solve the OP3.1 in the dual space. Its solution w lies in the
feature space defined by a kernel K(xi,xk) = φ(xi) · φ(xi). Omitting the details, it can
be verified (by deriving the dual from OP3.1) that the solutions of the primal and dual
problems are connected via:
w =
t∑
j=1
αjg
(j), (3.2)
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where αi are dual variables, g
(j) = 1
n
∑n
k=1 c
(j)
k ykφ(xk) denotes the gradient of the cutting
plane model added at iteration j and t is the current iteration.
As one can see, with the use of kernels the gradient g(j) represents a weighted sum
of training examples that lie in the feature space spanned by φ(·). This implies that a
dot product between w and a given example xi requires an explicit computation with
each of its components encoded by g(j), i.e., a common trick, to compact w into a single
vector by simply summing up its n feature vectors is no longer possible. This prohibits to
exploit linear-time training algorithms of SVMs with linear kernels and represents a major
bottleneck of kernelized SVMs. We will address the problem of compact representation
of the cutting plane models in Section 3.3.
Computing an inner product between the weight vector w and an example xi involves
the sum of kernel evaluations for each example xk in the cutting plane model g
(j) over
the set S. In particular, using the expansion of w from (3.2), the inner product required
to find the next cutting plane model (steps 5-8 in the Alg. 1), renders as:
w · φ(xi) =
t∑
j=1
αjg
(j) · φ(xi) =
t∑
j=1
αj
( 1
n
n∑
k=1
c
(j)
k yk
)
K(xk,xi), (3.3)
The analysis of the inner product given by (3.3) reveals that the number of kernel
evaluations is O(tn). Indeed, the number of non-zero elements in each g(j) is proportional
to the number of support vectors which grows linearly with the training size n [154].
Performing the kernel evaluations for each cutting plane model g(j) in the set S, we obtain
the complexity of (3.3) is O(tn). Since the inner product (3.3) needs to be computed for
each training example (lines 5-6 in Alg. 1) we obtain the total O(tn2) scaling behavior for
each iteration of the Alg. 1.
The obtained quadratic scaling in the number of examples makes cutting plane training
for non-linear SVMs prohibitively expensive for even medium-sized datasets and no better
than convenvional decomposition methods such as SMO or SVM-light. To address this
limitation [188] proposed to construct approximate cuts by sampling r examples from
the training set. The idea is to replace the expensive computation of the cutting plane
(lines 5-7, Alg. 1) over all training examples n by a sum over a smaller sample r, s.t. the
number of examples in g(j) is reduced from O(n) to O(r). In this case the double sum of
kernel evaluations in (3.3) reduces from
∑n
i,j=1K(xi,xj) to a more tractable in practice∑r
i,j=1K(xi,xj). This reduces the complexity of each iteration of Alg. 1 from O(tn
2) to
O(tr2).
Using sampling to approximate cutting planes computed at each iteration introduces
an additional parameter into the learning algorithm. Nevertheless, it has been shown
in [188] that the resulting training and test set errors are stable with respect to changes
in the sample size r. Additionally, [132] extensively studied the effects of the sample size
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on the obtained runtime speedups within the context of SVMs with structural kernels. It
has been shown that selecting smaller sample sizes r (as small as 100 examples) provides
significant savings in the runtime while leading to only a small loss in accuracy. While
there is no general strategy for selecting the sample size that gives the best choice for
every possible scenario, in Section 3.7 we provide the reader with some simple guidelines
on the choice of the sampling size that we found to work well in practice.
3.3 Fast CPA for Structural Kernels
In this section we present an approach to significantly speed up the approximate CPA
for structural kernels described in Section 3.2. We observe that for convolution structural
kernels that are defined in terms of its substructures, the cutting plane model can be com-
pactly represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where each unique substructure
is stored only once. This helps to speed up both the training and classification as the
repeating kernel evaluations over shared substructures can be avoided. Most interestingly,
this approach can be parallelized during training, thus, making structural kernel learning
practical on larger datasets.
3.3.1 Compacting cutting plane models using DAGs
In the previous section we have seen that computing a cutting plane model (CPM) at
each iteration involves a quadratic number of kernel evaluations. Using sampling to
approximate the cutting plane helps to reduce the number of kernel evaluations.
Here, we explore another method to reduce the number of kernel computations when
convolution structural kernels are used. Indeed, when applied to structural data such as
sequences, trees or graphs, we can take advantage of the fact that many examples share
common sub-structures. Hence, we can use a compact representation of a cutting plane
model to avoid redundant computations over repeating sub-structures. In particular, when
dealing with tree-structured data, a collection of trees can be compactly represented as a
DAG [5]. In the following we briefly introduce the idea behind using DAGs to compactly
represent a tree forest and then show how it applies to speed up the learning algorithm.
3.3.2 DAG tree kernels
A DAG can efficiently represent a set of trees (a forest F ) by including only unique
subtrees and accounting for the frequency of the repeated substructures. Given the DAG
representation previously presented in Fig. 3.1, we can define tree kernel functions between
a DAG and a tree, which compute exactly the same kernel, with a relevant speedup. The
support for this algorithm is given by the following:
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Theorem 3.3.1 Let D be a DAG representing a tree forest F and Kdag(D, T2) =∑
n1∈ND
∑
n2∈NT2 f(n1)∆(n1, n2) then∑
T1∈F
TK(T1, T2) = Kdag(D, T2), (3.4)
where f(n1) is the frequency associated with n1 in D, TK is any tree kernel function
that can be factorized with Eq. 6.3 and a ∆(n1, n2) function, which counts the number of
shared subtrees rooted in n1 and n2.
Proof Let S(F ) be the set of possible subtrees (see the definition in Sec. 2.4.2) of F , i.e.,
the substructures whose leaves coincide with those of the original tree (in general T 6= S),
then ∑
T1∈F
TK(T1, T2) =
∑
T1∈F
∑
n1∈NT1
∑
n2∈NT2
∆(n1, n2) =
∑
T1∈F
∑
n1:t∈S(T1)
n1=r(t)
∑
n2∈NT2
∆(n1, n2),
where r(t) is the root of the subtree t. The last expression is equal to:∑
n1:t∈S(F )
n1=r(t)
∑
n2∈NT2
∆(n1, n2)
. Let S ′ be the unique subtrees of S, we can rewrite the above equation as:∑
n1:t∈S′(F )
n1=r(t)
f(n1)
∑
n2∈NT2
∆(n1, n2) =
∑
n1:t∈D
n1=r(t)
∑
n2∈NT2
f(n1)∆(n1, n2) =
∑
n1∈ND
∑
n2∈NT2
f(n1)∆(n1, n2)
Remark It should be noted that no assumption is made on ∆(n1, n2), thus our approach
is valid for a vast set of tree kernels defined by a specific form of its ∆ function. Since
STK and PTK are based on Eq. 6.3 and their ∆(n1, n2) function computes the number
of substructures rooted in n1 and n2 the following holds:
Corollary 3.3.2 Given a DAG D and a forest F , let us define
1. STKdag(D, T2) =
∑
n1∈ND
∑
n2∈NT2 f(n1)∆STK(n1, n2) and
2. PTKdag(D, T2) =
∑
n1∈ND
∑
n2∈NT2 f(n1)∆PTK(n1, n2)
then such DAG kernels exactly compute
∑
T1∈F STK(T1, T2) and∑
T1∈F PTK(T1, T2), respectively, where ∆STK is Eq. 2.21 and ∆PTK is Eq. 2.22.
Remark It is easy to prove that convolution kernels [57] can be factorized with Eq. 6.3
and a generic ∆(n1, n2). Therefore, our approach at least applies to such large class of
kernels.
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3.3.3 Fast Computation of the CPM on Structural Data
Having introduced the DAG tree kernel, we redefine the most computationally expensive
part of the CPA, i.e. the inner product in Eq. 3.3 required to compute the CPM by
compacting g(j) into a single DAG model D(j):
w · φ(xi) =
t∑
j=1
αj
( 1
n
n∑
k=1
c
(j)
k yk
)
K(xk,xi) =
1
n
t∑
j=1
αjKdag(D
(j),xi) (3.5)
Unlike Eq. 3.3, where each cutting plane g(j) is an arithmetic sum of training examples,
here we take advantage of the fact that a collection of trees can be efficiently put into
an equivalent DAG D(j). As shown in Th. 3.3.1 computing a kernel Kdag(·, ·) between
an example and a DAG that represents a collection of trees yields an exact kernel value.
The benefit of such representation comes from the efficiency gains obtained by speeding
up kernel evaluations over the sum of examples compacted into a single DAG.
Alternatively, to benefit even more from the compact representation offered by DAGs,
we can put all the cutting planes from the active set S into a single DAG model D̂, such
that the inner product in Eq. 3.5 is reduced to a single kernel evaluation:
w · φ(xi) = 1
n
t∑
j=1
αjKdag(D
(j),xi) =
1
n
Kdag(D̂
(t),xi), (3.6)
where D̂(t) at iteration t is built by compacting all D(j) together with their corresponding
dual variable αj. This ensures that a singleKdag evaluation over the full DAG model makes
Eq. 3.6 equivalent to computing a weighted sum of Kdag using individual D
(j) in Eq. 3.5.
Henceforth, we call the approach to compute the inner-product in Eq. 3.3 using more
efficient expressions in Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.6 as SDAG and SDAG+ respectively. A more
detailed explanation of the DAG structure implementation along with the pseudocode of
algorithms for building a DAG from a set of trees, compacting a set of DAGs into a single
DAG and computing Kdag are given in the forthcoming section.
Now we are ready to present the new cutting plane algorithm (Alg. 2) adapted for the
use of tree kernels with DAGs. Different from Alg. 1 here we use a set of r examples
uniformly sampled from the original training set to approximate the CPM computed at
each iteration of the CPA, s.t. computing the inner product over all n examples in the
training set is reduced to a much smaller sample r. This also reduces the size of the
resulting model weight vector, since each CPM includes maximum only r training points.
To compute the CPM we can use either SDAG or SDAG+ approach to form a binary
vector c, which then defines the training examples that are further inserted into the DAG
to represent the CPM at iteration t.
As one can see, while using SDAG+ approach provides better compression, since all
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Algorithm 2 Cutting Plane Algorithm (dual) using DAGs
1: Input: X = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, r, C, ,
2: S ← ∅; D← ∅; t← 0;
3: repeat
4: Update the Gram matrix G with a new CPM
5: α← optimize Wolfe dual of OP3.1
6: I ← index set of r examples uniformly sampled from the training set X
7: c(t) ← find CPM using SDAG (Alg. 3) or SDAG+ (Alg. 4)
8: D(t) ← buildDAG(xc(t) ,yc(t))
9: d(t) ← 1r
∑r
i=1 c
(t)
i
10: S ← S ∪ {(d(t),D(t))}
11: t← t+ 1
12: until no CPMs are violated by more than 
13: return w, ξ
Algorithm 3 Find CPM with SDAG
Input: x, S, α, I
for each i ∈ I do
c
(t)
i ←
{
1 if yi/r
∑t
j=1 αjKdag(D
(j),xi) ≤ 1
0 otherwise
return c(t)
CPM models D(j) are compacted into a single D̂(t), it, however, needs to be re-built at
each iteration to accommodate an update in vector α after re-solving the dual of OP3.1.
Nevertheless, the time to construct D̂ is linear in the number of nodes in the model and
imposes negligible computational overhead in practice. Another computational drawback
of using full DAG model compared to the set of D(j) is that in the former case we need
to compute the update of the Gram matrix column (line 4 in Alg.2) Git = D
(i) ·D(t) for
1 ≤ i ≤ t, while in the latter case it is obtained automatically from computing Eq. 3.5.
Even though the worst-case complexity of computing CPMs at each iteration using
both variants of DAGs is still O(r2), in practice we can observe much better scaling
behavior, since in real datasets examples tend to share many common substructures. As
verified by the extensive experiments in section 3.7, this greatly speeds up both training
and classification by avoiding redundant kernel computations. Finally, it is important to
note that the obtained Alg. 2 preserves all theoretical benefits of the approximate CPA
with sampling, since the kernel computations remain the same, while in practice greatly
reducing the number of expensive kernel evaluations to compute the CPM.
3.4 Implementation of the DAG Kernel
The implementation of the DAG kernel requires two different algorithms for: (i) efficiently
inserting trees into a DAG and (ii) computing a kernel between a DAG and a given tree.
Additionally, the DAG kernel computation can be parallelized.
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Algorithm 4 Find CPM with SDAG+
Input: x, S, α, I
d̂ag ← compactDAG(S, α)
for each i ∈ I do
c
(t)
i ←
{
1 if yi/rKdag(d̂ag,xi) ≤ 1
0 otherwise
return c(t)
3.4.1 DAG construction
There are various methods to efficiently build a DAG corresponding to a collection of trees,
F , see for example [5]. Given a tree, T ∈ F , we need to insert its nodes in the DAG,
where the uniqueness of each node is defined by its corresponding subtree. The latter
criteria is crucial, since the DAG representation has to conform to the recursive nature
of the tree kernel functions computed over the DAG, i.e. two nodes which corresponding
subtrees differ in only one element will have to be inserted separately in the DAG. For this
purpose, to insert tree nodes n ∈ T , we need to be able to efficiently check if the subtree
rooted at n is already in the DAG. The key of the node n can simply by a serialized string
representation of the subtree rooted at this node. In case the node is already present in
the DAG we only need to update its associated weight.
The node weights are defined as yj/
√|T | or yj · αj/√|T | for SDAG and SDAG+
respectively2, such that the DAG kernel produces an equivalent tree kernel value when
computing the inner product in Eq. 3.5 or Eq. 3.6. Hence, each element in the DAG is
a pair of two items: a node (we only need to keep a pointer ) and its weight. This is
enough to obtain a compact model representation, where repeating tree sub-structures
are accounted by their corresponding weights and can be uniquely stored in the DAG.
This construction ensures that one obtains the same TK values.
As we have seen from section 3.3.2 a DAG tree kernel is defined as the sum of ∆-
function evaluations over the node pairs sharing some common property, i.e. production
rules (STK) or node labels (PTK) are the same. For this purpose, it is convenient to
maintain a second associative array indexed by either the production rule (STK) or node
labels (PTK) in the DAG structure, such that for a given node n ∈ T we can retrieve a
list of all matching nodes N in the DAG in constant time.
Hence, we design the DAG data structure D to contain two associative arrays: nodes
and productions. The former is used to perform constant time membership checks when
inserting a new node, such that two nodes with identical subtrees are stored only once.
The latter allows for the constant time retrieval of a list of node pairs in a DAG matching
the production rule (node label) of a given node n, which is used for computing a DAG
tree kernel. In this way we can efficiently insert trees into a DAG and enumerate all
2here, we consider the normalized version of the tree kernel, i.e. K(T1, T2) = K(T1, T2)/(
√
K(T1, T1)∗√(K(T1, T1)),
hence, we need to introduce the tree norm |T | into the node weight.
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the candidate substructures sharing the same production (STK) or node label (PTK) to
compute the tree kernel between a DAG and a given tree. The aforementioned imple-
mentation ideas are formalized in Algorithms 5 and 8 which provide the pseudocode for
inserting trees into a DAG.
More specifically, to insert a tree T into a DAG D we proceed as follows: we first
define the weight of the nodes to be inserted into a DAG as the tree label yi divided
by the tree norm |T |, such that we effectively compute the inner product as defined in
Eq. 3.5. Computing the tree norm for each tree in the input data is linear in the tree size
(number of nodes) and is done at pre-processing time. Next, for each node in the input
tree, we compute the nodes id3 and use it to check if the node is already present in the
DAG. If it is present, we simply update its weight, otherwise we insert the node together
with its weight into both associative arrays: nodes and productions. For the latter, we use
nodes production (label) to retrieve a list of matching nodes and append the new element.
To give a concrete example of tree insertion, we refer back to the constructed DAG in
Fig. 3.1 (right) that compactly represents a collection of 3 trees (left). Suppose, we would
like to insert another tree T ′: [NP [D a] [N car]] into our DAG D. T ′ consisting of 3
non-terminal and 2 leaf nodes with labels {NP, D, N} and {a, car} respectively. Since
the node weights and node ids for each node n ∈ T ′ have been already precomputed at
the pre-processing time, we simply iterate over nodes checking for their membership in D.
For example, to insert the root node NP we query the array nodes in DAG data structure
using its node id as a key. Node id is simply a fingerprint (unique hash value) of the string
(NP(D(a))(N(car))), i.e. a serialization of the full subtree rooted at this node. Since,
such node already exists in D, we simply update its associated node weight in D.
Finally, Alg. 8 shows how a set of DAGs D(j) are compacted into a single D̂, which
allows for a reduction of an inner product in Eq. 3.5 to a single kernel evaluation as shown
in Eq. 3.6. Note that, to account for individual αj of each D
(j) when inserting its node
into a D̂, we simply make it as an additional factor of the node weight, i.e. weight · αj
(line 7).
3.4.2 DAG kernel computation
Having discussed the particular implementation of the DAG data structure that allows
for efficient DAG construction from a collection of trees, we now consider how one can
compute a tree kernel over a given tree and the constructed DAG D. The associative
array productions allows us to efficiently compute TKs by retrieving (in constant time)
a list of nodes in the DAG matching a given node n ∈ T to evaluate ∆ for each pair of
nodes. In particular, computing a tree kernel between a DAG and a tree (see Alg. 11)
simply requires (i) looping over nodes in a tree (line 3), (ii) retrieving a list of nodes in
3Computing node ids requires to serialize subtrees rooted at each node which is linear in the tree size and is also performed
at the preprocessing stage.
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Algorithm 5 Build a DAG from a collection of trees
1: Input: sample of I, dag D
2: for i ∈ I do
3: weight← yi√|Ti|
4: for each node ∈ Ti do
5: addNode(D,weight, node)
Algorithm 6 Insert a tree node into a DAG
1: procedure addNode(D,weight, node)
2: key ← id(node)
3: K ← all keys in D.nodes
4: if key ∈ K then
5: updateWeight(D.nodes[key], weight)
6: else
7: newDagElement← construct a new pair (weight, node)
8: D.nodes[key]← newDagElement
9: dagElementsList← D.productions[node.production]
10: append(dagElementsList, newDagElement)
the DAG matching node n (line 7) and (iii) summing up the product between the weight
of the considered node in the DAG and the value returned by a call to a ∆ function
(line 10). Note that we return the final value of the sum divided by a tree norm |T |,
s.t. evaluating Kdag over a DAG and a set of trees yields a normalized TK value. This
procedure is similar for both STK and PTK kernels with the difference that for PTK we
form the matching node pairs using node labels instead of production rules.
3.4.3 Parallelization
The modular nature of the CPA suggests easy parallelization. In fact, in our experiments,
we observed that at each iteration 95% of the total learning time is spent on computing
the CPM (steps 3-9, Alg. 2). This involves computing Eq. 3.5 over the set of individual
DAGs or Eq. 3.6 using full DAG model for the sample of r training examples. Using p
processors the complexity of this pre-dominant part can be brought down from O(r2) to
O(r2/p).
3.5 Handling Class-Imbalanced data
Having considered a set of techniques to speed up the training of SVMs with tree kernels,
we now turn to addressing another important problem of dealing with class-imbalanced
data. This problem often arises in situations when we have to deal with datasets where
the number of negative examples largely outnumbers the number of positive examples.
On such datasets, a typical classifier that is minimizing a mis-classification rate is likely
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Algorithm 7 Compact a set of CPMs into a single DAG
1: Input: set of CPMs S, vector of dual variables α
2: D̂ ← newDag()
3: for j = 1 to length(S) do
4: K ← all keys in D(j).nodes
5: for each key ∈ K do
6: weight, node← D(j).nodes[key]
7: addNode(D̂, weight · αj , node)
8: return D̂
Algorithm 8 Compute Kdag(D,T)
1: Input: tree T , dag
2: sum← 0
3: for each node ∈ T do
4: key ← production rule of node
5: P ← all production rules in D.productions
6: if key ∈ P then
7: dagElementsList← D.productions[key]
8: for each dagElement ∈ dagElementsList do
9: weight, dagNode← dagElement
10: sum← sum+ weight ·∆(node, dagNode)
11: return sum/
√|T |
to learn a model that will tend to label all examples as negative. Hence, it will will do
poorly in terms of Precision and Recall.
Thus, in this section, we extend the theory of the cutting-plane algorithm to tackle
class-imbalance problem. Our approach is based on an alternative sampling strategy,
e.g. cost-proportionate sampling, that is effective for tuning up Precision and Recall
on class-imbalanced data. Typically, cost-proportionate sampling is used to alter the
distribution of the original training set to make the proportion of positive and negative
examples balanced, such that the classifier can be trained on a balanced data. However,
the CPA operates differently as it iteratively draws samples to build an approximation
of the cutting plane models at each step. Hence, it is important to verify that altering
the distribution of the examples in the sample used to build CPM at each step, indeed,
allows for an effective way to tune up Precision and Recall of the final classifier. We also
demonstrate that the same convergence bounds hold when cost-proportionate sampling
is applied within the CPA.
3.5.1 Cost-proportionate sampling
Conventional SVM problem formulation allows for natural incorporation of example de-
pendent importance weights into the optimization problem. We can modify the objective
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function to include example dependent cost factors:
minimize
w,ξi≥0
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n
n∑
i
ziξi
subject to yi(w · xi) ≥ 1− ξi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
(3.7)
where zi is the importance weight of example i and
1
n
∑n
i ziξi serves as an upper bound on
the total cost-sensitive empirical risk. This problem formulation where there is an indi-
vidual slack variable ξi for each example is typically referred to as “n-slack” formulation.
In the dual space, the example-dependent costs captured by cost factors zi translate
into the box constraints imposed on each dual variables: 0 ≤ αi ≤ ziC, 1 ≤ i ≤ n such
that the ziC sets an upper bound on the values of αi. This feature to integrate importance
weights zi in the problem formulation is implemented in SVM-light software.
This natural modification of the quadratic problem, is, however, difficult to incorporate
in the case of 1-slack formulation (OP3.1). Indeed, in the case of 1-slack formulation we
have a single slack variable ξ that is shared among all the constraints. More importantly,
moving to the dual space, the box constraints 0 ≤ αi ≤ C are no longer for each individual
dual variable but for a sum:
∑
i αi. This makes the 1-slack problem formulation difficult
to incorporate importance weights directly. Nevertheless, the idea of approximating the
cutting plane model at each iteration via sampling suggests a straightforward solution.
Indeed, we can extend the original CPA to the case of cost-sensitive classification. A
straight-forward way to do this is instead of using uniform sampling to build an approxi-
mation to the CPM at each iteration in Alg. 2), we can draw examples according to their
importance weights using the cost-proportionate rejection sampling technique (Alg. 9).
Algorithm 9 Cost-proportionate rejection sampling
1: Pick example (xi, yi, zi) at random
2: Flip a coin with bias zi/Z
3: if heads then
4: keep the example
5: else
6: discard it
Here zi is the importance weight of the i-th example and Z is an upper bound on any
importance value in the dataset. This process is repeated until we sample the required
number of examples r. This modification enables the control over the proportion of
examples from different classes that will form a sample used to compute the CPM.
Unlike the conventional approaches for addressing the class-imbalance problem, that
either under-sample the majority class or over-sample the minority class from the training
data, the rejection sampling coupled with CPA does not completely discard examples
from the training set. At each iteration it forms a sample according to the pre-assigned
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importance weights for each example, such that examples from both the majority and
minority classes enter the sample in the desired proportion. This process is repeated
until the algorithm converges. Thus, the learner has the chance to incorporate relevant
information present in the data over a number of iterations before it converges. This way,
the method preserves the global view on the dataset and no relevant information is lost
during the iterative optimization process unlike in the “one-shot” sampling methods.
Another benefit of this approach is that by increasing the importance weight of the
minority class, we give its examples more chance to end up in CPM and hence, become
support vectors. This way the imbalanced support-vector ratio is automatically tuned
to include more examples from the minority class, which gives more control over the
class-imbalance problem. Proving this property could be an interesting theoretical result.
3.5.2 Theoretical Analysis of the Algorithm
Cost proportionate rejection sampling allows for natural extension of the binary classifi-
cation to importance weighted binary classification. It achieves this task by re-weighting
the original distribution of examples D according to the importance weights of examples
such that the training is effectively carried out under the new distribution Dˆ.
In [190] it is shown that by transforming the original distribution D to a training set
under Dˆ, one can effectively train a cost-insensitive classifier on a dataset Dˆ such that
it will minimize the expected risk under the original distribution D.
Theorem 3.5.1 (Translation Theorem; [190]) Learning a classifier h to minimize the
expected cost-sensitive risk under the original distribution D is equivalent to learning a
decision function to minimize the expected cost-insensitive risk under the distribution
Dˆ(x, y, z) ≡ z
E(x,y,z)∼D[z]
D(x, y, z).
The proof is a straight-forward application of the definitions and simply follows by estab-
lishing an equivalence relationship between the expected cost-sensitive risk E(x,y,z)∼D[z∆(y, h(x))]
under the original distributionD and the expected cost-insensitive riskE(x,y,z)∼Dˆ[∆(y, h(x))]
under the transformed distribution Dˆ. The theorem produces an important implication
that by transforming the original distribution D to Dˆ according to example-dependent
importance weights, a classifier for the cost-sensitive problem over D can be obtained
with a cost-insensitive learning algorithm over D. We can use this finding to show that
the convergence proof for the original CPA with uniform sampling naturally applies to
the proposed version of the algorithm that uses cost-proportionate rejection sampling:
Theorem 3.5.2 (Convergence) Assume R = max1≤i≤n‖φ(xi)‖, i.e. R is an upper bound
on the norm of any φ(xi), and ∆ = max1≤i≤n‖ ∆(y, yi)‖, the number of steps required by
Alg. 2 using the sampling strategy of Alg. 9 is upper bounded by 8C∆R2/2.
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Proof. We first note that the cost-proportionate rejection sampling (Alg. 9), used to build
the approximate cutting plane model, at each step re-weights the original distribution D
according to the importance weights of the examples. This means that we are effectively
training a cost insensitive classifier that draws examples to build the cutting plane model
from the transformed distribution Dˆ. By invoking the Translation Theorem (3.5.1), we
establish that, to obtain a cost-sensitive classifier that minimizes the expected risk un-
der the original distribution D, it is sufficient to learn a cost-insensitive classifier under
the transformed distribution Dˆ. The CPA that draws examples from D using rejection
sampling is equivalent to the original CPA applying uniform sampling to the transformed
distribution Dˆ. Thus, we can reutilize the proof in [188] of the convergence bounds for the
original CPA with uniform sampling over Dˆ. This states that CPA with uniform sampling
terminates after at most 8C∆R2/2 iterations. By applying such bound, we have proved
the thesis of the theorem.
Remarks. The main idea to obtain convergence bounds in [188] is to set an upper
bound on the value of the dual objective and if there exists a lower bound on the minimal
improvement of the dual objective at each iteration, then the algorithm will terminate in
a finite number of steps.
Indeed, using the relationship between primal and dual problems, we have that a
feasible solution of the primal OP1, such as, for example: w = 0, ξ = ∆, forms an upper
bound C∆ on the dual objective of 3.1. Next, in [166] it is shown that the inclusion
of -violated constraint at each iteration improves the dual objective by at least /8R2 .
Since the dual objective is upper bounded by C∆, the algorithm terminates after at most
8C∆R2/2 iterations.
The derivation of the bound on the minimal improvement of the dual objective obtained
at each step only depends on the values of  and R and does not rely on the assumption
about distribution of the examples. Also note that each cutting plane model built via
rejection sampling is a valid constraint for the OP1.
3.6 Linearization of DAG models
In this section we first briefly describe a feature hashing approach that could be applied
to learning a TK model by explicitly enumerating features implicitly generated by tree
kernel functions. Next we propose our linearization approach based on the idea of Reverse
Kernel Engineering and define the feature mining process directly on the DAG model.
3.6.1 Feature enumeration aka feature hashing
Recently, much attention has been drawn to feature hashing approaches, e.g. [49, 146],
that aim at transforming high dimensional kernel spaces into the linear space, where fast
learning methods can be applied. The approach forces multiple features to collide, thus
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achieving drastic reduction in the effective dimension of the feature space. Still, such ap-
proaches may introduce several problems: (i) enumerating a huge number (exponential in
the input size) of substructures encoded by the structural kernels may become intractable;
and (ii) the noise introduced by feature collisions4 may have a negative effect on problems
where few complex structural features are essential for the learning system.
3.6.2 Reverse Kernel Engineering
A more principled feature extraction algorithm for Tree Kernel (TK) spaces has been
proposed in [113]. Its greedy mining algorithm relies on the model learned by an SVM
to extract the most relevant features (tree fragments).
Different from the na¨ıve feature enumeration method, the support vectors of the model
along with their weights are used to guide the greedy mining to extract the most relevant
tree fragments. In particular, the greedy mining approach extracts the fragments fj from
support vectors (trees) ti based on the relevance score defined as follows:
n∑
i=1
αiyiti,jλ
l(fj)/||ti|| (3.8)
where αi are the Lagrange multipliers of the learned model, λ - kernel decay factor, l(fj)
- depth of the fragment fj, yi - example label and ti,j is the frequency of the fragment j
in the ti.
While originally proposed to extract features from SVs of the SVM model, our Alg. 10
presents a simplified version of the greedy mining algorithm in [113] that works directly
on a DAG model. Each node in the DAG is associated with a weight defined as follows:
νi = αiyifi/||ti||. This definition of the node weights is convenient to simplify the mining
procedure, since all the components to compute the relevance weights from Eq. 3.8 are
already provided by the DAG. We iterate over all nodes in the DAG calling the function
frag(n), which generates the smallest fragment rooted at node n. These base fragments
are further expanded by calling the function expand(f) which enlarges the current frag-
ment by adding direct children to some of its nodes. This process is repeated until the
index is unchanged and the top K features are returned.
The information about the most relevant fragments stored in the index is then used
to linearize both training and test datasets. Each tree in the input data can the be
explicitly represented by a feature vector, where each attribute corresponds to one of the
tree fragments as generated by TK.
4This poses little to no penalty for some tasks where less complex features suffice to build accurate models.
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Algorithm 10 mineDAG(dag, K)
1: for each 〈ν, t〉 ∈ dag do
2: for each n ∈ Nt do
3: f ← frag(n);w = λ ∗ ν
4: updateIndex(〈f, w〉)
5: while Changed(Index) do
6: for each 〈f, w〉 ∈ Index do
7: for each χ ∈ expand(f) do
8: updateIndex(〈χ, λ ∗ w〉)
9: FK ← top(K)
10: return FK
3.7 Experiments
In our experiments we pursue the following goals:
• study the effects of compacting the cutting plane model by using DAGs on both
training and classification runtime
• demonstrate the speedup factors one can obtain after straight-forward parallelization
offered by the CPA
• demonstrate the ability of the cost-proportionate sampling scheme to tune up Pre-
cision and Recall
• evaluate the speedup when applying our linearization process to the DAG models
3.7.1 Experimental setup
We integrated CPA with uniform sampling as described in [188] within the framework of
SVM-Light-TK [65,94] to enable the use of structural kernels, e.g. we used STK and PTK
(see Sec. 2.4.2). PTK has been indicated as the most accurate in similar tasks, e.g. [94],
while PTK is a more general yet much more computationally demanding. To measure the
classification performance, we use Precision, Recall and F 1-score, i.e. a harmonic mean
between Precision and Recall.
For the DAG implementation, we employ highly efficient Judy arrays5. For brevity, we
refer to the CPA with uniform sampling as uSVM; uSVM where each cutting plane ~g(j) is
compacted into a ~D(j) as SDAG; uSVM with a single DAG that fits all active constraints
in the set S as SDAG+; uSVM with cost-proportionate sampling as uSVM+j (Alg. 9),
and SVM-light-TK as SVM. The margin trade off parameter is fixed at 1.0.
We ran all the experiments on machines equipped with Intel R© Xeon R© 2.33GHz CPUs
carrying 6Gb of RAM under Linux. Parallel implementation relies on the OpenMP library.
5http://judy.sourceforge.net
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3.7.2 Data
Semantic Role Labeling. To evaluate the efficiency of the compact model representa-
tion offered by SDAG and SDAG+ algorithms with respect to uSVM, we use Semantic
Role Labeling (SRL) benchmark. The dataset consists of the Penn Treebank texts [85],
PropBank annotation [106] and Charniak parse trees [29] as provided by the CoNLL 2005
shared task on Semantic Role Labeling [25]. The goal is to recognize semantic roles of
the target verbs in a given sentence.
SRL is a complex tasks where the state-of-the-art systems achieve F1 at about 80%,
which indicates the importance of extracting the best features. A common approach
to tackle SRL problem involves two steps: (i) detection of the verb arguments and (ii)
classification of identified arguments into their respective semantic categories and final
annotation of the original parse tree. In our experiments, we focus on the first task of
argument identification (i.e. the exact sequence of words spanning an argument). This
corresponds to the classification of parse tree nodes into correct or not correct boundaries.
For this purpose, we train a binary Boundary Classifier using the AST subtree defined
in [97], i.e. the minimal subtree, extracted from the sentence parse tree, including the
predicate and the target argument nodes. To evaluate the learned models we report the
F1
6 on two sections: 23 and 24, that contain 230k and 150k examples respectively. SRL
dataset has already been used to extensively test uSVM for structural kernels and we
follow the same setting as described in [132] unless mentioned otherwise.
Unlexicalized trees. We also conduct an important study on the sparsity effect inherent
to the syntactic parse trees. While the trees from SRL dataset have a very small number
of unique non-terminal nodes (less than 100), the number of unique subtrees is huge.
This is largely attributed to a great variety of the leaf nodes (lexicals) which for syntactic
parse trees are simply words. Consequently, many subtrees that have identical structure
up to the leaf nodes may differ because only one word is different. Hence, such nodes when
inserted into a DAG will be stored separately, which prevents greater levels of compression.
In NLP, the number of unique leaf nodes (words) can be hundreds of thousands and more,
therefore, to better understand the sparsity effect caused by the leaf nodes, we carry out
another set of experiments on unlexicalized trees from SRL. We simply remove the leaf
nodes and re-train our models on this modified data. This allows for better assessment
of how our approach may perform in other settings where trees are much less diverse and
DAGs can yield better compression.
XML tree classification. Additionally, to better understand how the DAG idea trans-
lates to other domains different from NLP, we also present the results for XML tree
classification from the INEX 2005 challenge [40]. The dataset is formed by XML docu-
6the reported scores corresponds to the accuracy of the binary classifier, which is slightly higher than the accuracy of
the overall boundary detection due to errors in parsing.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the number of calls to ∆ for uSVM, SDAG, and SDAG+ using STK (left) and
PTK (right) kernels on the original SRL and unlexicalized version.
ments describing movies from the IMDB site7. The particular steps taken to pre-process
the trees are described in [165]. The size of the training and test set is 4820 and 4810.
The distinctive property of this data is that the total number of unique node labels (XML
tags) is 197. This is much smaller when compared to very sparse syntactic structures in
NLP. This fact has a direct effect on the number of common substructures shared among
the training examples. As we will see in the next section this plays a significant role for
the SDAG and SDAG+ algorithms, which can exploit more compact models.
Question Answering. In the next set of experiments to study the ability of uSVM+j to
tune up Precision and Recall we used two different natural language datasets: TREC 10
QA8 (training: 5,483, test: 500) and Yahoo! Answers (YA)9(train: up to 300k, test: 10k)
to perform two similar tasks of QA classification. The task for the first dataset is to select
the most appropriate type of the answer from a set of given possibilities. The goal of the
experiments on these relatively small datasets is to demonstrate that rejection sampling
is able to effectively handle class imbalance similar to SVM. For Yahoo! Answers dataset
the classification task was set up as follows. Given pairs of questions and corresponding
answers learn if in a given pair the answer is the “best” answer for a question. The goal of
this experiment is to have a large classification task (300k examples in our experiments)
to demonstrate that class-imbalance problem can be handled effectively at a scale where
SVM becomes too slow.
3.7.3 Comparative speedup analysis of DAG-based models
The goal of this set of experiments is to study computational savings that come from
using a compact representation of individual (SDAG) or the full set (SDAG+) of cutting
plane models in S. As the baseline for the learning and classification runtime comparison,
we use plain uSVM algorithm. Note that the classification accuracy is not of concern here
7http://www.imdb.com
8http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/cogcomp/Data/QA/QC/
9retrieved through the Yahoo! Webscope program.
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(hence, not reported) since SDAG and SDAG+ produce exact kernel evaluations, thus
they train the same model as uSVM.
Learning speedups
To carry out training, we use 100k examples from the second section of the SRL dataset.
Figure 3.2 provides the first intuition on the runtime savings provided by SDAG and,
especially, SDAG+ that is able to provide the most compact model representation. The
graph plots the total number of calls to ∆ function made by the learning algorithm
during the training phase for uSVM, SDAG and SDAG+ for both the original SRL and
SRL with lexicals removed. While the number of kernel evaluations technically remains
the same for all the algorithms (using the same tree kernel), it is the number of ∆ calls
(see Eq. (2.21) and Eq. (2.22)) that greatly differ between uSVM, SDAG and SDAG+. As
we can see, SDAG+ provides much better computational savings in terms of the ∆-calls
than uSVM and SDAG for both STK and PTK. This benefit becomes especially strong for
unlexicalized dataset where DAGs are able to provide even more compact representation.
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 present a more detailed performance comparison of SDAG and
SDAG+ with respect to uSVM on 100k subset of SRL and its unlexicalized version where
leaf nodes representing words (lexicals) were removed. The bottom part shows the results
of training on INEX dataset. We carried out comparative experiments on both STK and
PTK kernels and used uSVM outcome as a yardstick. For each algorithm and each kernel,
we report two relative metrics: ratios between the number of calls to ∆ function as defined
in equations (2.21) and (2.22) for STK and PTK correspondingly.
As one can see both SDAG and SDAG+ deliver significant speedups during the learn-
ing with respect to uSVMs. The main quantity to observe here is the savings in ∆-
computations as they largely define the runtime of the algorithms. SDAG+ performs
much better than SDAG being able to provide the most compact representation of tree
forests. The results become much stronger when considering unlexicalized SRL and es-
pecially INEX datasets where subtrees tend to be less sparse. SDAG+ is a clear winner
here for both STK and PTK kernels. Another metric reported in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 is the
actual training time. Surprisingly, SDAG+ is able to deliver speedups in training time up
to 20 for STK kernel when a large sample size is used. We also observe that training time
speedups are much higher than the savings in ∆-computations. This can be explained by
the fact that the compact DAG model require less memory and can remain in the CPU
cache thus delivering time savings better than expected10. Another interesting finding
is that as subtrees become less sparse (unlexicalized SRL and INEX) we obtain much
better compression. Especially, the results on INEX data where the number of unique
node labels (XML tags) is much smaller than for natural language trees, show the true
10The exact quantification of the role of the CPU cache along with the design of more efficient algorithms based on it is
beyond the scope of this work.
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Table 3.1: Evaluation using STK: speedups w.r.t. training time and number of calls to ∆ function for
SDAG and SDAG+ over uSVM on three datasets: SRL (top), unlexicalized SRL (middle), and INEX
2005 dataset (bottom). The size of both SRL datasets is 100k whereas the size of INEX 2005 is 5k. For
uSVM we report the absolute values of ∆ and training time (minutes), t, while for SDAG and SDAG+
we illustrate the relative speedups, i.e., the rate between ∆ and t and ∆S and tS of SDAG or ∆S+ and
tS+ of SDAG+.
sample
uSVM SDAG SDAG+
∆ t ∆/∆S t/tS ∆/∆S+ t/tS+
SRL
250 3.3E+08 3 1.1 5.1 1.8 4.0
500 1.1E+09 10 1.1 6.3 2.2 5.4
1000 4.1E+09 37 1.1 7.0 3.0 7.8
2000 1.6E+10 138 1.1 7.3 4.3 11.0
3000 3.5E+10 303 1.2 7.2 5.4 14.3
4000 6.0E+10 517 1.2 7.2 6.2 17.2
5000 9.6E+10 834 1.2 7.6 7.3 20.0
SRL (unlexicalized)
250 2.3E+08 2 1.2 8.1 3.4 8.8
500 8.6E+08 6 1.4 8.3 4.4 11.5
1000 3.2E+09 21 1.5 8.6 5.9 16.0
2000 1.3E+10 85 1.7 8.8 8.6 19.8
3000 2.7E+10 183 1.9 8.8 10.3 22.3
4000 4.9E+10 325 2.0 9.1 12.7 26.7
5000 7.7E+10 513 2.1 9.2 14.3 28.9
INEX 2005
100 1.7E+08 1 13.1 7.5 21.7 6.9
250 8.6E+08 3 25.3 14.6 55.2 24.9
500 3.0E+09 8 43.1 23.1 90.4 43.3
1000 1.2E+10 31 78.8 46.0 156.4 77.5
potential of compressing learning models into equivalent DAGs.
As confirmed by the empirical evaluations SDAG and SDAG+ deliver considerable
speedups relative to uSVM and as shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 the speedups increase
with larger values of the sample size r. As previously discussed in section 3.2.2 using
smaller sample sizes r in the approximate CPA introduces an additional parameter to the
algorithm. Choosing the value for r to approximate CPA surely depends on the amount of
training data but also on the type of the used structures and the general nature of the task.
These dependencies are difficult to encode in a theory. Hence, the remaining question is
how one should pick the optimal sample size for the learning task at hand. Like with
many learning algorithms in machine learning, parameter tuning requires experiments
on the validation set. While there is no general strategy for the optimal choice of the
sampling size, as shown both theoretically and empirically in [188] the resulting training
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Table 3.2: Evaluation using PTK kernel (see the caption of in Table 3.1).
sample
uSVM SDAG SDAG+
∆ t ∆/∆S t/tS ∆/∆S+ t/tS+
SRL
250 4.8E+09 23 1.0 1.5 1.7 1.2
500 1.8E+10 90 1.1 1.5 2.1 1.4
1000 7.1E+10 340 1.1 1.5 2.9 1.8
2000 2.7E+11 1781 1.1 2.1 3.9 3.3
3000 5.9E+11 3696 1.1 2.1 4.8 5.1
4000 1.2E+12 5039 1.3 2.1 6.4 5.7
5000 1.9E+12 6687 1.5 2.1 7.6 6.5
SRL (unlexicalized)
250 4.5E+09 20 1.8 1.7 2.9 2.3
500 8.8E+09 38 1.4 1.8 3.5 2.3
1000 3.3E+10 144 1.2 1.7 3.9 3.1
2000 1.8E+11 804 1.7 2.3 7.7 4.1
3000 4.1E+11 1405 2.1 2.2 9.1 5.4
4000 7.5E+11 2501 1.4 2.3 8.0 6.3
5000 1.0E+12 2822 1.5 2.4 10.8 7.2
INEX 2005
100 2.3E+09 1 90.7 12.8 144.8 13.4
250 1.3E+10 8 171.6 26.5 283.4 27.4
500 3.3E+10 21 145.3 21.9 243.9 22.3
1000 1.4E+11 82 152.4 21.4 260.4 21.4
and test set errors are stable with respect to changes in the sample size r. Relying on the
studies of [132], which carried out extensive studies on the impact of the sample size r
on the resulting accuracy and training speed, we found a simple recipe for the choice of
the sampling size that works well in practice: on datasets where the number of instances
exceeds one million the sample size in the range of 5k to 10k examples provides the optimal
accuracy/runtime tradeoff; for the datasets with 100k to 1 million examples, we choose r
between 1k and 5k; while for datasets below 100k smaller values for r suffice. The above
recommendations reflect our experience with SRL and QC tasks and are likely to provide
good performance for other tasks, yet the validation sets should be used if one cares to
obtain the optimal performance.
Classification experiments
Regarding classification, we compare SDAG+ with uSVM (see Table 3.3). We carry out
learning for various sizes of the training set and perform testing on 10k of data. The
values of interest here are the number of nodes in the final model and the testing time.
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Table 3.3: Classification speedups for SDAG+ over uSVM using STK kernel. Testing on 10k subset when
learning on SRL subsets of varying size (1st column). Time indicated in seconds; comp denotes ratio
between the number of nodes in SDAG+ and uSVM models; #SVs- number of support vectors.
Data
uSVM SDAG+
#SVs nodes t nodes tS+ comp t/tS+
10k 1686 33516 10.8 6350 0.5 5.3 24.0
25k 3392 67840 40.8 14212 1.2 4.8 33.2
50k 5876 117520 82.1 25506 2.9 4.6 28.3
75k 7489 149780 111.7 33552 5.5 4.5 20.5
100k 8674 215764 130.6 39787 6.7 5.4 19.5
250k 11234 224680 172.5 62094 16.8 3.6 10.2
500k 13037 260740 199.0 79978 26.6 3.3 7.5
750k 13270 265400 205.9 91048 33.9 2.9 6.1
1mil 13912 278240 216.3 97447 39.8 2.9 5.4
As we can see, as the size of the training set increases not only the model becomes larger
but also the nodes that end up in the model become sparser. This affects the compression
rate of SDAG+ w.r.t. uSVM which results in smaller speedups for larger data.
Finally, in the Table 3.4, we report the results of comparison on 100k of SRL data
between SVM, uSVM, SDAG, and SDAG+. This replicates the same setting as in [132]):
the sample size is relatively small, i.e., 1k and 5k for 100k and 1 million datasets respec-
tively. Therefore, the test conditions do not emphasize the benefits if the DAG models.
Nevertheless, SDAG and SDAG+ algorithms deliver high speedups w.r.t. to uSVM and it
becomes much larger when compared to SVM. Thus, DAG compression even on relatively
sparse trees from SRL (compared to INEX dataset) as carried out in this experiment de-
livers very significant computational savings over conventional SVMs. We believe that
applying it to very large XML document classification datasets would deliver even higher
speedups against widely used in this setting SVM-light algorithm.
Table 3.4: Comparison of SVM, uSVM, SDAG and SDAG+ on 100k and 1mil SRL using STK kernel.
For 100k the sample size was fixed at 1000 and for 1mil is 5000 (to replicate the experiment in [132]).
The number of iterations is 300. The reported values are training time in minutes; values in parenthesis
are relative speedups w.r.t. SVM.
size SVM uSVM SDAG SDAG+
100k 214 37 (6) 5 (41) 5 (45)
1mil 10705 814 (13) 349 (31) 264 (41)
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Table 3.5: Handling class-imbalance problem on TREC 10 (top) YA (bottom). Ratio - proportion of
negative examples w.r.t. positive; P/R - precision (P) and recall (R). The bottom row in YA is the
performance using bag-of-words features on 75k subset. The reported F1 scores that do not pass the sta-
tistical significance test (with p ≤ 0.05) are marked by 1 for uSVM+j/uSVM and by 2 for uSVM+j/SVM.
Trec 10
Data Ratio uSVM uSVM+j SVM
F-1 P/R F-1 P/R F-1 P/R
ABBR 1:60 87.5 100.0/77.8 84.22 80.0/88.9 84.2 80.0/88.9
DESC 1:4 96.1 95.0/97.1 96.112 95.0/97.1 94.8 97.7/92.0
ENTY 1:3 72.3 91.8/59.6 79.1 79.6/78.7 80.4 82.2/78.7
HUM 1:3 88.1 98.1/80.0 90.3 94.9/86.2 87.5 88.9/86.2
LOC 1:3 81.4 96.6/70.4 87.0 87.5/86.4 82.6 86.5/79.0
NUM 1:5 86.0 98.9/76.1 91.2 96.1/86.7 89.9 98.9/82.3
Yahoo Answers
10k 1:1.5 37.4 33.5/42.2 39.1 29.6/57.7 37.9 24.2/87.7
50k 1:2.0 36.5 36.0/36.9 40.6 30.0/62.5 39.6 25.7/86.9
100k 1:2.4 33.4 36.2/31.1 40.2 30.2/59.9 40.3 26.6/83.5
150k 1:2.8 33.5 36.9/30.7 41.0 30.2/64.0 - -
300k 1:3.4 23.8 40.1/16.9 41.4 30.7/63.8 - -
BOW 1:2.0 34.2 33.2/35.3 38.1 27.5/61.7 36.3 22.5/93.5
3.7.4 Tuning up Precision and Recall
To measure if the difference in the observed values of F1 scores of the compared models
is statistically significant we employed the implementation [105] of the assumption-free
randomization framework [102]. The conclusion about the statistical significance of the
difference in F1 scores of considered models is made by assessing how likely the difference
in the randomly shuﬄed predictions of two models is due to chance. We used the default
number of 10,000 shuﬄes for each measurement.
We first report experimental results on question classification corpus on six different
categories in Table 3.5 (since the dataset is small, we only report the accuracy). For both
uSVM and uSVM+j, we fixed the sample size to 100. For uSVM+j, we picked the value
of j from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10} and use the best results obtained on the validation set. For
SVM, we carried out tuning of j parameter on a validation set. It is important to note that
such parameter has slightly different meaning for uSVM+j and SVM. For the former, it
controls the bias to reject negative examples during sampling (Alg. 9) to compute CPM,
while for the latter it defines the factor by which training errors on positive examples
outweigh errors on negative examples.
Analyzing the results from Table 3.5 (top), we can see that uSVM algorithm that uses
uniform sampling obtains high Precision, as it minimizes the training error dominated by
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examples from negative class. This results in lower values of the Recall. Its rather high
F1 for ABBR dataset shows that the model simply misclassifies the examples from the
minority class saturating the Precision. On the other hand, uSVM+j is able to establish
a much better balance between Precision and Recall resulting in high F1 scores across the
majority of categories. Also the performance of SVM with the optimal set of parameters
suggests that our method has a better capacity to control the imbalance problem than
SVM. This can be explained by the fact, as suggested in [179], that ziC imposes only
an upper bound on dual variables αi, which results in poorer flexibility to control the
class-imbalance with the j parameter of SVM.
The results on Yahoo! Answers are displayed in Table 3.5 (bottom). For uSVM and
uSVM+j, we fix the sample size at 500. Due to the constant time scaling behavior of
uSVM [188], the training time for both uSVM and uSVM+j was slightly less than 10
hours across all subsets reported here. While being faster on small subsets of 5k, 10k
and 25k, SVM begins to scale poorly on the subsets larger than 50k. Indeed, as studied
in [132, 188], CPA with sampling begins to outperform SVM starting from datasets of
moderate size (around 50k in our experiments). SVM did not finish the training within
5 days for 150k and 300k subsets, hence there are missing values. We set the value of j
parameter for uSVM+j equal to the ratio of negative to positive examples. This natural
setting of j parameter for uSVM+j is driven by the intuition to make the distribution
of examples from different classes approximately balanced inside each sample, such that
the classifier learns on a balanced data. As one can see, this gives much better trade-off
between Precision and Recall compared to uSVM. Looking at the results of SVM, we
conjecture that here j parameter, similar to the results in previous experiments, is not
flexible enough to deliver the optimal P/R trade-off. Also note that training SVM on
100k subset requires almost 4 days, which makes uSVM+j a viable tool for advanced text
classification on large datasets, where obtaining optimal balance between Precision and
Recall is hindered by the class imbalance problem.
The bottom row of Table 3.5 reports the results using bag-of-words (BOW) feature
representation on 75k subset. We note that STK delivers an interesting 12% of relative
improvement over BOW model on SVM. However, the main goal of this experiment was
not to obtain the top classification performance on such noisy web data but rather to
demonstrate that uSVM+j can efficiently deal with large imbalanced data.
3.7.5 Parallelization
To assess the effects of parallelization, we tested parallel versions of SDAG and SDAG+ on
50k subset of Yahoo! Answers dataset using up to 8 CPUs. The achieved speedups over the
sequential algorithm are reported in Figure 3.3, where each curve corresponds to runtimes
using different sample sizes: {100, 250, 500, 1000}. Increasing the sample size leads to
the increase of the time spent to compute CPM, which makes the speedup achieved by
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Figure 3.3: Speedups due to parallelizing SDAG/SDAG+ on 50k Yahoo! Answers dataset.
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parallelization for large sample sizes even more significant. Using the maximum number
of 8 CPUs, we are able to achieve the speedup factor of about 7.0 (using sample size equal
to 1000). Since classification can also be easily parallelized, we could experiment with
larger sample sizes to obtain a more accurate model.
3.7.6 Linearization experiments
Data and task
We use the Semantic Role Labeling dataset as described in Sec. 3.7.2 Again, we focus
on the task of argument identification (i.e., identification of the exact sequence of words
spanning an argument). This corresponds to the binary classification of parse tree nodes
into correct or not correct boundaries. The models are trained on the subsets {250k, 500k,
1mil, and 4mil}. To evaluate the learned models we report the F111 on two sections: 23
and 24 (used as development and test sets in CoNLL-2005 task, respectively), that contain
230k and 150k examples respectively.
Setup
For all our experiments we used Syntactic Tree Kernel (STK) [32]. Learning in the
linear input space is carried out with LibLinear solver [43]. Models that use tree kernels
and their combination with feature vectors are trained by SDAG software12 [131], which
couples approximate cutting plane algorithm and the DAG approach. It has an additional
parameter q that controls the number of examples used to approximate cuts at each
11The reported scores correspond to the accuracy of the binary classifier, which upper bounds than the accuracy of the
overall boundary detection due to errors in parsing.
12We modified the software available at http://disi.unitn.it/~severyn/code.html
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iteration. We fix q at {1k, 5k, and 10k} for training on {500k, 1mil, and 4mil} subsets of
data, respectively.
To contrast the training time and accuracy obtained by SDAG, we use the SVM-Light-
TK13 [94] (henceforth, referred to as SVM), which encodes tree kernels into the SVM-Light
solver [65]. To linearize the kernel space using the learned SVM model we use reverse-
kernel engineering framework FLINK14 [113]. For the kernel space mining procedure we
set the minimum fragment frequency to 3 and the threshold factor to 1000.
Feature-based learning
Manually designing useful feature sets for complex tasks such as SRL is a highly nontrivial
task. Most of the feature-based learning systems for SRL rely on the linear features
extracted from the syntactic parse trees as described in [50], which stresses the necessity
and importance of syntactic parsing to derive the best features. We use these manually
derived features (MF) as a preliminary baseline to compare and augment more feature-rich
TK models.
As an alternative to manually designed features, we first study a straightforward ap-
proach to linearize the input space by simply enumerating all the STK features (hence-
forth, referred to as ETK). It is important to note that we work on already preselected
parts of the parse trees, i.e., AST subtrees that by design contain predicate and target
argument nodes. This is an essential pre-filtering step for only selecting the most relevant
parts of the full parse trees. Features are generated by considering all STK fragments
rooted at each node of a tree up to a given depth d, s.t. each fragment contains a given
node as a root and all its descendants within the depth d. The number of generated frag-
ments increases exponentially with d, hence to avoid long pre-processing times required
to enumerate all possible STK features (which can be billions) we consider fragments up
to d = 5. For example, for a tree with just 80 nodes for d ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} the number
of generated STK features is respectively {340, 20k, 350k, 16mil}. Hence, to further
speed up the feature generation for values of d > 3 we limit the maximum number of
features each node in a tree can generate to 10k. To get a numeric representation of
each tree fragment we hash its string representation and project the obtained numeric
value into the linear feature space of the dimensionality 2k. The obtained linear feature
vectors are further normalized. We performed 5-fold cross-validation with different values
of k ∈ {16, 18, 20, 22} and found that k = 20 (which encodes up to 1 million features) to
yield the most accurate results. Note that feature hashing approaches, e.g. [146], provide
an efficient way to reduce the dimensionality of the resulting feature vector, while enu-
merating an exponential number of all tree fragments is infeasible. In the next section we
discuss a principled approach to greatly reduce the space of considered tree fragments by
13http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm
14http://danielepighin.net/cms/software/flink
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d 250k 500k 1mil
P/R F1 P/R F1 P/R F1
2 82.7/70.9 76.4 83.2/70.7 76.5 83.0/77.1 79.9
3 83.5/67.4 74.6 83.6/72.6 77.7 83.5/75.0 79.0
4 84.0/57.5 68.2 83.9/63.9 72.5 83.8/68.2 75.2
5 84.9/53.5 65.6 84.1/59.6 69.8 83.7/63.6 72.3
Table 3.6: Accuracy of LibLinear models for ETK model on Section 24 of the SRL dataset.
relying on the relevance weights derived from a pre-trained SVM model.
Table 3.6 presents the results of training using ETK models on datasets containing
{250k, 500k, and 1mil} examples w.r.t. the maximum depth of the generated fragments.
As we can see, the recall of the classifiers goes down with larger values of d, hence neg-
atively affecting the F1 score. This demonstrates the drawback of the feature hashing
approach failing to deal with exponential feature spaces where few relevant features may
get lost due to the hash collisions. Similar findings for SRL were reported in [80].
Interestingly, as demonstrated by the learning curves in Fig. 3.4, the features ex-
tracted by enumerating TK fragments (LibLinearETK)
15 still greatly outperforms care-
fully designed manual features (LibLinearMF) used in many state-of-the-art SRL systems.
Nevertheless, much better accuracy obtained by TK learning with SVMs (SVMTK) is a
strong indication of the high discriminative power of structural features. Unfortunately,
quadratic scaling behavior of conventional algorithms to train kernelized SVMs prevented
us to carry out experiments on data larger than 1 million.
In the next experiment we use SDAG to make the training with tree kernels tractable
on large data. SDAG achieves its speedup due to its faster approximate cutting plane
algorithm and model compression where trees are kept in an equivalent DAG.
Learning with kernels
While widely applied across many areas of NLP, purely feature-based methods are less
expressive in modeling structured features, which have been shown important in complex
NLP tasks such as SRL. Although learning with kernels allows for training models with
higher discriminative power, it requires much larger training times. First, we contrast
the accuracy obtained by learning with kernels w.r.t. to feature-based models presented
previously.
Fig. 3.4 shows a learning curve for various models when tested on Section 23 (Section
24 demonstrated similar behavior). We first observe that the baseline MF model, indeed,
is the least accurate. A better accuracy can be achieved by applying polynomial kernel
(of degree 3), but this incurs considerably larger running times due to learning in kernel
15limited to the maximum depth 2
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spaces. As confirmed before, the ETK approach works much better than MF, but still
is unable to match the accuracy of learning with tree kernels. Importantly, TK models
trained by SDAG match the accuracy of SVM. Furthermore, using a combination of TKs
with linear or polynomial kernels applied to MF gives the highest F1 of 85.9% (when
trained on 4 mil).
Another interesting dimension to compare TK models is to look at the overlap of the
most relevant tree fragments extracted by each model. We sort the fragments extracted
by each model according to the relevance score (Eq. (3.8)). Table 3.7 reports the overlap
percentage of the top k ∈ {1k, 5k, 10k} features. Features extracted by SVM serve as the
baseline to compare other models. We also include an experiment with perceptron model,
which shows that less accurate training algorithm extracts different features. Interestingly,
SDAG, a completely different learning algorithm, has 90% feature overlap with SVM for
the top 1k features. This is especially surprising considering that the size of the feature
space generated with feature enumeration (depth=3) is about 5.5 mil.
k SDAG ETK Perceptron
1,000 90% 17% 69%
5,000 80% 8% 50%
10,000 77% 5% 43%
Table 3.7: Feature overlap for the top k features w.r.t. SVM when trained on 250k instances of SRL.
Next, we consider the training times for learning with kernels. Linear models MF
and ETK can be trained in linear time and took less than 5 minutes (for the latter
we need to account for the time to extract TK features, which is about 1 hour with
d = 2). The expressive power of kernelized models comes at a cost of much larger training
times. However, as Table 3.8 shows training with SDAG algorithm (using 4 CPUs) makes
learning with TK and combinations with feature vectors tractable even on 4 million, which
is prohibitively expensive for SVM.
Model Time (hours)
1mil 4mil
SDAGMFpoly 7.1 13.1
SVMTK 84.1 -
SDAGTK 4.4 7.2
SDAGTK+MF 4.9 8.1
SDAGTK+MFpoly 9.4 15.3
Table 3.8: Runtimes for kernelized models.
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Figure 3.4: Learning curves for models tested on sec23. MF - manual feature vectors, poly - polynomial
kernel of degree 3; ETK - enumeration of TKs (depth 2); TK+MF/MFpoly combination of TK with linear
or polynomial kernel applied to MF. Linear feature models are learned with LibLinear, while TK models
are trained with SDAG.
Tree Kernel Linearization
As shown above, fast SDAG algorithm allows for efficient learning of TK models on
the dataset of 4 million examples, which is impossible for conventional SVM training
algorithms. Nevertheless, the training time for SDAG is still in the range of hours even
when run on multiple CPUs. Hence, even using very fast approaches to learning in kernel
spaces, the obtained runtimes are far from matching the speed of learning in the linear
spaces with linear-time solvers such as LibLinear.
The first step towards reaching the speed of linear-time SVM solvers is to linearize
the input structures. Once trees are converted into explicit feature vectors training and
testing becomes linear-time. Hence, we require an efficient yet accurate method to perform
linearization of TK spaces. Previous experiments with ETK have shown that applying a
rather na¨ıve technique to enumerate an exponential number of tree fragments generated
by STK suffers from a large drop of accuracy, thus unable to encode complex structural
features essential for the task. Moreover the pre-processing time to transform trees to
explicit feature vectors exhibits exponential growth with the number of nodes in a tree
and the depth of the generated tree fragments.
A more principled approach to linearization of tree kernel spaces, as described in
Sec. ??, is to apply reverse kernel (RKE) engineering where an SVM model is used as a
source of fragment weights to guide the greedy feature extraction. Hence, in this exper-
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iment our goal is to assess the accuracy of this method when linearizing TK spaces. In
the following experiment we first verify that indeed, linearizing the input feature spaces
generated by tree kernels does not incur substantial loss of accuracy and is in the line
with the results demonstrated in [113]. Table 3.9 reports the accuracy of linearized models
using RKE when fed with TK models trained by SVM and SDAG. As we can see, RKE
does a good job on extracting most relevant features generated by TKs when converting
to the explicit feature vector representation.
While shown to be accurate, the greedy feature mining requires to train a TK model.
Hence, the total runtime of the entire linearization procedure is lower-bound by the time to
learn a model, which is rather large even when using SDAG. Conversely, the complexity
of the successive steps in the linearization pipeline are negligibly small: mining most
relevant tree fragments from the model learned on 4 million (about 250k support vectors)
takes about 2 minutes. Linearizing 4 million examples took only 3 minutes. Finally,
training and classification with the linearized datasets using LibLinear takes 2 minutes.
Nevertheless, the bottleneck runtime imposed by learning a TK model can be overcome,
which we explore in the next set of experiments.
Model 1mil 4mil
sec23 sec24 sec23 sec24
SVMTK 84.1 81.8 - -
RKE-SVMTK 84.0 81.3 - -
SDAGTK 84.0 81.5 84.8 82.6
RKE-SDAGTK 83.9 81.3 84.5 82.5
Table 3.9: RKE applied to TK models trained by SVM and SDAG. The reported scores are F1-metric.
Linearized models are trained with LibLinear.
Distributed linearization
In the following, we take advantage of the observation (also explored in [113]), where hefty
training of the SVM model is sped up by splitting the training set into smaller subsets.
Previous work in [54] suggests that support vectors collected from locally learned models
can encode many of the relevant features retained by models learned globally. Thus,
the quadratic scaling behavior of SVMs with kernels can be conquered by carrying out
learning on much smaller subsets of the data, which also allows for learning the individual
models in parallel. This approach is justified by the fact that the main purpose of the
SVM learning in the original kernel space is not to provide the final model that will be
used for classification on the test data but is rather used to drive the feature mining
process to extract the most relevant features. Hence, the sub-optimal fragment weights
derived from the local models learned on the subsets of the original training set still carry
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Model Time (min) sec23 sec24
SVMTK 57 / 233 84.2 82.2
SDAGTK (q=250) 3 / 17 84.4 82.4
SDAGTK (q=500) 7 / 33 84.4 82.4
SDAGTK (q=1000) 11 / 49 84.5 82.5
Table 3.10: RKE with local models on 4 mil of SRL (n = 40 subsets). First value in the 2nd column
indicates the time to learn a single model of 100k, while the second value is the overall time for 4 mil
(from learning a TK model to linearization and training in the linear space).
enough information to extract highly discriminative features.
Furthermore, splitting the training data into smaller subsets allows for setting up a
fully distributed system, e.g., MapReduce. Each subset of the input data is mapped
to individual workers. Locally learned models are recombined and used in the feature
extraction and further linearization of the training and test data. Finally, fast SVM
solvers are used to produce the final linear model for testing.
To test the efficacy of the distributed linearization approach we split the entire dataset
of 4mil into n ∈ {10, 20, 40, and 80} subsets, which corresponds to learning on the subsets
of size s ∈ {400k, 200k, 100k and 50k} respectively. We have found that learning local
models on subsets smaller than 100k lead to a small drop of the final accuracy of the
linearized model, while using larger subsets did not provide any further improvement.
Hence, we fix n = 40. Table 3.10 reports the running times to train a local model on
a single subset of 100k and the overall time of the linearization approach (from learning
a TK model to linearization and training in the linear space) on the entire dataset of 4
million. Since learning of local models is fully independent: all 40 jobs were distributed
among 10 CPUs, which cut down the total time by 4x. We see that SDAG delivers
much faster training times. Interestingly, by using smaller sample sizes to approximate
the cutting planes inside the SDAG algorithm, we obtain the same final accuracy while
reducing the training time to only 3 minutes for learning one local model.
Hence, the proposed approach achieves remarkably low runtime of only 17 minutes for
the full set of activities required by linearization process on the entire 4 million dataset.
3.8 Related work
To improve the scaling properties of SVM-light, a number of efficient algorithms using
CPA-based algorithms have been proposed. For example, SVMperf [69] exhibits linear
computational complexity in the number of examples when linear kernels are used. While
CPA-based approaches deliver state of the art performance w.r.t. accuracy and training
time, they scale well only when linear kernels are used. The problem of efficient kernel
learning for CPA has been studied in [67], where cutting plane models are compacted by
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extracting basis vectors. This, however, leads to a non-trivial optimization problem when
arbitrary kernel functions are applied. Another approximate technique to speed up the
computation time of tree kernels by comparing only a sparse subset of relevant subtrees
is discussed in [124].
The recent advances in the optimization theory suggest that the exponential number
of constraints in the optimization problem 3.1 can be tackled by the symmetry breaking
(integer) linear programming solvers. It would be interesting to see the connection with
symmetry collapsing approaches, e.g. [20], as an alternative way to handle redundancies
(symmetries) in the data to efficiently solve OP3.1.
Regarding learning with structural kernels, compact representation of tree forests of-
fered by DAGs was applied for speeding up training of the voted perceptron algorithm
in [5]. Another interesting idea of hash kernels for structured data is proposed in [146],
where hashing can generate explicit vector representation such that linear learning meth-
ods can be applied. However, it is likely that hashing all possible substructures generated
by STK, which is exponential in the tree length, will make the preprocessing step too
expensive. Also, due to hash collisions, this method computes approximate kernel values
and its implications on the accuracy need to be studied more extensively.
A highly efficient subtree kernel on graphs that exploits the idea from Weisfeiler-
Lehman test of graph isomorphism is proposed in [145]. While, it has been shown to work
well on various graph datasets from bioinformatics, the subtree feature space generated by
this kernel is inferior to more general STK and PTK, as its feature generation mechanism
includes uniformly all the nodes in the neighborhood of a currently considered node within
a given radius, i.e. it does not allow for incomplete tree fragments.
In [113], a more principled feature extraction algorithm to linearize TK spaces has
been proposed. Its soundness is justified by the norm-preservation of the model learned
by an SVM to extract the most relevant features. The post-analysis of the most relevant
tree fragments extracted by the algorithm on the SRL task reveals that fairly complex
structures with long term dependencies between the sentence constituents are pertinent
for the SVM learner. This suggests that na¨ıve feature enumeration coupled with feature
hashing to reduce the effective dimension of the resulting feature vectors will result in
lower performance on complex tasks such as SRL, were a few complex features provide
essential discriminative power to the classifier.
Concerning class-imbalance problem for SVM learning, the most widely adopted method
is to introduce different cost factors in the objective function s.t. the training errors for
positive and negative examples receive different penalties [168]. This approach is imple-
mented as the j option in SVM-light [65] that has a super-linear scaling behavior, which
prohibits its use on large datasets. Our approach to accomplish cost-sensitive classifica-
tion shares the idea of reductions put forward in [190] together with the benefit of the
conventional approach in SVMs [168] to incorporate importance weights directly into the
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optimization process.
Linearization methods aim to convert exponentially large feature spaces implicitly gen-
erated by kernels into explicit vector spaces of a reasonable size (e.g., ranging from a few
thousands to a tens of millions of features). For this purpose two important assump-
tions should hold: (i) it is possible to define greedy algorithms that constructively extract
features working in the top-down fashion starting from the most relevant fragments and
progressing to the least relevant ones; and (ii) only a small percentage of the features
suffices to train accurate models.
The approach in [79] is based on the first hypothesis. The authors suggest that a similar
method to the PrefixSpan algorithm [111] can be applied to tree kernels. However, it is
efficient only on a limited size of support examples. When the number of support vectors
becomes very large, e.g., millions of instances, mining the most frequent substructures
[192] becomes slow. Additionally, the assumption of point (i), the most frequent tree is the
most relevant, is problematic. Suzuki and Isozaki [158] present a feature selection method
for convolution kernels based on a distribution-driven relevance assessment. The kernel
function is extended to embed substructure mining and techniques for the evaluation of
a fragment’s χ2.
Another recent set of approaches is based on feature hashing, e.g. [146]. It enables a
large number of features to be generated and efficiently stored in feature vectors of limited
size (i.e., millions of dimensions). The main idea is that features hashing to the same value
will contribute to the same component of a feature vector. The resulting information loss
due to the collisions is supposed to be backed up by the assumption in point (ii).
A rather comprehensive overview of feature selection techniques is carried out in [56].
However, most of them cannot be applied to the large-scale learning in implicit kernel
spaces.
3.9 Summary
In this chapter we have presented several techniques to make learning with SVMs and
convolution tree kernels applicable to a larger set of real-world applications. Firstly,
we have defined a generalized theory and methods for using DAG kernels in the CPA
algorithm with sampling. We have proved that our approach can be applied to any tree
kernel computable by summing over ∆(n1, n2), where n1 and n2 are pairs of nodes from
two trees (Th.1).
Secondly, we verified the theory above by modeling and implementing two algorithms:
SDAG and SDAG+. The former compresses only the current CPM whereas the latter
compacts the entire set of CPMs built so far during the learning of CPA. Both algorithms
were used with STK and PTK that clearly satisfy the hypothesis of Th.1.
Thirdly, as PTK considers any node-child subsets to represent trees, we modified the
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organization of the DAG structure which results in different levels of compression. Conse-
quently, we extensively studied the effects of using PTK when compacting tree forests into
DAGs. In particular, we analyzed the efficiency of our algorithm based on the number of
calls to ∆ function to exactly verify the speedup independently of the hardware used in
the experiments.
Additionally, we also included a parallelization approach and a method for handling
imbalanced datasets in SDAG and SDAG+.
Finally, we have experimented with the models above on four datasets: (i) two versions
of SRL data, lexicalized and unlexicalized trees; (ii) a question classification dataset; (iii)
question and answer pairs from Yahoo! answers; and (vi) a new dataset from INEX [165].
We evaluated the speedup in terms of the training time and the number of ∆-iterations
for both STK and the newly proposed PTK for SDAG and SDAG+ on the above datasets.
The results have shown that: (1) our approach generalizes to most of tree-based kernels
as we obtain significant speedup of PTK-based learning; and (2) when the training data
is relatively small (up16 to 100k) the compactness of the SDAG+ models allows for better
usage of the CPU cache, amplifying the benefit of our approach; (3) the results on the
NLP tasks underrepresent the potential of our approach as the subtrees are based on
words, which make subtrees sparser. Indeed, the results on INEX show speedup up to
283 in terms of ∆ computations and up to 77 in runtime.
We have also experimented with learning in linear spaces using manual features, lin-
earized kernel spaces through hashing methods, reverse kernel engineering and approxi-
mate cutting plane training with DAG model compression.
Our findings reveal that on a high-level semantic task such as SRL: (i) the na¨ıve ap-
proach of enumerating all possible sub-structures becomes intractable and hashed feature
vectors fail to achieve both the same accuracy of tree kernels and high efficiency. (ii)
In contrast, SDAG allows for achieving the same accuracy as SVMs and makes learning
practical. However, the classification and learning time may still not be appealing for
large-scale experiments. (iii) Linearization with RKE is rather effective as again there is
almost no loss in accuracy and it benefits from extracting complex and highly discrimi-
native features derived from learning in kernel spaces.
As a result, we derive an efficient approach to kernel learning: applying reverse-kernel
engineering directly on the SDAG model. This alleviates the major computational bot-
tleneck of the original approach, where traditional SVM training was used. Interestingly,
the extracted features have high overlap with the baseline SVM. Additionally, we achieve
a significant speedup with almost no loss in accuracy by splitting the data into smaller
subsets. This allows for more efficient kernel space learning in a fully distributed manner.
Summing up, we can train an accurate tree kernel model on 4 million instances from
SRL, in less than 20 minutes using 10 CPUs. We achieved F1 of 84.5% on Section 23,
16Of course, this mainly depends on the hardware characteristics.
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which is the state-of-the-art performance of the binary classifier for boundary detection
without using ensembles of learners and relying only one a single source of the syntactic
information from the parse trees.
Our study opens several future research directions: application of tree kernels to many
tasks, where large data size has prevented their use. This surely regards SRL in many
languages but also parse tree re-ranking [32] and question answering applications. Also
applications to other data mining tasks would be interesting, e.g., XML tree classification.
From the algorithmic perspective, it would be promising to explore approaches to prune
the DAGs for achieving higher compression rates without any loss in accuracy. Finally,
the ultimate goal would be to use tree kernels for structured output prediction.
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Chapter 4
Modelling YouTube comments with
Shallow Syntactic Tree Structures
In this chapter we demonstrate how tree kernel learning technology, and, in particular,
carefully designed syntactic trees enriched with additional semantic information, can be
effectively used to tackle the task of Opinion Mining on Youtube comments. In partic-
ular, we define a systematic approach to Opinion Mining (OM) on YouTube comments
by (i) modeling classifiers for predicting the opinion polarity and the type of comment
and (ii) proposing robust shallow syntactic structures for improving model adaptability.
We rely on the tree kernel technology to automatically extract and learn features with
better generalization power than conventional feature-based models. An extensive em-
pirical evaluation on our manually annotated YouTube comments corpus shows a high
classification accuracy and highlights the benefits of structural models in a cross-domain
setting.
4.1 Overview
Social media such as Twitter, Facebook or YouTube contain rapidly changing information
generated by millions of users that can dramatically affect the reputation of a person or
an organization. This raises the importance of automatic extraction of sentiments and
opinions expressed in social media.
YouTube is a unique environment, just like Twitter, but probably even richer: multi-
modal, with a social graph, and discussions between people sharing an interest. Hence,
doing sentiment research in such an environment is highly relevant for the community.
While the linguistic conventions used on Twitter and YouTube indeed show similari-
ties [13], focusing on YouTube allows to exploit context information, possibly also multi-
modal information, not available in isolated tweets, thus rendering it a valuable resource
for the future research.
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Nevertheless, there is almost no work showing effective OM on YouTube comments.
To the best of our knowledge, the only exception is given by the classification system of
YouTube comments proposed by [147].
While previous state-of-the-art models for opinion classification have been successfully
applied to traditional corpora [108], YouTube comments pose additional challenges: (i)
polarity words can refer to either video or product while expressing contrasting sentiments;
(ii) many comments are unrelated or contain spam; and (iii) learning supervised models
requires training data for each different YouTube domain, e.g., tablets, automobiles, etc.
For example, consider a typical comment on a YouTube review video about a Motorola
Xoom tablet:
this guy really puts a negative spin on this , and I ’m not sure why , this seems
crazy fast , and I ’m not entirely sure why his pinch to zoom his laggy all the
other xoom reviews
The comment contains a product name xoom and some negative expressions, thus, a bag-
of-words model would derive a negative polarity for this product. In contrast, the opinion
towards the product is neutral as the negative sentiment is expressed towards the video.
Similarly, the following comment:
iPad 2 is better. the superior apps just destroy the xoom.
contains two positive and one negative word, yet the sentiment towards the product is
negative (the negative word destroy refers to Xoom). Clearly, the bag-of-words lacks the
structural information linking the sentiment with the target product.
4.1.1 Our contributions
In this chapter, we carry out a systematic study on OM targeting YouTube comments;
its contribution is three-fold:
• We design novel structural representation, based on shallow syntactic trees enriched
with conceptual information (Sec. 4.2.2), i.e., tags generalizing the specific topic of
the video, e.g., iPad, Kindle, Toyota Camry. Given the complexity and the novelty
of the task, we exploit structural kernels to automatically engineer novel features. In
particular, we define an efficient tree kernel derived from the Partial Tree Kernel, [93],
suitable for encoding structural representation of comments into Support Vector
Machines (SVMs).
• To effectively tackle the problem of Opinion Mining on Youtube comments, we define
a classification schema (using tree kernel learning technology), which separates spam
and not related comments from the informative ones, which are, in turn, further
categorized into video- or product-related comments (type classification). At the
final stage, different classifiers assign polarity (positive, negative or neutral) to each
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type of a meaningful comment. This allows us to filter out irrelevant comments,
providing accurate OM distinguishing comments about the video and the target
product.
• We create and annotate (by an expert coder) of a comment corpus containing 35k
manually labeled comments for two product YouTube domains: tablets and auto-
mobiles.1 It is the first manually annotated corpus that enables researchers to use
supervised methods on YouTube for comment classification and opinion analysis. The
comments from different product domains exhibit different properties (cf. Sec. 4.4.2),
which give the possibility to study the domain adaptability of the supervised models
by training on one category and testing on the other (and vice versa).
Finally, our results show that our models are adaptable, especially when the structural
information is used. Structural models generally improve on both tasks – polarity and
type classification – yielding up to 30% of relative improvement, when little data is avail-
able. Hence, the impractical task of annotating data for each YouTube category can be
mitigated by the use of models that adapt better across domains.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 introduces our base-
line models and structured representation, Section 4.3 introduces our corpus, Section 4.4
describes our experiments. Section 4.5 discusses the related work, and Section 4.6 provides
a summary and directions for future research.
4.2 Representations and models
Our approach to OM on YouTube relies on the design of classifiers to predict comment
type and opinion polarity. Such classifiers are traditionally based on bag-of-words and
more advanced features. In the next sections, we define a baseline feature vector model
and a novel structural model based on tree kernel methods.
4.2.1 Feature Set
We enrich the traditional bag-of-word representation with features from a sentiment lex-
icon and features quantifying the negation present in the comment. Our model (FVEC)
encodes each document using the following feature groups:
- word n-grams: we compute unigrams and bigrams over lower-cased word lemmas
where binary values are used to indicate the presence/absence of a given item.
- lexicon: a sentiment lexicon is a collection of words associated with a positive or
negative sentiment. We use two manually constructed sentiment lexicons that are freely
available: the MPQA Lexicon [177] and the lexicon of [61]. For each of the lexicons, we
1The corpus and the annotation guidelines are publicly available at: http://projects.disi.unitn.it/iKernels/
projects/sentube/
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Figure 4.1: Shallow tree representation of the example comment (labeled with product type and negative
sentiment): “iPad 2 is better. the superior apps just destroy the xoom.” (lemmas are replaced with words
for readability) taken from the video “Motorola Xoom Review”. We introduce additional tags in the tree
nodes to encode the central concept of the video (motorola xoom) and sentiment-bearing words (better,
superior, destroy) directly in the tree nodes. For the former we add a PRODUCT tag on the chunk and
part-of-speech nodes of the word xoom) and polarity tags (positive and negative) for the latter. Two
sentences are split into separate root nodes S.
use the number of words found in the comment that have positive and negative sentiment
as a feature.
- negation: the count of negation words, e.g., {don’t, never, not, etc.}, found in a com-
ment.2 Our structural representation (defined next) enables a more involved treatment
of negation.
- video concept: cosine similarity between a comment and the title/description of the
video. Most of the videos come with a title and a short description, which can be used to
encode the topicality of each comment by looking at their overlap.
4.2.2 Structural model
We go beyond traditional feature vectors by employing structural models (STRUCT), which
encode each comment into a shallow syntactic tree. These trees are input to tree kernel
functions for generating structural features. Our structures are specifically adapted to the
noisy user-generated texts and encode important aspects of the comments, e.g., words
from the sentiment lexicons, product concepts and negation words, which specifically
targets the sentiment and comment type classification tasks.
In particular, our shallow tree structure is a two-level syntactic hierarchy built from
word lemmas (leaves) and part-of-speech tags that are further grouped into chunks (Fig. 5.2).
As full syntactic parsers such as constituency or dependency tree parsers would signifi-
cantly degrade in performance on noisy texts, e.g., Twitter or YouTube comments, we
opted for shallow structures, which rely on simpler and more robust components: a part-
of-speech tagger and a chunker. Moreover, such taggers have been recently updated with
models [51, 127] trained specifically to process noisy texts showing significant reductions
in the error rate on user-generated texts, e.g., Twitter. Hence, we use the CMU Twitter
2The list of negation words is adopted from http://sentiment.christopherpotts.net/lingstruc.html
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pos-tagger [51,104] to obtain the part-of-speech tags. Our second component – chunker –
is taken from [127], which also comes with a model trained on Twitter data3 and shown
to perform better on noisy data such as user comments.
To address the specifics of OM tasks on YouTube comments, we enrich syntactic trees
with semantic tags to encode: (i) central concepts of the video, (ii) sentiment-bearing
words expressing positive or negative sentiment and (iii) negation words. To automatically
identify concept words of the video we use context words (tokens detected as nouns by
the part-of-speech tagger) from the video title and video description and match them in
the tree. For the matched words, we enrich labels of their parent nodes (part-of-speech
and chunk) with the PRODUCT tag. Similarly, the nodes associated with words found in
the sentiment lexicon are enriched with a polarity tag (either positive or negative), while
negation words are labeled with the NEG tag. It should be noted that vector-based (FVEC)
model relies only on feature counts whereas the proposed tree encodes powerful contextual
syntactic features in terms of tree fragments. The latter are automatically generated and
learned by SVMs with expressive tree kernels.
For example, the comment in Figure 5.2 shows two positive and one negative word from
the sentiment lexicon. This would strongly bias the FVEC sentiment classifier to assign a
positive label to the comment. In contrast, the STRUCT model relies on the fact that the
negative word, destroy, refers to the PRODUCT (xoom) since they form a verbal phase
(VP). In other words, the tree fragment: [S [negative-VP [negative-V [destroy]]
[PRODUCT-NP [PRODUCT-N [xoom]]]] is a strong feature (induced by tree kernels) to
help the classifier to discriminate such hard cases. Moreover, tree kernels generate all
possible subtrees, thus producing generalized (back-off) features, e.g., [S [negative-VP
[negative-V [destroy]] [PRODUCT-NP]]]] or [S [negative-VP [PRODUCT-NP]]]].
4.2.3 Learning
We perform OM on YouTube using supervised methods, e.g., SVM. Our goal is to learn a
model to automatically detect the sentiment and type of each comment. For this purpose,
we build a multi-class classifier using the one-vs-all scheme. A binary classifier is trained
for each of the classes and the predicted class is obtained by taking a class from the
classifier with a maximum prediction score. Our back-end binary classifier is SVM-light-
TK4, which encodes structural kernels in the SVM-light [68] solver. We define a novel
and efficient tree kernel function, namely, Shallow syntactic Tree Kernel (SHTK), which
is as expressive as the Partial Tree Kernel (PTK) [93] to handle feature engineering over
the structural representations of the STRUCT model. A polynomial kernel of degree 3 is
applied to feature vectors (FVEC).
3The chunker from [127] relies on its own POS tagger, however, in our structural representations we favor the POS tags
from the CMU Twitter tagger and take only the chunk tags from the chunker.
4http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm
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Combining structural and vector models. A typical kernel machine, e.g., SVM,
classifies a test input x using the following prediction function: h(x) =
∑
i αiyiK(x,xi),
where αi are the model parameters estimated from the training data, yi are target vari-
ables, xi are support vectors, and K(·, ·) is a kernel function. The latter computes the
similarity between two comments. The STRUCT model treats each comment as a tuple
x = 〈T ,v〉 composed of a shallow syntactic tree T and a feature vector v. Hence, for each
pair of comments x1 and x2, we define the following comment similarity kernel:
K(x1,x2) = KTK(T 1,T 2) +Kv(v1, v2), (4.1)
where KTK computes SHTK (defined next), and Kv is a kernel over feature vectors, e.g.,
linear, polynomial, Gaussian, etc.
Shallow syntactic tree kernel. Following the convolution kernel framework, we define
the new SHTK function from Eq. 6.3 to compute the similarity between tree structures.
It counts the number of common substructures between two trees T1 and T2 without
explicitly considering the whole fragment space. The general equations for Convolution
Tree Kernels is:
TK(T1, T2) =
∑
n1∈NT1
∑
n2∈NT2
∆(n1, n2), (4.2)
where NT1 and NT2 are the sets of the T1’s and T2’s nodes, respectively and ∆(n1, n2) is
equal to the number of common fragments rooted in the n1 and n2 nodes, according to
several possible definition of the atomic fragments.
To improve the speed computation of TK, we consider pairs of nodes (n1, n2) belonging
to the same tree level. Thus, given H, the height of the STRUCT trees, where each level h
contains nodes of the same type, i.e., chunk, POS, and lexical nodes, we define SHTK as
the following5:
SHTK(T1, T2) =
H∑
h=1
∑
n1∈NhT1
∑
n2∈NhT2
∆(n1, n2), (4.3)
where NhT1 and N
h
T2
are sets of nodes at height h.
The above equation can be applied with any ∆ function. To have a more general and
expressive kernel, we use ∆ previously defined for PTK. More formally: if n1 and n2 are
leaves then ∆(n1, n2) = µλ(n1, n2); else ∆(n1, n2) =
µ
(
λ2 +
∑
~I1,~I2,|~I1|=|~I2|
λd(
~I1)+d(
~I2)
|~I1|∏
j=1
∆(cn1(~I1j), cn2(~I2j))
)
,
where λ, µ ∈ [0, 1] are decay factors; the large sum is adopted from a definition of the
subsequence kernel [140] to generate children subsets with gaps, which are then used in
a recursive call to ∆. Here, cn1(i) is the i
th child of the node n1; ~I1 and ~I2 are two
5To have a similarity score between 0 and 1, a normalization in the kernel space, i.e.
SHTK(T1,T2)√
SHTK(T1,T1)×SHTK(T2,T2)
is
applied.
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sequences of indexes that enumerate subsets of children with gaps, i.e., ~I = (i1, i2, .., |I|),
with 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < .. < i|I|; and d(~I1) = ~I1l(~I1) − ~I11 + 1 and d(~I2) = ~I2l(~I2) − ~I21 + 1, which
penalizes subsequences with larger gaps.
It should be noted that: firstly, the use of a subsequence kernel makes it possible to
generate child subsets of the two nodes, i.e., it allows for gaps, which makes matching of
syntactic patterns less rigid. Secondly, the resulting SHTK is essentially a special case of
PTK [93], adapted to the shallow structural representation STRUCT (see Sec. 4.2.2). When
applied to STRUCT trees, SHTK exactly computes the same feature space as PTK, but in
faster time (on average). Indeed, SHTK required to be only applied to node pairs from
the same level (see Eq. 4.3), where the node labels can match – chunk, POS or lexicals.
This reduces the time for selecting the matching-node pairs carried out in PTK [93, 94].
The fragment space is obviously the same, as the node labels of different levels in STRUCT
are different and will not be matched by PTK either.
Finally, given its recursive definition in Eq. 4.3 and the use of subsequence (with gaps),
SHTK can derive useful dependencies between its elements. For example, it will generate
the following subtree fragments: [positive-NP [positive-A N]], [S [negative-VP
[negative-V [destroy]] [PRODUCT-NP]]]] and so on.
4.3 YouTube comments corpus
To build a corpus of YouTube comments, we focus on a particular set of videos (technical
reviews and advertisings) featuring commercial products. In particular, we chose two
product categories: automobiles (AUTO) and tablets (TABLETS). To collect the videos, we
compiled a list of products and queried the YouTube gData API6 to retrieve the videos.
We then manually excluded irrelevant videos. For each video, we extracted all available
comments (limited to maximum 1k comments per video) and manually annotated each
comment with its type and polarity. We distinguish between the following types:
product: discuss the topic product in general or some features of the product;
video: discuss the video or some of its details;
spam: provide advertising and malicious links; and
off-topic: comments that have almost no content (“lmao”) or content that is not related
to the video (“Thank you!”).
Regarding the polarity, we distinguish between {positive, negative, neutral} sentiments
with respect to the product and the video. If the comment contains several statements
of different polarities, it is annotated as both positive and negative: “Love the video but
waiting for iPad 4”. In total we have annotated 208 videos with around 35k comments
(128 videos TABLETS and 80 for AUTO).
6https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3/
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To evaluate the quality of the produced labels, we asked 5 annotators to label a sample
set of one hundred comments and measured the agreement. The resulting annotator
agreement α value [9, 77] scores are 60.6 (AUTO), 72.1 (TABLETS) for the sentiment task
and 64.1 (AUTO), 79.3 (TABLETS) for the type classification task. For the rest of the
comments, we assigned the entire annotation task to a single coder. Further details on
the corpus can be found in [167].
4.4 Experiments
This section reports: (i) experiments on individual subtasks of opinion and type classifi-
cation; (ii) the full task of predicting type and sentiment; (iii) study on the adaptability
of our system by learning on one domain and testing on the other; (iv) learning curves
that provide an indication on the required amount and type of data and the scalability
to other domains.
4.4.1 Task description
Sentiment classification. We treat each comment as expressing positive, negative
or neutral sentiment. Hence, the task is a three-way classification.
Type classification. One of the challenging aspects of sentiment analysis of YouTube
data is that the comments may express the sentiment not only towards the product shown
in the video, but also the video itself, i.e., users may post positive comments to the video
while being generally negative about the product and vice versa. Hence, it is of crucial
importance to distinguish between these two types of comments. Additionally, many com-
ments are irrelevant for both the product and the video (off-topic) or may even contain
spam. Given that the main goal of sentiment analysis is to select sentiment-bearing com-
ments and identify their polarity, distinguishing between off-topic and spam categories
is not critical. Thus, we merge the spam and off-topic into a single uninformative cate-
gory. Similar to the opinion classification task, comment type classification is a multi-class
classification with three classes: video, product and uninform.
Full task. While the previously discussed sentiment and type identification tasks are
useful to model and study in their own right, our end goal is: given a stream of comments,
to jointly predict both the type and the sentiment of each comment. We cast this problem
as a single multi-class classification task with seven classes: the Cartesian product between
{product, video} type labels and {positive, neutral, negative} sentiment labels
plus the uninformative category (spam and off-topic). Considering a real-life application,
it is important not only to detect the polarity of the comment, but to also identify if it is
expressed towards the product or the video.7
7We exclude comments annotated as both video and product. This enables the use of a simple flat multi-classifiers
with seven categories for the full task, instead of a hierarchical multi-label classifiers (i.e., type classification first and then
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Task class
AUTO TABLETS
TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST
Sentiment
positive 2005 (36%) 807 (27%) 2393 (27%) 1872 (27%)
neutral 2649 (48%) 1413 (47%) 4683 (53%) 3617 (52%)
negative 878 (16%) 760 (26%) 1698 (19%) 1471 (21%)
total 5532 2980 8774 6960
Type
product 2733 (33%) 1761 (34%) 7180 (59%) 5731 (61%)
video 3008 (36%) 1369 (26%) 2088 (17%) 1674 (18%)
off-topic 2638 (31%) 2045 (39%) 2334 (19%) 1606 (17%)
spam 26 (>1%) 17 (>1%) 658 (5%) 361 (4%)
total 8405 5192 12260 9372
Full
product-pos. 1096 (13%) 517 (10%) 1648 (14%) 1278 (14%)
product-neu. 908 (11%) 729 (14%) 3681 (31%) 2844 (32%)
product-neg. 554 (7%) 370 (7%) 1404 (12%) 1209 (14%)
video-pos. 909 (11%) 290 (6%) 745 (6%) 594 (7%)
video-neu. 1741 (21%) 683 (14%) 1002 (9%) 773 (9%)
video-neg. 324 (4%) 390 (8%) 294 (2%) 262 (3%)
off-topic 2638 (32%) 2045 (41%) 2334 (20%) 1606 (18%)
spam 26 (>1%) 17 (>1%) 658 (6%) 361 (4%)
total 8196 5041 11766 8927
Table 4.1: Summary of YouTube comments data used in the sentiment, type and full classification tasks.
The comments come from two product categories: AUTO and TABLETS. Numbers in parenthesis show
proportion w.r.t. to the total number of comments used in a task.
4.4.2 Data
We split all the videos 50% between training set (TRAIN) and test set (TEST), where
each video contains all its comments. This ensures that all comments from the same video
appear either in TRAIN or in TEST. Since the number of comments per video varies, the
resulting sizes of each set are different (we use the larger split for TRAIN). Table 4.1 shows
the data distribution across the task-specific classes – sentiment and type classification.
For the sentiment task we exclude off-topic and spam comments as well as comments
with ambiguous sentiment, i.e., annotated as both positive and negative.
For the sentiment task about 50% of the comments have neutral polarity, while
the negative class is much less frequent. Interestingly, the ratios between polarities
expressed in comments from AUTO and TABLETS are very similar across both TRAIN and
TEST. Conversely, for the type task, we observe that comments from AUTO are uniformly
distributed among the three classes, while for the TABLETS the majority of comments are
product related. It is likely due to the nature of the TABLETS videos, that are more geek-
oriented, where users are more prone to share their opinions and enter involved discussions
opinion polarity). The number of comments assigned to both product and video is relatively small (8% for TABLETS and
4% for AUTO).
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Table 4.2: In-domain experiments on AUTO and TABLETS using two models: FVEC and STRUCT.
The results are reported for sentiment, type and full classification tasks. The metrics used are precision
(P), recall (R) and F1 for each individual class and the general accuracy of the multi-class classifier (Acc).
Task Class
AUTO TABLETS
FVEC STRUCT FVEC STRUCT
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Sent
positive 49.1 72.1 58.4 50.1 73.9 59.0 67.5 70.3 69.9 71.2 71.3 71.3
neutral 68.2 55.0 61.4 70.1 57.6 63.1 81.3 71.4 76.9 81.1 73.1 77.8
negative 42.0 36.9 39.6 41.3 35.8 38.8 48.3 60.0 54.8 50.2 62.6 56.5
Acc 54.7 55.7 68.6 70.5
Type
product 66.8 73.3 69.4 68.8 75.5 71.7 78.2 95.3 86.4 80.1 95.5 87.6
video 45.0 52.8 48.2 47.8 49.9 48.7 83.6 45.7 58.9 83.5 46.7 59.4
uninform 59.3 48.2 53.1 60.6 53.0 56.4 70.2 52.5 60.7 72.9 58.6 65.0
Acc 57.4 59.4 77.2 78.6
Full
product-pos 34.0 49.6 39.2 36.5 51.2 43.0 48.4 56.8 52.0 52.4 59.3 56.4
product-neu 43.4 31.1 36.1 41.4 36.1 38.4 68.0 67.5 68.1 59.7 83.4 70.0
product-neg 26.3 29.5 28.8 26.3 25.3 25.6 43.0 49.9 45.4 44.7 53.7 48.4
video-pos 23.2 47.1 31.9 26.1 54.5 35.5 69.1 60.0 64.7 64.9 68.8 66.4
video-neu 26.1 30.0 29.0 26.5 31.6 28.8 56.4 32.1 40.0 55.1 35.7 43.3
video-neg 21.9 3.7 6.0 17.7 2.3 4.8 39.0 17.5 23.9 39.5 6.1 11.5
uninform 56.5 52.4 54.9 60.0 53.3 56.3 60.0 65.5 62.2 63.3 68.4 66.9
Acc 40.0 41.5 57.6 60.3
about a product. Additionally, videos from the AUTO category (both commercials and
user reviews) are more visually captivating and, being generally oriented towards a larger
audience, generate more video-related comments. Regarding the full setting, where the
goal is to have a joint prediction of the comment sentiment and type, we observe that
video-negative and video-positive are the most scarce classes, which makes them the
most difficult to predict.
4.4.3 Results
We start off by presenting the results for the traditional in-domain setting, where both
TRAIN and TEST come from the same domain, e.g., AUTO or TABLETS. Next, we show
the learning curves to analyze the behavior of FVEC and STRUCT models according to the
training size. Finally, we perform a set of cross-domain experiments that describe the
enhanced adaptability of the patterns generated by the STRUCT model.
In-domain experiments
We compare FVEC and STRUCT models on three tasks described in Sec. 4.4.1: sentiment,
type and full. Table 4.2 reports the per-class performance and the overall accuracy of the
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multi-class classifier. Firstly, we note that the performance on TABLETS is much higher
than on AUTO across all tasks. This can be explained by the following: (i) TABLETS con-
tains more training data and (ii) videos from AUTO and TABLETS categories draw different
types of audiences – well-informed users and geeks expressing better-motivated opinions
about a product for the former vs. more general audience for the latter. This results
in the different quality of comments with the AUTO being more challenging to analyze.
Secondly, we observe that the STRUCT model provides 1-3% of absolute improvement in
accuracy over FVEC for every task. For individual categories the F1 scores are also im-
proved by the STRUCT model (except for the negative classes for AUTO, where we see a
small drop). We conjecture that sentiment prediction for AUTO category is largely driven
by one-shot phrases and statements where it is hard to improve upon the bag-of-words
and sentiment lexicon features. In contrast, comments from TABLETS category tend to
be more elaborated and well-argumented, thus, benefiting from the expressiveness of the
structural representations.
Considering per-class performance, correctly predicting negative sentiment is most
difficult for both AUTO and TABLETS, which is probably caused by the smaller proportion
of the negative comments in the training set. For the type task, video-related class is
substantially more difficult than product-related for both categories. For the full task, the
class video-negative accounts for the largest error. This is confirmed by the results from
the previous sentiment and type tasks, where we saw that handling negative sentiment
and detecting video-related comments are most difficult.
Learning curves
The learning curves depict the behavior of FVEC and STRUCT models as we increase the
size of the training set. Intuitively, the STRUCT model relies on more general syntactic
patterns and may overcome the sparseness problems incurred by the FVEC model when
little training data is available.
Nevertheless, as we see in Figure 4.2, the learning curves for sentiment and type clas-
sification tasks across both product categories do not confirm this intuition. The STRUCT
model consistently outperforms the FVEC across all training sizes, but the gap in the per-
formance does not increase when we move to smaller training sets. As we will see next,
this picture changes when we perform the cross-domain study.
Cross-domain experiments
To understand the performance of our classifiers on other YouTube domains, we perform
a set of cross-domain experiments by training on the data from one product category and
testing on the other.
Table 4.3 reports the accuracy for three tasks when we use all comments (TRAIN +
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Figure 4.2: In-domain learning curves. ALL refers to the entire TRAIN set for a given product category,
i.e., AUTO and TABLETS (see Table 4.1)
Source Target Task FVEC STRUCT
AUTO TABLETS
Sent 66.1 66.6
Type 59.9 64.1†
Full 35.6 38.3†
TABLETS AUTO
Sent 60.4 61.9†
Type 54.2 55.6†
Full 43.4 44.7†
Table 4.3: Cross-domain experiment. Accuracy using FVEC and STRUCT models when trained/tested in
both directions, i.e. AUTO→TABLETS and TABLETS→AUTO. † denotes results statistically significant at 95%
level (via pairwise t-test).
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Figure 4.3: Learning curves for the cross-domain setting (AUTO→TABLETS). Shaded area refers to adding
a small portion of comments from the same domain as the target test data to the training.
TEST) from AUTO to predict on the TEST from TABLETS and in the opposite direction
(TABLETS→AUTO). When using AUTO as a source domain, STRUCT model provides additional
1-3% of absolute improvement, except for the sentiment task.
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Similar to the in-domain experiments, we studied the effect of the source domain size on
the target test performance. This is useful to assess the adaptability of features exploited
by the FVEC and STRUCT models with the change in the number of labeled examples
available for training. Additionally, we considered a setting including a small amount of
training data from the target data (i.e., supervised domain adaptation).
For this purpose, we drew the learning curves of the FVEC and STRUCT models applied
to the sentiment and type tasks (Figure 4.3): AUTO is used as the source domain to train
models, which are tested on TABLETS.8 The plot shows that when little training data is
available, the features generated by the STRUCT model exhibit better adaptability (up to
10% of improvement over FVEC). The bag-of-words model seems to be affected by the
data sparsity problem which becomes a crucial issue when only a small training set is
available. This difference becomes smaller as we add data from the same domain. This is
an important advantage of our structural approach, since we cannot realistically expect
to obtain manual annotations for 10k+ comments for each (of many thousands) product
domains present on YouTube.
4.4.4 Discussion
Our STRUCT model is more accurate since it is able to induce structural patterns of senti-
ment. Consider the following comment: optimus pad is better. this xoom is just to bulky
but optimus pad offers better functionality. The FVEC bag-of-words model misclassifies it to
be positive, since it contains two positive expressions (better, better functionality) that
outweigh a single negative expression (bulky). The structural model, in contrast, is able
to identify the product of interest (xoom) and associate it with the negative expression
through a structural feature and thus correctly classify the comment as negative.
Some issues remain problematic even for the structural model. The largest group of
errors are implicit sentiments. Thus, some comments do not contain any explicit positive
or negative opinions, but provide detailed and well-argumented criticism, for example,
this phone is heavy. Such comments might also include irony. To account for these cases,
a deep understanding of the product domain is necessary.
4.5 Related work
In the past decade, automatic sentiment analysis of texts has attracted attention from
both industry and academia. Such interest has produced a large body of research work,
mainly focusing on the use of machine learning algorithms for opinion classification [90,
108].
Most prior work on opinion mining has been performed on more standardized forms of
text, such as consumer reviews or newswire. The most commonly used datasets include:
8The results for the other direction (TABLETS→AUTO) show similar behavior.
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the MPQA corpus of news documents [177], web customer review data [61], Amazon
review data [19], the JDPA corpus of blogs [75], etc. However, these corpora are only
partially suitable for developing models on social media, since the informal text poses
additional challenges for Information Extraction and Natural Language Processing.
Opinion mining on Social Media has started to receive a lot of attention from the
scientific community only very recently [22, 101]. Several annotation projects have been
proposed to support the development of sentiment analysis models for social media, fo-
cusing mainly on Twitter—one of the biggest initiatives being the SemEval 2013 task on
the sentiment analysis [101].
Similar to Twitter, most YouTube comments are very short, the language is infor-
mal with numerous accidental and deliberate errors and grammatical inconsistencies [13],
which make previous corpora less suitable to train models for OM on YouTube. Never-
theless, YouTube is a much less explored social media, with almost no work on sentiment
analysis published so far. Siersdorfer et al. [147] focus on exploiting user ratings (the
counts of ‘thumbs up/down’ as flagged by other users) of YouTube video comments to
train classifiers to predict the community acceptance of new comments. Their goal is thus
different: predicting comment ratings, rather than predicting the sentiment expressed
in a YouTube comment or its information content. Exploiting the information from user
ratings is a feature that we have not exploited thus far, but we believe that it is a valuable
feature to use in future work.
Early studies on opinion mining focused on the document polarity classification prob-
lem: for a given document, the algorithm assigns a label determining its general attitude
(positive, negative or neutral). This formulation, however, is often too simplistic and thus
the most recent studies address more fine-grained tasks, including identifying subjective
vs. objective parts of a document [107, 187], opinion holders [70] or more complex sen-
timents and emotions [22], in particular, as irony or sarcasm [26, 123]. In our work, we
refine the traditional polarity classification formulation, distinguishing between different
sentiment targets (video vs. product). This allows us to provide a better understanding of
user-generated comments that may address several topics, expressing different emotions.
Most of the previous work on supervised sentiment analysis use feature vectors to
encode documents. Several studies provide in-depth analysis of lexical features for opinion
mining [109,126]. Such features can be effectively combined with external information, for
example, with personalized co-occurence statistics [110]. Our feature-based baseline model
(cf. Section 4.2) is very similar to the best performing system from the SemEval 2013
shared task on Twitter [89].
While a few successful attempts have been made to use more involved linguistic analysis
for opinion mining, such as dependency trees [116,159] and constituency trees with vector-
ized nodes [150], recently, a comprehensive study by Wang and Manning [176] showed that
a simple model using bigrams and SVMs performs on par with more complex algorithms.
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In contrast, we show that adding structural features (cf. Section 4.2) from syntactic
trees is particularly useful for the cross-domain setting (cf. Section 4.4). The structural
features help to build a system that is more robust across domains. Therefore, rather
than trying to build a specialized system for every new target domain, as it has been
done in most prior work on domain adaptation [19, 36], the domain adaptation problem
boils down to finding a more robust system [115,151]. This is in line with recent advances
in parsing “The Web” [112], where participants were asked to build a single system able
to cope with different yet related domains.
Our approach, which we will describe in detail in the next section, relies on robust
syntactic structures to automatically generate patterns that, given our empirical findings,
have shown to adapt better. These representations were inspired by the semantic models
developed for Question Answering [95, 133, 134] and Semantic Textual Similarity [138].
Moreover, we introduce additional tags, e.g., video concepts, polarity and negation words,
to achieve better generalization across different domains, where the word distribution and
vocabulary changes.
Most studies on opinion mining, especially for Social Media data, focus on English.
Thus, several algorithms have been proposed for detecting opinions in English tweets
within the recent SemEval evaluation campaign [101]. We have created a manually anno-
tated corpus (cf. Section 4.3) that can be used by the scientific community for experiments
on supervised opinion mining. The previous work was based on automatically extracted
data and a small manually tagged test collection. We propose structural models for our
data representation and show that they yield superior performance. The previous work
adopted a more baseline methodology, relying on term-based opinion scores.
4.6 Summary
We carried out a systematic study on OM from YouTube comments by training a set of
supervised multi-class classifiers distinguishing between video and product related opin-
ions. We use standard feature vectors augmented by shallow syntactic trees enriched with
additional conceptual information.
In this chapter we make the following contributions: (i) we show that effective OM
can be carried out with supervised models trained on high quality annotations; (ii) we
introduce a novel annotated corpus of YouTube comments, which we make available for
the research community; (iii) we define novel structural models and kernels, which can
improve on feature vectors, e.g., up to 30% of relative improvement in type classification,
when little data is available, and demonstrates that the structural model scales well to
other domains.
In the future, we plan to work on a joint model to classify all the comments of a given
video, s.t. it is possible to exploit latent dependencies between entities and the sentiments
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of the comment thread. Additionally, we plan to experiment with hierarchical multi-label
classifiers for the full task (in place of a flat multi-class learner).
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Chapter 5
Modelling text pairs with syntactic
trees
Learning to represent pairs of texts is of core importance to IR and NLP and is a key
problem in such applications as Machine Translation, Question Answering, Paraphrasing,
Textual Entailment, etc. Conventional approaches treat input text pairs as feature vectors
where each feature represents a score corresponding to a certain type of similarity between
elements of a pair. This approach is conceptually easy to implement although it requires
to design a fairly large number of feature extractors that would encode various aspects
of similarity. Nevertheless, by using only similarity features to represent a text pair we
may loose a considerable amount of relational information encoding connections between
texts in a pair that are not straight-forward to directly encode as features.
In this chapter we propose an alternative method to encode text pairs based on the tree
kernel learning approach by carefully designing linguistic structures to represent input
pairs. The novelty of our approach is that we treat the input text pairs as structural
objects and rely on the power of kernel learning to extract relevant structural features.
To link the documents in a pair we mark the nodes in the related structures with a special
relational tag. This way effective structural relational patterns are implicitly encoded in
the trees and can be automatically learned by the kernel-based machines.
We expreriment with our structural learning approach and propose novel syntactic tree
representations for two tasks: Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) and Microblog Retrieval.
Different from the majority of approaches to tackle STS problem, where a large number
of pairwise similarity features are used to represent a text pair, our structural tree kernel
model features the following: (i) it directly encodes input texts into relational syntactic
structures; (ii) tree kernels are used to handle feature engineering; (iii) it is easy to
combine both structural and feature vector representations in a single scoring model,
i.e., in Support Vector Regression (SVR); and (iv) our final model delivers significant
improvement over the best STS systems.
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Next, we tackle the problem of improving Microblog retrieval algorithms by proposing
a robust structural representation of query-tweet pairs. We test the generalization power
of our approach on the TREC Microblog 2011 and 2012 tasks. We find that relational
syntactic features generated by structural kernels are effective for learning to rank (L2R)
and can easily be combined with those of other existing systems to boost their accuracy.
In particular, the results show that our L2R approach improves on almost all of the
participating systems at TREC, only using their raw output scores as a single feature fed
to our model. Our method yields an average increase of 5% in retrieval effectiveness and
an average boost of 7 positions in system ranks.
5.1 Overview
In the following we briefly define the problems of STS and Microblog retrieval and describe
our contributions.
5.1.1 Semantic Textual Similarity
In STS the goal is to learn a scoring model that given a pair of two short texts returns a
similarity score that correlates with human judgement. Hence, the key aspect of having
an accurate STS framework is the design of features that can adequately represent various
aspects of the similarity between texts, e.g., using lexical, syntactic and semantic similarity
metrics.
The majority of approaches treat input text pairs as feature vectors where each feature
is a score corresponding to a certain type of similarity. This approach is conceptually easy
to implement and the STS shared task at SemEval 2012 [2] (STS-2012) has shown that the
best systems were built following this idea, i.e., a number of features encoding similarity
of an input text pair were combined in a single scoring model, e.g., SVR. Nevertheless,
one limitation of using only similarity features to represent a text pair is that of low
representation power.
The novelty of our approach is that we treat the input text pairs as structural objects
and rely on the power of kernel learning to extract relevant structures. To link the docu-
ments in a pair we mark the nodes in the related structures with a special relational tag.
This way effective structural relational patterns are implicitly encoded in the trees and
can be automatically learned by the kernel-based machines. We combine our relational
structural model with the features from two best systems of STS-2012. Finally, we use
the approach of classifier stacking to combine several structural models into the feature
vector representation.
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5.1.2 Microblog Retrieval
Social media has become part of our daily lives, and is increasingly growing into the main
outlet for answering various information needs, e.g., the query, Facebook privacy, may be
answered by the following tweet: Facebook Must Explain Privacy Practices to Congress
http://sns.ly/2Qbry7. Such queries have proven difficult to answer with a single retrieval
model, and lead to models that learn to combine a large number of rankers.
Learning to rank (L2R) methods have been shown to improve retrieval effectiveness and
they have recently been used for ranking short documents from social media. However,
L2R suffers from an important drawback: different training data is needed for different
applications. The required amount of training data critically depends on the task being
tackled and the quality of the used text representations, e.g., lexical features are less
powerful than search engine scores or other meta-features. Optimal representations re-
quire considerable effort to be designed and implemented. Hence, flexible and adaptable
features can be valuable for rapid and effective designs of L2R systems.
Previous work has shown that one source of more adaptable features comes from struc-
tural relations between object pairs [133], which in the case of text mainly refers to its
syntactic structure. Unfortunately, the latter is subject to errors when it is automatically
generated. This problem is exacerbated when we deal with informal and unedited text
typically prominent in social media.
Most importantly, it is not clear which part of the structure should be considered to
design effective features.
We tackle the problems noted above in the context of recent TREC Microblog retrieval
tasks by proposing relational shallow syntactic structures to represent (query, tweet) pairs.
Instead of trying to explicitly encode salient features from syntactic structures, we
opt for a structural kernel learning framework, where the learning algorithm operates in
rich feature spaces of tree fragments automatically generated by expressive tree kernel
functions.
The following characterizes our approach: (i) it uses shallow syntactic parsers devel-
oped for social media, which are robust and shown to be accurate in such domains; (ii) tree
kernels implicitly generate all possible tree fragments, thus all of them are used as features
by the learning algorithm, solving the problem of engineering task-specific features.
We design experiments using the 2011 and 2012 editions of the TREC Microblog track
to verify the following: (i) relational syntactic features produced by a shallow syntactic
parser are effective for L2R; (ii) our automatic feature engineering approach based on
structural kernels is accurate and produces general features, which are complementary to
those typically used in L2R models; and (iii) our structural representations can easily be
combined with existing systems to boost their accuracy.
Our results show that employing relational syntactic structures improves on almost all
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the participating systems by only using their raw scores along with our L2R model based
on relational syntactic structures. Our method boosts retrieval effectiveness by more than
5% on average and improves the rankings of participating systems by at least 7 positions
on average.
5.1.3 Our contributions
The contribution of this chapter are as follows:
1. Semantic Textual Similarity:
• We provide a convincing evidence that adding structural features automatically ex-
tracted by tree kernels yields significant improvements in accuracy.
• We define a combination kernel that integrates both structural and feature vector
representations within a single scoring model, e.g., Support Vector Regression.
• We provide a simple way to construct relational structural models that can be built
using off-the-shelf NLP tools.
• We experiment with four structural representations and show that constituency and
dependency trees represent the best source for learning structural relationships for
STS.
• Using a classifier stacking approach, structural models can be easily combined and
integrated into existing feature-based STS models.
2. Microblog Retrieval:
• We show that relational syntactic structures are effective for L2R on noisy social
media data.
• Our automatic feature engineering approach based on structural kernels is accurate
and produces general features, which are complementary to those typically used in
L2R models.
• Our structural representations can be easily combined with existing systems to boost
their accuracy.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 describes our ap-
proach to tackle the STS problem, while Section 5.3 describes our syntax-aware reranker
for Microblog retrieval. Each of these two sections includes a description of our syntactic
representations to represent text pairs (or query-tweet pairs) and the learning process
where we rely on tree kernels to automatically extract and learn relational features. Each
of the sections reports on the the experimental evaluation and includes a discussion of the
obtained results. Section 5.4 provides a summary and directions for future research.
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5.2 Semantic Textual Similarity
The approach of relating pairs of input structures by learning predictable syntactic trans-
formations has shown to deliver state-of-the-art results in question answering, recognizing
textual entailment, and paraphrase detection, e.g. [58, 174, 175]. Previous work relied on
fairly complex approaches, e.g. applying quasi-synchronous grammar formalism and vari-
ations of tree edit distance alignments, to extract syntactic patterns relating pairs of input
structures. Our approach is conceptually simpler, as it regards the problem within the
kernel learning framework, where we first encode salient syntactic/semantic properties of
the input text pairs into tree structures and rely on tree kernels to automatically generate
rich feature spaces. This work extends in several directions our earlier work in question
answering, e.g., [98, 99], in textual entailment recognition, e.g., [92], and more in general
in relational text categorization [95,133].
In this section we describe: (i) our kernel framework to combine structural and vector
models; (ii) structural kernels to handle feature engineering; and (iii) suitable structural
representations for relational learning.
5.2.1 Learning
A conventional approach in supervised learning to model text pairs is to represent a
pair of texts as a set of similarity features {fi}, s.t. the predictions are computed as
h(x) = w ·x = ∑iwifi, where w is the model weight vector. Hence, the learning problem
boils down to estimating individual weights of each of the similarity features fi. One
downside of such approach is that a great deal of similarity information encoded in a
given text pair is lost when modeled by single real-valued scores.
A more versatile approach in terms of the input representation relies on kernels. In
a typical kernel learning approach, e.g., SVM, the prediction function for a test input x
takes on the following form h(x) =
∑
i αiyiK(x,xi), where αi are the model parameters
estimated from the training data, yi are target variables, xi are support vectors, and
K(·, ·) is a kernel function.
To encode both structural representation and similarity feature vectors of a given text
pair in a single model we define each document in a pair to be composed of a tree and
a vector: 〈t,v〉. To compute a kernel between two text pairs xi and xj we define the
following all-vs-all kernel, where all possible combinations of components, x(1) and x(2),
from each text pair are considered: K(xi,xj) = K(x
(1)
i ,x
(1)
j )+K(x
(1)
i ,x
(2)
j )+K(x
(2)
i ,x
(1)
j )+
K(x
(2)
i ,x
(2)
j ). Each of the kernel computations K can be broken down into the following:
K(x(1),x(2)) = KTK(t
(1), t(2)) +Kfvec(v
(1),v(2)), where KTK computes a structural kernel
and Kfvec is a kernel over feature vectors, e.g., linear, polynomial or RBF, etc. Further
in the text we refer to structural tree kernel models as TK and explicit feature vector
representation as fvec.
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Figure 5.1: A phrase dependency-based structural representation of a text pair (s1, s2): A woman with
a knife is slicing a pepper (s1) vs. A women slicing green pepper (s2) with a high semantic similarity
(human judgement score 4.0 out of 5.0). Related tree fragments are linked with a REL tag.
Having defined a way to jointly model text pairs using structural TK representations
along with the similarity features fvec, next we present our relational tree structures.
5.2.2 Syntactic models of text pairs
In this section, we define simple-to-build relational structures based on: (i) a shallow
syntactic tree, (ii) constituency, (iii) dependency and (iv) phrase-dependency trees.
Shallow tree is a two-level syntactic hierarchy built from word lemmas (leaves), part-
of-speech tags (preterminals) that are further organized into chunks. It was shown to
significantly outperform feature vector baselines for modeling relationships between ques-
tion answer pairs [133].
Constituency tree. While shallow syntactic parsing is very fast, here we consider using
constituency structures as a potentially richer source of syntactic/semantic information.
Dependency tree. We propose to use dependency relations between words to derive an
alternative structural representation. In particular, dependency relations are used to link
words in a way that they are always at the leaf level. This reordering of the nodes helps
to avoid the situation where nodes with words tend to form long chains. This is essential
for PTK to extract meaningful fragments. We also plug part-of-speech tags between the
word nodes and nodes carrying their grammatical role.
Phrase-dependency tree. We explore a phrase-dependency tree similar to the one
defined in [180]. It represents an alternative structure derived from the dependency tree,
where the dependency relations between words belonging to the same phrase (chunk)
are collapsed in a unified node. Different from [180], the collapsed nodes are stored as a
shallow subtree rooted at the unified node. This node organization is particularly suitable
for PTK that effectively runs a sequence kernel on the tree fragments inside each chunk
subtree. Fig 5.1 gives an example of our variation of a phrase dependency tree.
As a final consideration, if a document contains multiple sentences they are merged
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in a single tree with a common root. To encode the structural relationships between
documents in a pair a special REL tag is used to link the related structures. We adopt a
simple strategy to establish such links: words from two documents that have a common
lemma get their parents (POS tags) and grandparents, non-terminals, marked with a REL
tag.
5.2.3 Pairwise similarity features
Along with the direct representation of input text pairs as structural objects our frame-
work is also capable of encoding pairwise similarity feature vectors (fvec), which we
describe below.
Baseline features (base). We adopt similarity features from two best performing sys-
tems of STS-2012, which were publicly released1: namely, the Takelab2 system [172] and
the UKP Lab’s system3 [14]. Both systems represent input texts with similarity features
combining multiple text similarity measures of varying complexity.
UKP (U) provides metrics based on matching of character, word n-grams and common
subsequences. It also includes features derived from Explicit Semantic Analysis [47] and
aggregation of word similarity based on lexical-semantic resources, e.g., WordNet. In total
it provides 18 features.
Takelab (T) includes n-gram matching of varying size, weighted word matching, length
difference, WordNet similarity and vector space similarity where pairs of input sentences
are mapped into Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) space. The features are computed over
several sentence representations where stop words are removed and/or lemmas are used in
place of raw tokens. The total number of Takelab’s features is 21. The combined system
consists of 39 features.
Additional features. We also augment the U and T feature sets, with an additional
set of features (A) which includes: a cosine similarity scores computed over (i) n-grams
of part-of-speech tags (up to 4-grams), (ii) SuperSense tags [31], (iii) named entities, (iv)
dependency triplets, and (v) PTK syntactic similarity scores computed between docu-
ments in a pair, where as input representations we use raw dependency and constituency
trees. To alleviate the problem of domain adaptation, where datasets used for training
and testing are drawn from different sources, we include additional features to represent
the combined text of a pair: (i) bags (B) of lemmas, dependency triplets, production rules
(from the constituency parse tree) and a normalized length of the entire pair; and (ii) a
manually encoded corpus type (M), where we use a binary feature with a non-zero entry
1Note that only a subset of the features used in the final evaluation was released, which results in lower accuracy when
compared to the official rankings.
2http://takelab.fer.hr/sts/
3https://code.google.com/p/dkpro-similarity-asl/wiki/SemEval2013
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Experiment U T A S C D P STK PTK B M ALL Mean MSRp MSRv SMTe OnWN SMTn
fvec
model
• .7060 .6087 .6080 .8390 .2540 .6820 .4470
• .7589 .6863 .6814 .8637 .4950 .7091 .5395
• • .8079 .7161 .7134 .8837 .5519 .7343 .5607
• • • .8187 .7137 .7157 .8833 .5131 .7355 .5809
TK
models
with
STK
and
PTK
• • • • • .8261 .6982 .7026 .8870 .4807 .7258 .5333
• • • • • .8326 .6970 .7020 .8925 .4826 .7190 .5253
• • • • • .8341 .7024 .7086 .8921 .4671 .7319 .5495
• • • • • .8211 .6693 .6994 .8903 .2980 .7035 .5603
• • • • • .8362 .7026 .6927 .8896 .5282 .7144 .5485
• • • • • .8458 .7047 .6935 .8953 .5080 .7101 .5834
• • • • • .8468 .6954 .6717 .8902 .4652 .7089 .6133
• • • • • .8326 .6693 .7108 .8879 .4922 .7215 .5156
REL tag
• • • ◦ .8218 .6899 .6644 .8726 .4846 .7228 .5684
• • • ◦ .8250 .7000 .6806 .8822 .5171 .7145 .5769
domain
adaptation
• • • • • .8539 .7132 .6993 .9005 .4772 .7189 .6481
• • • • • .8529 .7249 .7080 .8984 .5142 .7263 .6700
• • • • • • .8546 .7156 .6989 .8979 .4884 .7181 .6609
• • • • • • .8810 .7416 .7210 .8971 .5912 .7328 .6778
UKP (best system of STS-2012) .8239 .6773 .6830 .8739 .5280 .6641 .4937
Table 5.1: Results on STS-2012. First set of experiments studies the combination of fvec models from
UKP (U), Takelab (T) and (A). Next we show results for four structural representations: shallow (S),
constituency (C), dependency (D) and phrase-dependency (P) trees with STK and PTK; next row set
demonstrates the necessity of relational linking for two best structures, i.e. C and D (empty circle denotes
a structures with no relational linking.); finally, domain adaptation via bags of features (B) of the entire
pair and (M) manually encoded dataset type show the state of the art results.
corresponding to a dataset type. This helps the learning algorithm to learn implicitly the
individual properties of each dataset.
Stacking. To integrate multiple TK representations into a single model we apply a classi-
fier stacking approach [44]. Each of the learned TK models is used to generate predictions
which are then plugged as features into the final fvec representation, s.t. the final model
uses only explicit feature vector representation. To obtain prediction scores, we apply
5-fold cross-validation scheme, s.t. for each of the held-out folds we obtain independent
predictions.
5.2.4 Experiments
We present the results of our structural learning model for STS when tested on the data
from the Core STS task at SemEval 2012 [2].
Experimental setup
Data. To compare with the best systems of the STS-2012 we followed the same setup
used in the final evaluation, where 3 datasets (MSRpar, MSRvid and SMTeuroparl) are
used for training and 5 for testing (two “surprise” datasets were added: OnWN and
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SMTnews). We use the entire training data to obtain a single model for making predic-
tions on each test set.
Software. To encode TK models along with the similarity feature vectors into a single
regression scoring model, we use an SVR framework implemented in SVM-Light-TK4. We
use the following parameter settings -t 5 -F 1 -W A -C +, which specifies a combination
of trees and feature vectors (-C +), STK over trees (-F 1) (-F 3 for PTK) computed in
all-vs-all mode (-W A) and polynomial kernel of degree 3 for the feature vector (active by
default).
Metrics. We report the following metrics employed in the final evaluation: Pearson
correlation for individual test sets5 and Mean – an average score weighted by the test set
size.
Results
Table 5.1 summarizes the results of combining TK models with a strong feature vector
model. We test structures defined in Sec. 5.2.2 when using STK and PTK. The re-
sults show that: (i) combining all three features sets (U, T, A) provides a strong baseline
system that we attempt to further improve with our relational structures; (ii) the gen-
erality of PTK provides an advantage over STK for learning more versatile models; (iii)
constituency and dependency representations seem to perform better than shallow and
phrase-dependency trees; (iv) using structures with no relational linking does not work;
(v) TK models provide a far superior source of structural similarity than U + T + A that
already includes PTK similarity scores as features, and finally (vi) the domain adaptation
problem can be addressed by including corpus specific features, which leads to a large
improvement over the previous best system.
5.3 Microblog Retrieval
Similarly to our structural learning model to tackle the STS task, we design a syntax-
aware re-ranker for Mircroblog retrieval. It consists of two components: (i) a syntactic
model that encodes tweets into shallow linguistic trees to ease feature extraction, and (ii) a
tree kernel learning framework that computes similarities between query-tweet pairs. We
also define a shallow tree kernel to enable efficient kernel computations.
4http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm
5we also report the results for a concatenation of all five test sets (ALL)
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5.3.1 Learning
We employ a pointwise approach (see Sec. 2.6) to re-ranking where a binary classifier is
used to learn a model to discriminate between relevant and non-relevant (query, tweet)
pairs. The prediction scores from a classifier are then used to re-rank candidates. We use a
our tree kernel function Shallow syntactic Tree Kernel (SHTK) introduced in Sec. 4.2.2,
which is as expressive as Partial Tree Kernel (PTK) [93], while it is more efficient to
handle shallow tree structures. For feature vectors we use a linear kernel.
We represent each query-tweet pair x as a triple composed of a query tree Tq and a
tweet tree Ttw together with a traditional feature vector v, i.e., x = 〈Tq,Ttw,v〉. Given
two (query, tweet) pairs xi and xj, we define the following similarity kernel:
K(xi,xj) = KTK (T
i
q,T
j
q) +KTK (T
i
q,T
j
tw)
+KTK (T
i
tw,T
j
tw) +KTK (T
j
q,T
i
tw)
+Kv(v
i,vj),
(5.1)
where KTK computes a tree kernel similarity between linguistic trees and Kv is a kernel
over feature vectors. It computes an all-vs-all tree kernel similarity between two query-
tweet pairs.
5.3.2 A syntactic model for tweets
Our approach to extract features from (query, tweet) pairs goes beyond traditional fea-
ture vectors. We employ structural syntactic models (STRUCT) that encode each tweet
into shallow syntactic trees. The latter are input to tree kernel functions for generating
structural features. Our structures are specifically adapted to the noisy tweets and encode
important query/tweet relations.
In particular, our shallow tree structure (inspired by [133, 136, 138]) is a two-level
syntactic hierarchy built from word lemmas (leaves) and part-of-speech tags that are
grouped into chunks (Fig. 5.2). While full syntactic parsers would significantly degrade
in performance on noisy texts such as tweets, our choice for shallow structure relies on
simpler and more robust components: a part-of-speech (POS) tagger and a chunker. For
POS tagging we use the CMU tagger [51] trained on Twitter data and an off-the-shelf
OpenNLP chunker.
Fig. 5.2 provides an example of a candidate (query, tweet) pair each of which is encoded
into a shallow linguistic structure. To upweight the tree fragments spanning words that
are found in both the query and the tweet we introduce a special REL tag at the level of
part-of-speech and chunk nodes. This step is important to generate syntactic patterns
that carry additional semantics of sharing common terms between a query and a tweet.
To find matching word pairs we lowercase and stem words and use plain string matching.
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Figure 5.2: Shallow tree representation for an example query-tweet pair: (“Facebook privacy”, “Facebook
Must Explain Privacy Practices to Congress http://sns.ly/2Qbry7”) (in the original tree we use word
stems). Part-of-speech tag ^ refers to a common noun. Note that an additional REL tag links the words
(stems) common between the query and the candidate tweet, Facebook and privacy).
5.3.3 Experiments
To evaluate the utility of our structural syntactic re-ranker for microblog search we focus
on the 2011 and 2012 editions of the ad-hoc retrieval task at TREC microblog tracks [103,
149]. Our main research question is: Does the use of relational syntactic features produced
by our shallow syntactic parser, and the automatic feature engineering approach based on
structural kernels lead to improvements in state-of-the-art L2R and retrieval algorithms?
To answer this question, we test our model in two settings. In the first, we re-implement
an accurate recent L2R-based approach and add our features alongside its features. This
will allow us to see directly if our features are complementary to the other features. We
opted for the L2R approach in [16] (“the UvA model”), because of its comprehensiveness.
It uses pseudo-test collections [12] to learn to fuse ten well-established retrieval algorithms
and implements a number of query, tweet, and query-tweet features. It is a strong baseline,
its performance ranks sixth and 26th in the 2011 and 2012 editions of the microblog track,
respectively. In the second setting, we use the participant systems in the TREC microblog
task as a black-box, and implement our model on top of them using only using their raw
scores (ranks) as a single feature in our model. This allows us to see whether our features
add information to the approaches these retrieval algorithms use.
Experimental setup
Dataset. Our dataset is the tweet corpus used in the TREC Microblog track in both
2011 (TMB2011) and 2012 (TMB2012). It consists of 16M tweets spread over two weeks,
and a set of 49 (TMB2011) and 60 (TMB2012) timestamped topics. We minimally pre-
process the tweets—we normalize elongations (e.g., sooo → so) and normalize URLs and
author ids. For the second set of experiments, we also use the system runs submitted at
TMB2011 and TMB2012, which contain 184 and 120 models, respectively.
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Training and testing an L2R algorithm. For learning to rank we use SVM-light-
TK6 with no parameter tuning. In our first set of experiments, we train on TMB2011
topics, test on TMB2012 topics, and vice versa. In the second set, where we build upon
the TREC participant runs, we train our system only on the runs submitted at TMB2011,
and test on the TMB2012 runs. We focus on one direction only to avoid training bias,
since TMB2011 topics were already used for learning systems in TMB2012.
Feature normalization. When combining our features with those of the UvA model,
while training and testing we use the features of the latter model as v in Eq. 6.3; these
features are already normalized. In contrast, we use the output of participant systems
as follows. We use rank positions of each tweet rather than raw scores, since scores for
each system are scaled differently, while ranks are uniform across systems. We apply the
following transformation of the rank r: 1/ log (r + 1). In the training phase, we take the
top {10, 20, or 30} systems from the TMB2011 track (in terms of P@30). For each (query,
tweet) pair we average the transformed rank over the top systems to yield a single score.
This score is then used as a single feature in v from Eq. 6.3. In the testing phase, for
each participant system we want to improve, we use the transformed rank of the (query,
tweet) pairs as the single feature in v.
Evaluation. We report on the official evaluation metric for the TREC 2012 Microblog
track, i.e., precision at 30 (P@30), and also on mean average precision (MAP). Follow-
ing [16,103], we regard minimally and highly relevant documents as relevant and use the
TMB2012 evaluation script. For significance testing, we use a pairwise t-test, where M
and N denote significance at α = 0.05 and α = 0.01, respectively. Triangles point up for
improvement over the baseline, and down otherwise. We also report the improvement in
the absolute rank (R) in the official TMB2012 ranking.
Results
Table 5.2 lists the outcome of our first set of experiments, where we use our syntactic
features alongside the features of the UvA model. It shows the obtained MAP and P@30
scores when we train on TMB2011 and test on TMB2012 topics, and vice versa. The
STRUCT model yields a significant improvement in P@30 and MAP scores on TMB2012
pushing up the system by 15 positions in the official ranking, and making it second best
in TMB2011. The result support our claim that learning useful syntactic patterns from
noisy tweets is possible and that relational syntactic features generated by our shallow
syntactic tree kernel improve over a strong feature-based L2R baseline.
Table 7.9 reports on the application of our syntax-aware re-ranker on participant sys-
tems. It has results for re-ranking runs of the best 30 systems from TMB2012 (based
6http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm
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Table 5.2: System performance (P@30, MAP; higher is better) and system rank (R; lower is better) for
UvA’s L2R system [16] (UvA), our re-implementation (UvA*), and a UVA* system using our STRUCT
model (+STRUCT). We report on relative improvement (Impr) and statisical significance against UvA*.
Model TMB2011 TMB2012
MAP P@30 R MAP P@30 R
UVA .3880 .4460 6 .2450 .3920 26
UVA∗ .3845 .4456 6 .2467 .3870 28
+ STRUCT .3991 .4571 2 .2683 .4277 13
Change +3.8%M +2.6% +4 +8.8%N +10.5%N +15
on their P@30 score) when we train our system using the top {10, 20, or 30} runs from
TMB2011. Our re-ranker improves P@30 for all systems with a relative improvement
ranging from several points up to 10%—about 5% on average. This is remarkable, given
that the pool of participants in TMB2012 was large, and the top systems are therefore
likely to be very strong baselines. We observe that our syntactic model has a precision-
enhancing effect. In cases where MAP drops a bit it can be seen that our model sometimes
lowers relevant documents in the runs. It is possible that our model favors tweets with a
higher syntactic quality, and that it down-ranks tweets that contain less syntactic struc-
ture but are nonetheless relevant. This is an interesting direction for analysis in future
work.
Looking at the improvement in absolute position in the official ranking (R), we see
that, on average, using our re-ranker boosts the absolute position in the official ranking
for top 30 systems by 7 positions.
All in all, the results suggest that using syntactic features adds useful information to
many state-of-the-art microblog search algorithms.
Finally, using aggregate scores from the best 10, 20 or 30 systems from TMB2011 does
not reveal large differences, which suggests that our syntax-aware re-ranker is robust w.r.t.
the exact retrieval models used in the training stage.
While improving the top systems from 2012 represents a challenging task, it is also
interesting to assess the potential improvement for systems that ranked lower. For this
purpose, we select 30 systems from the middle and the bottom of the official ranking.
Table 7.10 summarizes the average improvement in P@30 for three groups of 30 systems
each: top-30, middle-30, and bottom-30. We find that the improvement over underper-
forming systems is much larger than for stronger systems. In particular, for the bottom 30
systems, our approach achieves an average relative improvement of 20% in both MAP and
P@30. These results further support our hypothesis that syntactic patterns automatically
extracted and learned by our re-ranker can provide an additional benefit for learning to
rank methods on microblog data.
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Table 5.3: System performance on the top 30 runs from TMB2012, using the top 10, 20 or 30 runs from
TMB2011 for training.
TMB2012 TOP10 TOP20 TOP30
# runs MAPP@30 MAP P@30 R% MAP P@30 R% MAP P@30 R%
1 hitURLrun3 .3469 .4695 .3307 (-4.7%)O .4831 (2.9%) 0 .3378 (-2.6%) .4864 (3.6%)M 0 .3328 (-4.1%)O .4774 (1.7%) 0
2 kobeMHC2 .3070 .4689 .3029 (-1.3%) .4740 (1.1%) 1 .3065 (-0.2%) .4768 (1.7%) 1 .3037 (-1.1%) .4768 (1.7%) 1
3 kobeMHC .2986 .4616 .2956 (-1.0%) .4706 (2.0%) 2 .2989 (0.1%) .4734 (2.6%) 2 .2965 (-0.7%) .4718 (2.2%) 2
4 uwatgclrman .2836 .4571 .3010 (6.1%)N .4729 (3.5%)M 3 .3032 (6.9%)N .4729 (3.5%)N 3 .2995 (5.6%)N .4712 (3.1%)M 3
5 kobeL2R .2767 .4429 .2734 (-1.2%) .4452 (0.5%) 0 .2785 (0.7%) .4514 (1.9%) 0 .2744 (-0.8%) .4463 (0.8%) 0
6 hitQryFBrun4 .3186 .4424 .3102 (-2.6%) .4554 (2.9%) 1 .3145 (-1.3%) .4582 (3.6%)M 2 .3118 (-2.1%) .4554 (2.9%) 2
7 hitLRrun1 .3355 .4379 .3200 (-4.6%)O .4508 (3.0%) 2 .3266 (-2.7%) .4542 (3.7%)M 2 .3226 (-3.9%)O .4525 (3.3%) 2
8 FASILKOM01 .2682 .4367 .2827 (5.4%)N .4548 (4.1%)N 3 .2841 (5.9%)N .4525 (3.6%)N 3 .2820 (5.2%)N .4531 (3.8%)N 3
9 hitDELMrun2 .3197 .4345 .3090 (-3.4%)O .4446 (2.3%) 4 .3142 (-1.7%) .4458 (2.6%) 4 .3105 (-2.9%) .4424 (1.8%) 4
10 tsqe .2843 .4339 .2832 (-0.4%) .4435 (2.2%) 5 .2865 (0.8%) .4458 (2.7%) 5 .2836 (-0.3%) .4441 (2.4%) 5
11 ICTWDSERUN1 .2715 .4299 .2873 (5.8%)N .4610 (7.2%)N 7 .2885 (6.3%)N .4576 (6.4%)N 7 .2862 (5.4%)N .4582 (6.6%)N 7
12 ICTWDSERUN2 .2671 .4266 .2809 (5.2%)M .4503 (5.6%)N 7 .2808 (5.1%)M .4508 (5.7%)N 7 .2785 (4.3%)M .4475 (4.9%)N 7
13 cmuPrfPhrE .3179 .4254 .3159 (-0.6%) .4486 (5.5%)N 8 .3190 (0.4%) .4452 (4.7%)N 8 .3172 (-0.2%) .4469 (5.1%)N 8
14 cmuPrfPhrENo .3198 .4249 .3167 (-1.0%) .4497 (5.8%)N 9 .3201 (0.1%) .4480 (5.4%)N 9 .3179 (-0.6%) .4486 (5.6%)N 9
15 cmuPrfPhr .3167 .4198 .3117 (-1.6%) .4441 (5.8%)N 10 .3154 (-0.4%) .4407 (5.0%)N 8 .3130 (-1.2%) .4379 (4.3%)M 8
16FASILKOM02 .2454 .4141 .2725 (11.0%)N .4497 (8.6%)N 11 .2721 (10.9%)N .4497 (8.6%)N 11 .2718 (10.8%)N .4508 (8.9%)N 11
17 IBMLTR .2630 .4136 .2734 (4.0%)M .4424 (7.0%)N 10 .2758 (4.9%)N .4412 (6.7%)N 10 .2734 (4.0%)M .4441 (7.4%)N 10
18 otM12ihe .2995 .4124 .2968 (-0.9%) .4333 (5.1%)N 7 .3015 (0.7%) .4339 (5.2%)N 7 .2969 (-0.9%) .4322 (4.8%)N 7
19FASILKOM03 .2716 .4124 .2861 (5.3%)N .4407 (6.9%)N 12 .2879 (6.0%)N .4469 (8.4%)N 14 .2859 (5.3%)N .4452 (8.0%)N 14
20FASILKOM04 .2461 .4113 .2584 (5.0%)N .4362 (6.1%)N 11 .2596 (5.5%)N .4322 (5.1%)N 9 .2575 (4.6%)N .4294 (4.4%)N 9
21 IBMLTRFuture .2731 .4090 .2803 (2.6%) .4384 (7.2%)N 14 .2830 (3.6%)M .4328 (5.8%)N 10 .2808 (2.8%) .4311 (5.4%)N 10
22uiucGSLIS01 .2445 .4073 .2574 (5.3%)M .4271 (4.9%)M 10 .2612 (6.8%)N .4260 (4.6%)N 9 .2575 (5.3%)N .4260 (4.6%)N 9
23PKUICST4 .2786 .4062 .2913 (4.6%)M .4537 (11.7%)N 18 .2931 (5.2%)N .4486 (10.4%)N 18 .2909 (4.4%)M .4514 (11.1%)N 18
24uogTrLsE .2909 .4028 .2983 (2.5%) .4282 (6.3%)N 12 .3015 (3.6%)M .4243 (5.3%)N 9 .2977 (2.3%) .4282 (6.3%)N 9
25 otM12ih .2777 .3989 .2807 (1.1%) .4260 (6.8%)N 12 .2839 (2.2%) .4232 (6.1%)N 10 .2810 (1.2%) .4175 (4.7%)N 10
26 ICTWDSERUN4 .1877 .3887 .1995 (6.3%)N .4136 (6.4%)N 8 .1992 (6.1%)N .4164 (7.1%)N 10 .1985 (5.8%)N .4164 (7.1%)N 10
27uwatrrfall .2620 .3881 .2829 (8.0%)N .4158 (7.1%)N 11 .2841 (8.4%)N .4136 (6.6%)N 9 .2812 (7.3%)N .4136 (6.6%)N 9
28 cmuPhrE .2731 .3842 .2792 (2.2%) .4130 (7.5%)N 10 .2810 (2.9%) .4164 (8.4%)N 12 .2797 (2.4%) .4136 (7.7%)N 12
29AIrun1 .2237 .3842 .2350 (5.1%)N .4085 (6.3%)N 7 .2359 (5.5%)N .4056 (5.6%)N 5 .2339 (4.6%)N .4102 (6.8%)N 5
30PKUICST3 .2118 .3825 .2320 (9.5%)N .4220 (10.3%)N 15 .2324 (9.7%)N .4181 (9.3%)N 14 .2318 (9.4%)N .4119 (7.7%)N 14
Average 2.4% 5.4% 7.7 3.3% 5.3% 7.3 2.4% 5.0% 7.1
5.4 Summary
We have presented an approach where text pairs are directly treated as structural objects.
This provides a much richer representation for the learning algorithm to extract useful
syntactic and shallow semantic patterns.
We have provided an extensive experimental study of four different structural repre-
sentations for modelling the STS problem, e.g. shallow, constituency, dependency and
phrase-dependency trees using STK and PTK. The novelty of our approach is that it goes
beyond a simple combination of tree kernels with feature vectors as: (i) it directly encodes
input text pairs into relationally linked structures; (ii) the learned structural models are
used to obtain prediction scores thus making it easy to plug into existing feature-based
models, e.g. via stacking; (iii) to our knowledge, this work is the first to apply structural
kernels and combinations in a regression setting; and (iv) our model achieves the state
of the art in STS largely improving the best previous systems. Our structural learning
approach to STS is conceptually simple and does not require additional linguistic sources
other than off-the-shelf syntactic parsers. It is particularly suitable for NLP tasks where
the input domain comes as pairs of objects, e.g., question answering, paraphrasing and
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Table 5.4: System performance for top, middle (mid), and bottom (btm) 30 systems from TMB2012
system ranking and relative improvements using our method trained on top 20 (TOP20) performing
systems in TMB2011.
TMB2012 TOP20
band MAP P@30 MAP P@30
top .2794 .4209 .2876 (3.3%) .4430 (5.3%)
mid .2193 .3460 .2461 (12.2%) .3906 (12.9%)
btm .1332 .2636 .1626 (22.1%) .3298 (25.1%)
recognising textual entailment.
Regarding our model for reranking tweets, to the best of our knowledge, this work is the
first to study the utility of syntactic patterns for microblog retrieval. We propose an effi-
cient way to encode tweets into linguistic structures and use kernels for automatic feature
engineering and learning. Our experimental findings show that our model: (i) improves
in both MAP and P@30 when coupled with the features from a strong L2R baseline;
(ii) provides a complementary source of features general enough to improve the best 30
systems from TMB2012; (iii) the performance gains are stable when we use run scores
from the top 10, 20 or 30 best systems for learning; and (iv) the improvement becomes
larger for under-performing systems achieving an average 20% of relative improvement in
MAP and P@30 for bottom 30 systems.
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Chapter 6
Modelling Question-Answer Pairs
In this chapter we focus on the design of relational syntactic tree structures to model
input question-answer pairs for Question Answer (QA) reranking and answer extraction.
First, we show that learning to rank models can be applied to automatically learn
complex patterns, such as relational semantic structures occurring in questions and can-
didate answers represented either by their supporting passages or single sentences. This is
achieved by providing the learning algorithm with a tree representation derived from the
syntactic trees of questions and answer candidates connected by relational tags, where
the latter are again provided by the means of automatic classifiers, i.e., question and
focus classifiers and Named Entity Recognizers. This way effective structural relational
patterns are implicitly encoded in the representation and can be automatically utilized
by our tree kernel learning framework.
Secondly, we show that our syntactic tree models are very effective in producing highly
discriminative features for a different yet closely related task of answer extraction.
In this chapter we consider the following three QA tasks: reranking of candidate answer
passages, answer sentence selection and answer extraction. The difference between the
first and the second task is the granularity of the candidate answers where in the first
case we deal with entire passages while in the latter case answer candidates are limited
to a single sentence. This has a direct implication on the size of the resulting structures
representing answer candidates, thus requiring to apply a pruning strategy in the case
when we deal with answer passages. The goal of the answer extraction task is to identify
a word or a phrase that is the answer keyphrase sought by a given factoid question. While
it might be natural to treat this task a sequence labelling problem (Sec. 2.2.3), we opt
for a simpler approach treating it as a classification problem, such that we can directly
benefit from applying our tree kernel technology.
Although we address two different problems: reranking and answer extraction, the core
focus and, hence, the contribution of this chapter is on how to design effective syntactic
structures to represent question-answer pairs and encode relational information in a pair.
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6.1 Overview
Question Answering (QA) systems are typically built from three main macro-modules: (i)
search and retrieval of candidate passages; (ii) reranking or selection of the most promising
passages; and (iii) answer extraction. The last two steps are the most interesting from a
Natural Language Processing viewpoint since deep linguistic analysis can be carried out
as the input is just a limited set of candidates.
Answer passage reranking (or sentence selection) refers to the task of selecting the
answer candidate containing the correct answer among the different answer candidates
retrieved by a search engine.
Answer extraction is a final step, required for factoid questions, consisting in extracting
multiwords constituting the synthetic answer, e.g., Barack Obama for a question: Who is
the US president?
Automated Question Answering (QA) is a complex task that often requires manual
definition of rules and syntactic patterns to detect the relations between a question and
its candidate answers in text fragments. Simple heuristics just refer to computing a
textual similarity between the question and one of its answer candidates but the most
accurate method is to manually design specific rules that are triggered when patterns in
the question and in the passage are found. Such rules are based on syntactic and semantic
patterns. For example, given a question1:
What is Mark Twain’s real name?
and a relevant passage, e.g., retrieved by a search engine:
Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better known as Mark Twain.
the QA engineer usually applies a syntactic parser to obtain the parse trees of the above
two sentences, e.g., like those in the top of Fig. 6.1 to derive rules like:
if the pattern “What is NP2’s ADJ name” is in the question and the pattern
“NP1 better known as NP2” is in the answer passage then associate the pas-
sage with a high score2,
where the NPs are noun phrases and ADJ is an adjectival phrase recognized by the
syntactic parser.
Previous work, e.g., carried out in TREC3 [169–171], has shown that such an approach
can lead to the design of accurate systems. However, it suffers from two major drawbacks:
(i) being based on heuristics it does not provide a definitive methodology, since natural
language is too complex to be characterized by a finite set of rules; and (ii) given the latter
1We use this question-answer pair from TREC QA as a running example in the rest of this chapter.
2If the point-wise answer is needed rather than the entire passage, the rule could end with: returns NP1
3http://trec.nist.gov/data/qamain.html
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claim, new domains and languages require the definition of new specific rules, which in
turn require a large engineering effort.
An alternative to manual rule definition is the use of machine learning, which often
shifts the problem to the easier task of feature engineering. This is very convenient for
simple text categorization problems, such as document topic classification, where simple
bag-of-words models have been shown very effective, e.g., [64]. Unfortunately, when the
learning task is more complex such as in QA, features have to encode the combination of
syntactic and semantic properties, which basically assume the shape of high-level rules:
these are essential to achieve state-of-the-art accuracy. For example, the famous IBM
Watson system [45] also uses a learning to rank algorithm fed with hundreds of features.
For the extraction of some of the latter, articulated rules are required, which are very
similar to those constituting typical manually engineered QA systems.
In this chapter, we show that learning to rank models can be applied to automati-
cally learn structural patterns. These are relational structures occurring in question and
answer passages and are based on the semantic information automatically derived by ad-
ditional automatic classification modules. In particular, we first derive a representation
of the question and answer passage (q/a) pair, where we follow our approach in [133] by
engineering a pair of shallow syntactic trees connected with relational nodes (i.e., those
matching the same words in the question and in the answer passages).
Secondly, we include a large sample of basic and advanced features that represent a
strong baseline model for answer passage reranking. Additionally, we explore various
methods in addressing the “lexical gap” problem: words in a question and its candi-
date answer can be semantically similar but having different surface forms. To establish
relational links between a question and an answer, we exploit WordNet hierarchy [88],
LDA topic models [27,63], SuperSense tagging [31] and word alignments from translation
models, e.g., [125, 152]. Their failure in improving our structural representation pro-
vides a strong indication that word generalization is not sufficient to improve on strong
statistical-based retrieval systems, and more principled linking strategy is required.
To enable a more principled linking strategy, we model and implement question and
focus classifiers based on kernel methods. Then, we use the output of such classifiers
together with a named entity recognizer (NER) to establish relational links [137]. The
focus classifier determines the constituent of the question to be linked to the named entities
(NEs) of the answer passage. The target NEs are selected based on the compatibility of
their category and the category of the question, e.g., an NE of type PERSON is compatible
with a category of a question asking for a HUMAN.
In summary, to build our relational structures we (i) design a pair of shallow syntactic
trees (one for the question and one for the answer candidate); (ii) connect them with
relational nodes (i.e., those matching the same words in the question and in the answer
passages); (iii) label the tree nodes with semantic information such as question category
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and focus and NEs; and (iv) use the NE type to establish additional semantic links
between the candidate answer, i.e., an NE, and the focus word of the question. Finally,
for the task of answer extraction we also connect such semantic information to the answer
sentence trees such that we can learn factoid answer patterns.
We show that highly discriminative features can be, in fact, automatically extracted
and learned by using our kernel learning framework. Our approach does not require man-
ual feature engineering to represent input structures. We do not fully rely on traditional
similarity features that encode the degree of similarity between a question and its answer.
We treat the input q/a pairs directly encoding them into linguistic trees. More powerful
features can be encoded by injecting additional semantic information directly into the tree
via special tags and additional tree nodes. We believe such way of engineering features is
more intuitive and requires less effort, since the final patterns are automatically extracted
by expressive tree kernels.
In the remainder of this chapter, Section 6.2 describes our syntactic tree structures
to model question-answer pairs along with the classifiers used to generate semantic in-
formation. Section 6.3 describes three QA tasks that we tackle in this chapter. Section
6.4 reports on the baseline and more advanced feature sets. Section 6.5 describes our
experimental setup and reports results and our findings on three tasks: (i) answer pas-
sage reranking (Section 6.5.1), (ii) answer sentence selection (Section 6.5.2), and answer
extraction (Section 6.5.3). Section 6.6 reports on the related work; and finally, Section
6.7 summarizes our findings.
6.2 Structural models of question-answer pairs
In this section we present our structural models aimed at capturing structural similarities
between a question and an answer. We use tree structures as our base representation since
they provide sufficient flexibility in representation and allow for easier feature extraction
than, for example, graph structures. In addition, coupled with the tree kernel learning
framework, trees allow for efficient automatic feature engineering.
6.2.1 Basic structural representations
We first describe our shallow models that we explored in [133]. Next, we propose models
to bridge the lexical gap between the words in the question and in the answer using various
sources of semantic annotation.
Shallow tree structures
Our baseline structural model is the shallow tree representation we first proposed in [133].
This is essentially a shallow syntactic structure built from part-of-speech tags grouped
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Figure 6.1: Basic structural representations using a shallow chunk tree for the q/a pair. Q: What is Mark
Twain’s real name? A: Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better known as Mark Twain. Arrows indicate the
tree fragments in the question and its answer passage linked by the relational REL tag.
into chunks. Each question and its candidate answer passage are encoded into a tree
where part-of-speech tags are found at the pre-terminal level and word lemmas at the leaf
level. The sequences of part-of-speech (POS) tags are further organized into chunks. To
encode the structural relationship for a given q/a pair, a special REL tag links the related
structures. We adopt a simple strategy to determine such links: lexicals from a question
and an answer that have a common lemma get their parents (POS tags) and grandparents,
i.e., chunk labels, marked by prepending a REL tag. An example of a q/a pair encoded
using shallow chunk trees is given in Figure 6.1 (top). Our empirical evaluation in [133]
showed that such representation is superior to more simple bag-of-words and sequences
of POS tags models.
Soft matching for relational linking
As shown in [133], the use of a special tag to mark the related fragments in the question and
answer tree representations is the key to learn more accurate relational models. However,
we just used a na¨ıve hard matching between the word lemmas. To alleviate the word
sparsity problem, where semantically similar words have non-matching surface forms, we
explore WordNet, topic models, SuperSense tagging and word alignments from statistical
machine translation.
Wordnet. To establish the matching between the structures in the question and a can-
didate answer we experiment with using synonym groups provided by WordNet. We
also experiment with a similarity metric computed between words w1 and w2 using the
WordNet concept hierarchy that defines hyponym/hypernym relations between the words:
simWN(w1, w2) =
min(d(w1, CP ), d(w2, CP ))
d(CP,R) +min(d(w1, CP ), d(w2, CP ))
(6.1)
where d defines the distance in the hierarchy between two concepts, CP denotes a common
parent of two words and R is the root of the WordNet hierarchy. We consider a match
between two words if their simWN is below a specified threshold value. We tried various
thresholds and found 0.2 to serve as a meaningful boundary. We did not use any sense
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Table 6.1: Top 5 words from 5 randomly picked LDA topics extracted from the Aquaint corpus.
topic1 topic9 topic24 topic51 topic77
bank music china family baseball
financial rock chinese home game
government band beijing people yankees
economic album xinhua day team
banks songs province years league
disambiguation algorithms and opted for a simple strategy to take the most frequent sense
(this seems the most effective approach, according to previous studies, e.g., [155]).
LDA. It has become a popular tool in discovering deeper relationships between q/a
pairs, e.g., [27,63]. It comes from a family of generative probabilistic models, where each
document d in the collection D is viewed as a mixture of a fixed number of topics z ∈ Z.
Each topic z represents a distribution over the unique words w ∈ V in the vocabulary
V . More specifically, given a training corpus, an LDA model infers two distributions:
φ
(w)
z , the probability of a word w being assigned to a topic z, and θ(d) which defines a
distribution of topics for a document d.
Different from previous applications of LDA, where it is primarily used to compute
various similarity scores for a given q/a pair, we consider using the obtained vector of
topic assignments to each word in the document as a way to generalize hard matching on
lemmas. Table 6.1 gives an example of several topics learnt from a large Aquaint corpus
from TREC QA. It exemplifies that topics can be used to cluster words into semantically
coherent groups. Hence, we explore them to link related fragments in a q/a pair.
SuperSense matching. We explore an alternative approach to link question and answer
words that belong to the same semantic category. For this purpose we use a SuperSense
tagger4 [31] that annotates words in a text with the tagset of 41 Wordnet supersense
classes for nouns and verbs, e.g., act, event, relation, change, person, motion, etc. Words
in a question and answer that have the same tag are used to link the related structures.
Word alignment. Recently, the utility of translation models to alleviate the lexical gap
between questions and answers has been explored by many QA systems, e.g., [125, 152,
156]. The typical approach is to learn question-to-answer and answer-to-question transfor-
mations using a translation model. The translation model is finally used to compute the
similarity score relating a given q/a pair, which is then integrated as a similarity feature
into the learning to rank model [156]. Different from the previous approaches, we explore
4http://sourceforge.net/projects/supersensetag/
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NER: Person NER: Personfocus
Figure 6.2: Using a typed relation tag REL-FOCUS-HUM to link a question focus word name with the
named entities, whose type corresponds to the question category (HUM).
the utility of a translation model to align words in a given q/a pair for relational linking.
To obtain the alignments, we use METEOR5 monolingual word aligner [39] that includes
flexible word and phrase matching using exact, synonym and paraphrase matches. Similar
to the string matching strategy, we mark the structures spanning the aligned words with
a relational tag.
6.2.2 Refining relational tag using question focus and question category
In this section we briefly describe our alternative strategy to establish relational links first
proposed in [137]. We use question category to link the focus word of a question with the
named entities extracted from the candidate answer. For this purpose, we briefly introduce
our models for building a question focus detector and question category classifier.
Question focus detection
The question focus is typically a simple noun representing the entity or property being
sought by the question [117]. It can be used to search for semantically compatible candi-
date answers in document passages, thus greatly reducing the search space [114]. While
several machine learning approaches based on manual features and syntactic structures
have been recently explored, e.g., [21,35,118], we opt for the latter and rely on the power
of tree kernels to handle automatic feature engineering.
Question classification
Question classification is the task of assigning a question to one of the pre-specified cat-
egories. We use the coarse-grain classes described in [83]: six non overlapping classes:
Abbreviations (ABBR), Descriptions (DESC, e.g., definitions or explanations), Entity
(ENTY, e.g., animal, body or color), Human (HUM, e.g., group or individual), Location
(LOC, e.g., cities or countries) and Numeric (NUM, e.g., amounts or dates). These cate-
gories can be used to determine the Expected Answer Type for a given question and find
5http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~alavie/METEOR
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Table 6.2: Mapping from question classes to named entity types.
Question
Category
Named Entity types
HUM Person
LOC Location
NUM Date, Time, Money, Percentage
ENTY Organization, Person
the appropriate entities found in the candidate answers. Imposing such constraints on
the potential answer keys greatly reduces the search space.
Semantic linking
Question focus captures the target information need posed by the question but, to make
this piece of information effective, the focus words need to be linked to the target candidate
answer. They can be lexically matched with words present in an answer, or the match can
be established using semantic information. One method exploiting the latter approach
involves question classification.
Once the question focus and class are determined, we propose to link the focus word
wfocus in the question, with all the named entities whose type matches the question class.
Table 6.2 provides the correspondence between the question classes and named entity
types. We perform tagging at the chunk level and use two types of the relational tag:
plain REL-FOCUS and a tag typed with the question class, e.g., REL-FOCUS-HUM. Fig. 6.2
shows an example q/a pair where the typed relational tag is used to link the chunk
containing the question focus word name with the named entities of the corresponding
type Person (according to the mapping defined in Table 6.2).
6.2.3 Tree kernels for automatic feature engineering
As pointed out in the introduction, engineering rules and features is the major bottleneck
in the design of a QA system. To benefit from the automatic feature engineering offered
by tree kernel learning framework also explored in the previous sections we again rely on
tree kernels. A kernel function computes an implicit scalar product between input exam-
ples, typically in high dimensional spaces. In our case, they measure similarity between
structural objects, e.g., parse trees, in terms of the number of common substructures. Dif-
ferent kernels map objects in different spaces. We make use of two types of tree kernels
applied to several types of syntactic/semantic structures: STK [32] and PTK [93].
For example, given the parse tree of the question in Fig. 6.1, some of its syntactic
fragments generated by tree kernels are shown in Fig. 6.8. It can be noted that each of
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(a) Some of the fragments generated by STK
(b) Additional fragments only generated by PTK
Figure 6.3: Some tree fragments generated by STK and PTK tree kernels when applied to the question
tree of Fig. 6.1
such fragment can be an important pattern indicating the type of question. Considering
STK fragments (see Fig. 6.8 (a)), the first fragment encodes the first part of the manually
designed rule described in the introduction, where REL is a relation tag. On the other
hand, Fig. 6.8.(b) illustrates some fragments only generated by PTK: such patterns are
more general and compact than those provided by STK.
6.3 QA tasks
This section describes our approach to the following problems in factoid question answer-
ing: (i) answer passage reranking where answer candidates are entire passages (we treat it
as a pairwise reranking problem); (ii) answer sentence selection where answer candidates
are limited to a single sentence (treated as a pointwise reranking problem); and (iii) an-
swer extraction whose goal is to identify the answer keyword (treated as a classification
problem).
6.3.1 Answer passage reranking
In the following we describe our approach to reranking answer passages (typically retrieved
by a search engine) which we treat as a pairwise reranking problem. In the following we
briefly describe the architecture of our QA pipeline and outline a kernelized version of the
pairwise reranking approach introduced in Sec. 2.6.
QA architecture
Our QA system for answer passage reranking is based on a rather simple architecture
displayed in Figure 6.4: given a question q, a search engine retrieves a list of candidate
passages ranked by their relevancy. Next, the question together with its candidate an-
swers are processed by a rich natural language processing pipeline that performs basic
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Figure 6.4: Kernel-based answer passage reranking system
tokenization, sentence splitting, lemmatization, stopword removal. Various NLP compo-
nents embedded in the pipeline as UIMA6 annotators perform more involved linguistic
analysis, e.g., part-of-speech tagging, chunking, named entity recognition, constituency
and dependency parsing, etc. These annotations are then used to produce structural
models (described in Sec. 6.2), which are further used by a question focus detector and
question type classifiers to establish relational links for a given q/a pair. The resulting
tree pairs are then used to train a kernel-based reranker, which outputs the model to
refine the initial ordering of the retrieved answer passages.
Pairwise reranking with kernels
To enable the use of kernels for learning to rank with SVMs, we use pairwise reranking
approach (see Sec. 2.6), which can be reduced to the task of binary classification [68].
More specifically, the problem of learning to pick the correct candidate hi from a candidate
set {h1, . . . , hk} is reduced to a binary classification problem by creating pairs : positive
training instances 〈h1, h2〉, . . . , 〈h1, hk〉 and negative instances 〈h2, h1〉, . . . , 〈hk, h1〉. This
set can then be used to train a binary classifier. At classification time the standard one-
versus-all binarization method is applied to form all possible pairs of hypotheses. These
are ranked according to the number of classifier votes they receive: a positive classification
of 〈hk, hi〉 gives a vote to hk whereas a negative one votes for hi.
A vectorial representation of such pairs is the difference between the vectors represent-
ing the hypotheses in a pair. However, this assumes that features are explicit and already
available whereas we aim at automatically generating implicit patterns with kernel meth-
6http://uima.apache.org/
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ods. Thus, for keeping implicit the difference between such vectors we use the following
preference kernel:
PK(〈h1, h2〉, 〈h′1, h′2〉) = K(h1, h′1) +K(h2, h′2)−K(h1, h′2)−K(h2, h′1), (6.2)
where hi and h
′
i refer to two sets of hypotheses associated with two rankings and K is
a kernel applied to pairs of hypotheses. It should be noted that we represent the latter
as pairs of question and answer passage trees. More formally, given two hypotheses,
hi = 〈hi(q), hi(a)〉 and hi = 〈h′i(q), h′i(a)〉, whose members are the question and answer
passage trees, we define K(hi, h
′
i) as
KTK(hi(q), h
′
i(q)) +KTK(hi(a), h
′
i(a)),
where KTK can be any tree kernel function, e.g., STK or PTK. Finally, it should be
noted that, to add traditional feature vectors to the reranker, it is enough to sum the
product (xh1−xh2) ·(xh′1−xh′2) to the structural kernel PK , where xh is the feature vector
associated with the hypothesis h.
6.3.2 Answer Sentence Selection
To solve the answer sentence selection problem we apply a pointwise reranking method
(also formally described in Sec. 2.6), which essentially treats it as a classification problem.
In other words, each question qi ∈ Q is associated with a list of candidate answer sentences
{(ri1, si1), . . . , (rim, sim)}, with rij ∈ {−1,+1} indicating if a given candidate answer
sentence sij contains a correct answer (+1) or not (−1). Our goal is to learn a classifier
model to predict if a given pair of a question and an answer sentence is correct or not.
We use a binary SVM with tree kernels7 to train an answer sentence classifier. The
prediction scores obtained from a classifier are used to rerank the answer candidates, s.t.
the sentences that are more likely to contain correct answers will be ranked higher than
incorrect candidates.
QA pair classification with tree kernels
We define each input question-answer pair x as a triple composed of a question tree Tq
and answer sentence tree Ts and a similarity feature vector v, i.e., x = 〈Tq,Ts,v〉. Given
two triples xi and xj, we define the following kernel:
K(xi,xj) = KTK(T
i
q,T
j
q)
+ KTK(T
i
s,T
j
s)
+ Kv(v
i,vj),
(6.3)
7disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm
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where KTK computes a structural kernel, e.g., tree kernel, and Kv is a kernel over fea-
ture vectors, e.g., linear, polynomial, gaussian, etc. Structural kernels can capture the
structural representation of a question/answer pair whereas traditional feature vectors
can encode some sort of similarity, e.g., lexical, syntactic, semantic, between a question
and its candidate answer.
We prefer to split the kernel computation over a question/answer pair into two terms
since tree kernels are very efficient and there are no efficient graph kernels that can encode
exhaustively all graph fragments. It should be noted that the tree kernel sum does not
capture feature pairs. Theoretically, for such purpose, a kernel product should be used.
However, our experiments revealed that using the product is actually worse in practice.
In contrast, we solve the lack of feature pairing by annotating the trees with relational
tags which are supposed to link the question tree fragments with the related fragments
from the answer sentence.
Such relational information is very important to improve the quality of the pair repre-
sentation as well as the implicitly generated features.
6.3.3 Answer Sentence Extraction
The goal of answer extraction is to extract a text span from a given candidate answer
sentence. Such span represents a correct answer phrase for a given question. Different
from previous work that casts the answer extraction task as a tagging problem and apply
a CRF to learn an answer phrase tagger [186], we take on a simpler approach using a
kernel-based classifier.
In particular, we rely on the shallow tree representation, where text spans identified by
a shallow syntactic parser serve as a source of candidate answers. Algorithm 11 specifies
the steps to generate training data for our classifier. In particular, for each example
representing a triple 〈a,Tq,Ts〉 composed of the answer key a, the question and the
answer sentence trees, we generate a set of training examples E with every candidate
chunk marked with an ANS tag (one at a time). To reduce the number of generated
examples for each answer sentence, we only consider NP chunks, since other types of
chunks, e.g., VP, ADJP, typically do not contain factoid answers. Finally, an original
untagged tree is used to generate a positive example (line 8), when the answer sentence
contains a correct answer, and a negative example (line 10), when it does not contain a
correct answer.
At the classification time, given a question and a candidate answer sentence, all NP
nodes of the sentence are marked with ANS (one at a time) as the possible answer, gen-
erating a set of tree candidates. Then, such trees are classified (using the kernel from
Eq. 6.3) and the one with the highest score is selected. If no tree is classified as positive
example we do not extract any answer.
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Algorithm 11 Generate training data for answer extraction
1: for each 〈a, Tq, Ts〉 ∈ D do
2: E ← ∅
3: for each chunk ∈ extract chunks(Ts) do
4: if not chunk == NP then
5: continue
6: T ′s ← tagAnswerChunk(Ts, chunk)
7: if contains answer(a, chunk) then
8: label ← +1
9: else
10: label ← −1
11: e← build example(Tq, T ′s, label)
12: E ← E ∪ {e}
13: return E
6.4 Feature Vector Representation
While the primary focus of our study is on the structural representations and relations
between the question-answer pairs we also include some basic and more advanced features
widely applied in QA. We use several similarity functions between q and a, computed over
various input representations to form a feature vector. These feature vectors are used
along with the structural models.
6.4.1 Basic features
N-gram overlap features. We compute a cosine similarity over question and answer:
simCOS(q, a), where the input vectors are composed of: (i) word lemmas, (ii) bi-grams,
(iii) part-of-speech tags, (iv) topics, and (v) dependency triplets. For the latter, we simply
hash the string value of the predicate defining the triple together with its argument, e.g.,
poss(name, twain). We also generalize the arguments of the predicates by using topics
instead of words.
Tree kernel similarity. For the structural representations we also define a similarity
based on the PTK score: simPTK(q, a) = PTK(q, a), where the input trees can be raw
constituency trees and shallow chunk trees used in structural representations. Note that
this similarity is computed between the members of a q/a pair, thus, it is very different
from the one defined by Eq. 6.2. We also compute these features over the trees where the
lexicals are replaced with their associated topics.
NER relatedness. We also compute a feature that represents a match between a ques-
tion category and the related named entity types extracted from the candidate answer.
We simply count the proportion of named entities in the answer that correspond to the
question type returned by the question classifier.
LDA. The similarity between a question q and a candidate answer a can be captured by
the similarity between their topic distributions θ(q) and θ(a). For this purpose, we use the
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symmetrized KL divergence:
simKL(q, a) =
1
2
[KL(θ(q)||θ(c)) +KL(θ(c)||θ(q))]
LDA provides yet another way to compute the similarity between two documents using
conditional probabilities of one document given the topic distribution of the other. For a
question q and its candidate answer a it can be estimated as follows:
P (q|a) =
∏
w∈q
P (w|a) =
∏
w∈q
∑
t∈T
P (w|z = t)P (z = t|a)
where the last term P (z = t|a) is simply the probability of a topic z = t under the
topic distribution of an answer a. Hence, we define two similarities : simLDA1(q, a) =
P (q|a) and simLDA2(q, a) = P (a|q), which compute the probability of the question being
generated from the topic distribution of the answer and vice versa. Differently from the
features derived from translation-based language models [183], which extract knowledge
from q/a pairs, topic models use the distribution of words over the entire collection.
The total number of our basic features is 24. Although far from being complete, our
features represent a good sample of typical features used in many QA systems to rank
candidate answers. Nevertheless, in our study feature vectors serve a complementary
purpose, while the main focus is to study the virtue of structural representations for
reranking. The effect of a more extensive number of features computed for the q/a pairs
has been studied elsewhere, e.g., [156].
6.4.2 Advanced features
This section describes a set of more involved features to model the similarity of q/a pairs.
The features below are largely inspired by the feature sets used by the top performing
system [14] in Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task [2].
Additional word-overlap measures. We include additional word-overlap similarity
metrics over lemmas for a given q/a pair by computing the longest common substring
(subsequence) measures, and Greedy String Tiling. The longest common substring mea-
sure [55] determines the length of the longest string which is also a substring shared
by a pair of text fragments. The longest common subsequence measure [7] considers
as subsequence also strings that differ from word insertions or deletions. Greedy String
Tiling [178] detects similarity of reordered text parts as it is able to identify multiple
shared contiguous substrings.
Knowledge-based word similarity. We compute Resnik similarity [122] which is based
on the WordNet hypernymy hierarchy and on semantic relatedness between concepts. The
hierarchy is used to find a path between two concepts. Then, the semantic relatedness is
determined by the lowest common concept subsuming both of them. The specificity of
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the subsuming concept affects the similarity measure: more specific concepts contributes
more than generic ones. The aggregation strategy by Mihalcea et al. [86] is applied to
scale the measure from pairs of words to sentences.
Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) Similarity. ESA [48] maps a document into
a vector of concepts extracted from Wikipedia. Thus, the meaning of text fragment
is modeled by a set of natural concepts, which are described and defined by humans.
Moreover, we used WordNet and Wiktionary as additional concepts.
Lexical Substitution. A supervised word sense disambiguation system [18] finds substi-
tutions for a wide selection of frequent English nouns. Resnik and ESA features are then
computed adding the substitutions to the text. This feature enables additional matches
aleviating the lexical gap between text fragments.
Translation model. We integrate two similarity score features obtained from the ME-
TEOR scorer when treating both a question and a candidate as a translation source.
This feature set adds 19 more features to our basic features defined above, which results
in total 43 features for our advanced vector-based model (Vadv).
6.5 Experiments
We evaluate our syntactic relational tree models on three tasks: (i) answer passage re-
ranking; (ii) answer sentence selection; and (iii) answer extraction.
6.5.1 Answer Passage Reranking
First we consider the case where the answer candidates are passages. We only consider the
use of basic feature sets described in Sec. 6.4.1, while the use of an extended set of features
(including advanced features) is considered in answer sentence selection experiments in
Sec. 6.5.2.
Experimental setup
SVM re-ranker. To train our models, we use SVM-light-TK8, which enables the use
of structural kernels [93] in SVM-light [68]. We use default parameters as described
in [133]. We choose PTK as the re-ranker kernel to establish pairwise similarities between
tree structures, since PTK is the most general kernel able to generate a vast number of
tree fragments. It is also particularly suitable for tree representations using dependency
structures. For explicit feature vectors we use polynomial kernel of degree 3, as it has
better discriminative power w.r.t. linear kernel.
8http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm
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LDA model. To train an LDA model we use an implementation of a parallelized Gibbs
sampler from MALLET9 library. We fix the number of iterations of the Gibbs sampler to
1000 and fix the other parameters as their default values. Since the LDA implementation
performs an automatic tuning of prior parameters for the document-topic and word-topic
distributions, we fixed them at their default values. As an input training data we perform
basic stopword removal and lemmatization. At the inference time on the unseen test
documents we set the number of iterations of the Gibbs sampler to 300.
Metrics. To measure the impact of the re-ranker on the output of our QA system, we
use metrics most commonly used to assess the accuracy of QA systems: Precision at rank
1 (P@1), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and Mean Average Precision (MAP). P@1 is
the percentage of questions with a correct answer ranked at the first position, MRR is
computed as follows: MRR = 1|Q|
∑|Q|
q=1
1
rank(q)
, where rank(q) is the position of the first
correct answer in the candidate list. For a set of queries Q MAP is the mean over the
average precision scores for each query: 1
Q
∑Q
q=1AveP (q).
Pipeline. We built the entire processing pipeline on top of the UIMA Framework, which
provides a convenient abstraction for developing NLP annotators for analyzing unstruc-
tured content.
We have included many off-the-shelf NLP tools wrapping them as UIMA annotators to
perform sentence detection, tokenization, Named Entity Recognition, parsing, chunking
and lemmatization. We included other tools such as the Stanford Parser, the Berkeley
parser, the ClearTK dependency parser, the Illinois Chunker, the RitaWordnet Lemma-
tizer, Mallet for LDA and the Snowball stemmer. Moreover, we created annotators for
building new sentences representations starting from tools’ annotations. For example,
the component producing a tree representations containing POS tags and chunks outputs
the result as a UIMA annotation. Fully integrated into the pipeline, there are also the
question focus and question classifiers.
Data
Our experiments are carried out on TREC QA data, which is widely used in the evaluation
of QA systems. In this task, answer passages containing correct information nuggets, i.e.
answer keys, have to be extracted from a given text corpus, typically a large newswire
corpus. It should be noted that the passages may contain multiple sentences. This setting
is thus rather different from the one we consider in Sec. 6.3.2. In our experiments, we
opted for questions from 2002 and 2003 years (TREC 11-12), which totals to 824 questions.
AQUAINT newswire corpus is used for searching the supporting answers.
9http://mallet.cs.umass.edu
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Table 6.3: Search Engine baselines on TREC QA.
Model MAP MRR P@1
Lucene 0.16 21.57 13.83
Whoosh 0.20 25.92 17.59
Terrier 0.22 27.91 18.08
We also experimented with a large sample of Answerbag QA corpus explored in [133].
This community-driven QA collection is attractive since it contains a large portion of ques-
tions that have “professionally researched” answers. Such answers are provided by the
website moderators and allow for training high quality models, alleviating the problem of
high noise in the CQA collections. From the original corpus containing 180k question/an-
swer pairs, we use 1,000 randomly sampled questions for testing and 10k for training a
cross-domain model.
To train Question Focus and Category classifiers we follow the same setup as described
in [137].
Search engines
For the questions from TREC 11-12 the supporting corpus is AQUAINT which represents
a large collection of newswire text (3Gb) containing about 1 million documents. We per-
form indexing at the paragraph level by splitting each document into a set of paragraphs
which are then added to the search index. The resulting index contains about 12 mil-
lion items. For the Answerbag we index the entire 180k answers. For both TREC and
Answerbag we retrieve a list of 50 candidate answers for each question.
We tested 3 open-source search-engines: Lucene, Whoosh and Terrier. The results
are given in Table 6.3. Lucene implements the most basic retrieval model based on the
cosine similarity and represents the weakest baseline, while Whoosh and Terrier, which
use a more accurate BM25 scoring model, demonstrate better performance. Hence, in our
further experiments we use BM25 implemented by Terrier as our baseline model.
Relational learning on TREC
To evaluate the performance of our retrieval model, we evaluate the following models
previously introduced in Sec. 6.2:
• BM25: initial ranking obtained by the BM25 search engine model.
• CH: our shallow chunk tree model in proposed [133].
• V: reranker model using the set of basic features defined in Sec. 6.4.1.
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Table 6.4: Answer passage reranking on TREC QA. † shows significant improvement (using a two tailed
t-test with p < 0.05) w.r.t. to our baseline model CH [133], while ‡ compares F and TF w.r.t. CH+V.
Model +TF does not provide significant improvement over +F.
Model MAP MRR P@1
IR baseline models
BM25 0.22 28.02 18.17
V 0.25 31.82 21.61
Syntactic tree models
CH [133] 0.28 35.63 24.88
CH+V 0.30† 37.45† 27.91†
Semantic linking
CH+V+F 0.32‡ 39.48‡ 29.63‡
CH+V+TF 0.32‡ 39.49‡ 30.00‡
• CH+V: a combination of tree structures encoding q/a pairs with similarity scores
stored in the feature vector.
• F: relational linking of the question focus word and named entities of the correspond-
ing type using Focus and Question classifiers.
• TF: a typed relational link refined with the question category.
Table 6.4 reveals that using feature vectors provides a good improvement over BM25
baseline. Most interestingly, the structural representations give a bigger boost in the
performance. Combining the structural and feature vector representation in a single
model results in further improvement.
Soft Word Matching
Here, we explore the effect of using word similarity measures derived from WordNet,
SuperSense tags, word alignments and LDA topic models on the performance of the
reranker. We test WordNet synonym groups (SYN) and a distance (DIST) metric between
two concepts to identify semantically close words. For the latter we fix the similarity
threshold at 0.2. For the topic model we match words based on their topic assignments
obtained when performing inference on the unseen documents. We train a set of LDA
models using a fixed number of topics Z ∈ {50, 100, 250, 500}. Table 6.5 shows that using
SSENSE or LDA topic matching actually results in lower performance w.r.t. plain string
matching used by CH+V. Additionally, using WordNet and word alignment for relational
linking does not provide any interesting improvement. Our intuition is that most of the
answer candidates have a relatively high word overlap with the question (since search
engine retrieves candidates based on metrics derived from word-overlap measures), hence
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Table 6.5: Results on TREC QA using various relational tagging schemes: with Wordnet (WN), with syn-
onym (SYN), and hierarchy distance (DIST) matching, LDA, SSENSE, and word alignment (WALIGN)
matching. Basic CH+V structure is used. None of the linking strategies provide significant improvement
over LEMMA matching of CH+V.
Model MAP MRR P@1
lemma 0.30 37.45 27.91
WN-dist (0.2) 0.30 37.41 27.20
WN-syn 0.30 37.54 27.82
LDA50 0.23 29.51 18.29
LDA100 0.28 35.41 24.67
LDA250 0.24 33.01 22.25
LDA500 0.24 32.24 21.34
SSENSE 0.29 36.32 26.77
WALIGN 0.30 37.64 28.04
using a plain string match on lemmas results in a rather good coverage of words between
question and answer. Differently, using coarser word classes from SuperSense tagger and
LDA results in much higher linking but, at the same time, they add a considerable large
amount of noise. Thus, the use of larger coverage linking strategies seems to requires a
definition of a more principled approach.
We provided a possible solution in [137], where we explore a set of supervised com-
ponents to semantically link important concepts between questions and answers. We
include such strategy in our experiments to build an even stronger baseline. The next
section briefly reports the results using such linking models.
Relational learning using Question Focus and Question Class
In the following set of experiments, we test another strategy for linking structures for a
given q/a pair. We use an automatically detected question focus word and a question
category obtained from the question classifier to link the focus word with the related
named entities in the answer (namely model F). Then, we refine the relational link by
typing it with the question category (namely model TF).
Table 6.4 summarizes the performance of the CH+V model when coupled with F and
TF strategies to link structures in a given q/a pair. The structural representations with
F yields an interesting improvement, while further refining the relational tag by adding a
question category (TF) gives no improvement with CH structure.
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Table 6.6: Answer passage reranking on Answerbag.
Model MAP MRR P@1
Baseline
BM25 0.64±0.03 64.32±3.90 54.20±3.78
Basic structural representations
CH+V 0.67±0.03 66.95±3.74 57.81±3.60
Refined relational tag
CH+V+TF 0.68±0.03 67.73±3.72 58.10±3.51
Table 6.7: Testing model robustness: training on Answerbag and testing on TREC QA.
Model MAP MRR P@1
BM25 0.22 27.91 18.08
V 0.23 29.21 19.30
CH+V 0.25 31.31 21.28
CH+V+F 0.27 33.53 22.81
Figure 6.5: Basic CH representation of the example SV pair.
Learning cross-domain pairwise structural relationships
First, we provide the performance of the basic structural models and enriched with TF
relational linking on the Answerbag (Table 6.6). In line with the results reported in [133]
the CH+V improves the BM25. Using the typed focus linking strategy TF is giving a
little further improvement.
Most interestingly, in our cross-domain experiment, when a model trained on the An-
swerbag, which is a completely different dataset coming from community QA, can be
applied to the test questions from TREC (Table 6.7).
Error Analysis
Consider our running example q/a pair from Section 6.1. As the first candidate answer,
the search engine retrieves the following incorrect passage: “The autobiography of Mark
Twain”, Mark Twain. It is relatively short and mentions the keywords {Mark, Twain}
twice, which apparently results in a high score for the BM25 model. Instead, the search
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Figure 6.6: Structural representation of the answer from the SV pair with the relational focus tag.
engine ranks the correct answer at position 34. After re-ranking using the basic CH+V
model the correct answer is promoted by 20 positions. While after using the CH+V+F
model, where the REL-FOCUS relational tag is used to establish a connection between the
focus word and the named entities in the answer, the correct answer advances to position
6. Below, we provide an intuition behind the merits of +F and +TF encoding question
focus and question category into the basic models.
At test time the reranker classifies a list of the q/a pairs formed by a test question
and its candidate answers. The list of prediction scores is then used to refine the initial
ranking. The model learnt by the re-ranker contains q/a pairs from the training set, i.e.
support vectors (SVs) which are matched against each candidate q/a pair. We isolated the
following pair from SVs that has a high structural similarity with our running example:
Q: What is Barbie’s full name?
A: The toy is called after Barbie Millicent Roberts from Willows.
As Fig. 6.5 reveals, despite differences in the surface forms of the words, it is similar
to the structure in Fig. 6.1 (top). PTK extracts matching patterns, e.g. [S NP [VP VBN]
[PP IN] REL-NP], which yields a high similarity score boosting the rank of the correct
candidate. However, we note that at the same time an incorrect candidate answer, e.g.
Mark Twain was accused of racist language., exhibits a similar pattern and also gets a
high rank. The basic structural representation is not able to encode essential differences
from the correct answer candidate. This poses a certain limitation on the discriminative
power of CH and DEP representations.
Introducing a focus tag changes the structural representation of both q/a pairs, s.t.
the correct q/a pair preserves the pattern (after identifying word name as focus and
question category as HUM, it is transformed to [S REL-FOCUS-NP [VP VBN] [PP IN]
REL-FOCUS-NP]), while it will be absent in the incorrect candidate. Thus, linking the
focus word with the related named entities in the answer passage helps to discriminate
between structurally similar yet semantically different candidates.
Another step towards a more fine-grained structural representation is to further spe-
cialize the relational focus tag achieved by TF model. We propose to augment the focus
tag with the question category to avoid matches with other structurally similar but se-
mantically different candidates. For example, a q/a pair found in the list of support
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Figure 6.7: Incorrect answer with the relational focus tag.
Figure 6.8: Example q/a pair from SVs not activated after using typed relation focus tag.
vectors:
Q: What is Mark Twain’s place of birth?
A: Mark Twain was raised in Hannibal Missouri.
would exhibit high structural similarity even when relational focus is used (since the
relational tag does not incorporate the question class LOC) but refining the focus tag
with the question class will eliminate such cases.
6.5.2 Answer Sentence Selection
In this section, we test our structural CH and CH+F models on a sentence reranking task.
For the latter several studies using a common dataset are available, thus it gives us the
possibility to compare with several reranking systems on exactly the same test set. First,
we briefly describe the experimental setup to replicate the setting of the previous work.
Then, we propose an additional set of features to build a strong feature vector baseline
model and finally, we compare our models to the previous state-of-the-art systems.
Experimental setup
We test our models on the manually curated10 TREC QA dataset11 from Wang et al. [175],
which has been widely used for comparison of answer rerankers in previous work12.
10Manual judgement of candidate answer sentences was carried out for the entire TREC 13 set and for the first 100
questions from TREC 8-12. The motivation behind this annotation effort is that TREC provides only the answer patterns
to identify if a given passage contains a correct answer key or not. This results in many unrelated candidate answers marked
as correct simply because they happen to contain a regex match with the answer key.
11http://cs.stanford.edu/people/mengqiu/data/qg-emnlp07-data.tgz
12Different from the experiments above, where we learn a candidate answer reranker over paragraphs, here the retrieved
answer candidates represent a single sentence.
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Table 6.8: Summary of the TREC data for answer sentence selection.
data questions candidates correct
TRAIN 94 4718 348
ALL 1229 53417 6410
TEST 89 1517 284
In their setup, 100 manually judged questions from TREC 8-12 are used for training,
while questions from TREC-13 are used for testing. Additionally, Wang et. al [175]
provide a “noisy setting” experiment where 2,393 questions from the entire TREC 8-12
collection is used for training. This results in a lower performance of their system, which
is explained by the inclusion of erroneous candidate answers treated as correct by TREC.
Nevertheless, we compare with their best results that they obtained using their manually
judged training set.
This setup enables direct comparison with previous work on answer sentence selection.
Table 7.1 summarizes the data used for training and testing.
Results
Table 6.9 compares Vadv and CH structural model coupled with F relational linking strat-
egy with the previous state-of-the-art systems13. In particular, we compare to four most
recent state-of-the-art reranker models [58,174,175,186] that report their performance on
the same questions and candidate sets from TREC 13 as provided by [175].
First note that, our combined set of basic and advanced features Vadv already represents
a rather strong baseline model. Furthermore, combining it with CH representations gives
state-of-the-art performance providing an improvement over the previous work with a
large margin14. Finally, augmenting CH representation with F linking strategy yields
additional 2 points in MAP and one point in MRR. This strongly indicates on the utility
of using supervised components, e.g., question focus and question category classifiers
coupled with NERs, to establish semantic mapping between words in a q/a pair.
Our kernel-based learning to rank approach is conceptually simpler than approaches
in the previous work, as it relies on the structural kernels, e.g., PTK, to automatically
extract salient syntactic patterns relating questions and answers. Moreover, the computa-
tional complexity of previous approaches limited their application to reranking of answer
sentences, while our approach is demonstrated to work well also at the paragraph level.
13P@1 metric is omitted since it is not reported in the previous work.
14Given the fact that our system was trained on a smaller subset of TREC 8-12, we expect a potential increase in accuracy
when trained on the full data.
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Table 6.9: Answer sentence reranking on TREC 13. † indicates that improvement delivered by adding F
linking to CH+Vadv model is significant (p < 0.05).
Model MAP MRR
Previous work
Wang et al., 2007 [175] 0.6029 0.6852
Heilman & Smith, 2010 [58] 0.6091 0.6917
Wang & Manning, 2010 [174] 0.5951 0.6951
Yao et al., 2013 [186] 0.6307 0.7477
Feature vector models (Sec. 6.4)
V 0.5331 0.5974
Vadv 0.5627 0.6294
Basic features (Sec. 6.4.1)
CH+V 0.6485 0.7244
CH+V+F 0.6781 0.7358
Advanced features (Sec. 6.4.2)
CH+Vadv 0.6611 0.7419
CH+Vadv+F 0.6829
† 0.7520†
6.5.3 Answer Extraction
Our experiments on answer extraction replicate the setting of [186], which is the most
recent work on answer extraction reporting state-of-the-art results.
Recovering answers
Table 6.10 reports the accuracy of our model in recovering correct answers from a set of
candidate answer sentences for a given question. Here the focus is on the ability of an
answer extraction system to recuperate as many correct answers as possible from each
answer sentence candidate. The set of extracted candidate answers can then be used
to select a single best answer, which is the final output of the QA system for factoid
questions. Recall (R) encodes the percentage of correct answer sentences for which the
system correctly extracts an answer (for TREC 13 there are a total of 284 correct answer
sentences), while Precision (P) reflects how many answers extracted by the system are
actually correct. Clearly, having a high recall system, allows for correctly answering more
questions. On the other hand, a high precision system would attempt to answer less
questions (extracting no answers at all) but get them right.
We compare our results to a CRF model of [186] augmented with WordNet features
(without forced voting) 15. Unlike the CRF model which obtains higher values of precision,
our system acts as a high recall system able to recover most of the answers from the correct
15We could not replicate the results obtained in [186] with the forced voting strategy. Thus such result is not included in
Table 6.10.
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answer sentences. Having higher recall is favorable to high precision in answer extraction
since producing more correct answers can help in the final voting scheme to come up with
a single best answer. To solve the low recall problem of their CRF model, Yao et al. [186]
apply fairly complex outlier resolution techniques to force answer predictions, thus aiming
at increasing the number of extracted answers.
To further boost the number of answers produced by our system we exclude nega-
tive examples (answer sentences not containing the correct answer) from training, which
slightly increases the number of pairs with correctly recovered answers. Nevertheless, it
has a substantial effect on the number of questions that can be answered correctly (as-
suming perfect single best answer selection). Clearly, our system is able to recover a large
number of answers from the correct answer sentences, while low precision, i.e., extracting
answer candidates from sentences that do not contain a correct answer, can be overcome
by further applying various best answer selection strategies, which we explore in the next
section.
Best Answer Selection
Since the final step of the answer extraction module is to select for each question a single
best answer from a set of extracted candidate answers, an answer selection scheme is
required.
We adopt a simple majority voting strategy, where we aggregate the extracted answers
produced by our answer extraction model. Answers sharing similar lemmas (excluding
stop words) are grouped together. The prediction scores obtained by the answer extraction
classifier are used as votes to decide on the final rank to select the best single answer.
Table 6.11 shows the results after the majority voting is applied to select a single
best answer for each candidate. A rather na¨ıve majority voting scheme already produces
satisfactory outcome demonstrating better results than the previous work. Our voting
scheme is similar to the one used by [186], yet it is much simpler since we do not perform
any additional hand tuning to account for the weight of the “forced” votes or take any
additional steps to catch additional answers using outlier detection techniques applied in
the previous work.
Discussion and Error Analysis
There are several sources of errors affecting the final performance of our answer extraction
system: (i) chunking, (ii) named entity recognition and semantic linking, (iii) answer
extraction, (iv) single best answer selection.
Chunking. Our system uses text spans identified by a chunker to extract answer candi-
dates, which makes it impossible to extract answers that lie outside the chunk boundaries.
Nevertheless, we found this to be a minor concern since for 279 out of total 284 candidate
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Table 6.10: Results on answer extraction. P/R - precision and recall; pairs - number of QA pairs with a
correctly extracted answer, q - number of questions with at least one correct answer extracted, F1 sets
an upper bound on the performance assuming the selected best answer among extracted candidates is
always correct. *-marks the setting where we exclude incorrect question answer pairs from training.
set P R pairs q F1
Yao et al. [186] 25.7 23.4 73 33 -
+ WN 26.7 24.3 76 35 -
TRAIN 29.6 64.4 183 58 65.2
TRAIN* 15.7 71.8 204 66 74.1
Yao et al. [186] 35.2 35.1 100 38 -
+ WN 34.5 34.7 98 38 -
ALL 29.4 74.6 212 69 77.5
ALL* 15.8 76.7 218 73 82.0
Table 6.11: Results on finding the best answer with voting.
system set P R F1
Yao et al. [186]
TRAIN
55.7 43.8 49.1
+ forced 54.5 53.9 54.2
+ WN 55.2 53.9 54.5
this work 66.2 66.2 66.2
Yao et al. [186]
ALL
67.2 50.6 57.7
+ forced 60.9 59.6 60.2
+ WN 63.6 62.9 63.3
this work 70.8 70.8 70.8
sentences from TREC 13 the answers are recoverable within the chunk spans.
Semantic linking. Our structural model relies heavily on the ability of NER to identify
the relevant entities in the candidate sentence that can be further linked to the focus word
of the question. While our answer extraction model is working on all the NP chunks, the
semantic tags from NER serve as a strong cue for the classifier that a given chunk has
a high probability of containing an answer. Typical off-the-shelf NER taggers have good
precision and low recall, s.t. many entities as potential answers are missed. In this respect,
a high recall entity linking system, e.g., linking to wikipedia entities [121], is required to
boost the quality of candidates considered for answer extraction. Finally, improving the
accuracy of question and focus classifiers would allow for having more accurate input
representations fed to the learning algorithm.
Answer Extraction. Our answer extraction model acts as a high recall system, while it
suffers from low precision in extracting answers for many incorrect sentences. Improving
the precision without sacrificing the recall would ease the successive task of best answer
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selection, since having less incorrect answer candidates would result in a better final
performance. Introducing additional constraints in the form of semantic tags to allow for
better selection of answer candidates could also improve our system.
Best Answer Selection. We apply a na¨ıve majority voting scheme to select a single best
answer from a set of extracted answer candidates. This step has a dramatic impact on the
final performance of the answer extraction system resulting in a large drop of recall, i.e.,
from 82.0 to 70.8 before and after voting respectively. Hence, a more involved model, i.e.,
performing joint answer sentence re-ranking and answer extraction, is required to yield a
better performance.
6.6 Related Work
Work in QA shows that semantics and syntax are essential to retrieve answers, e.g.,
[59, 148]. However, most approaches in TREC were based on many complex heuristics
and fine manual tuning, which require large effort for system engineering and often made
the result not replicable. In contrast, our passage re-ranker is adaptable to any domain
and can be also used as front end of more complex QA systems.
Previous studies closely to ours carry out passage reranking by exploiting structural
information. In this perspective, a typical approach is to use subject-verb-object relations,
e.g., as in [11]. Unfortunately, the large variability of natural language makes such triples
rather sparse thus different methods explore soft matching (i.e., lexical similarity) based
on answer types and named entity types, e.g., see [6]. Passage reranking using classifiers of
question and answer pairs were proposed in [62,120]. In this context, several approaches
focused on reranking the answers to definition/description questions, e.g., [99, 141, 156].
[1] propose a cascading learning to rank approach, where the ranking produced by one
ranker is used as input to the next stage.
Regarding kernel methods, the work in [91,95,96,98,99,133] were the first to exploit tree
kernels for modeling answer re-ranking. However, their methods lack the use of impor-
tant relational information between a question and a candidate answer, which is essential
to learn accurate relational patterns. In this respect, a solution based on enumerating
relational links was given in [194, 195] for the textual entailment task but it is compu-
tationally too expensive for the large dataset of QA. Some faster versions were provided
in [92, 193], which may be worth to try. In contrast, we design our re-ranking models
with shallow trees encoding the output of question and focus classifiers connected to the
NE information derived from the answer passage. This provides more effective relational
information, which allows our model to significantly improve on previous rerankers.
Our relational structures are based on a shallow tree from [133] and we reuse our
semantic linking strategy from [137], where question focus is linked to the related named
entities (as identified by the question category). Additionally, this chapter studies a
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number of linking strategies to establish connections between related tree fragments from
questions and answer passages. Regarding the experimental evaluation, different from our
previous work, where experiments were conducted for an answer passage reranking task
on a subset of TREC QA data, in this work, we also include experiments for the answer
sentence selection task on a public TREC 13 benchmark, such that we can compare to
the previous state-of-the-art methods. We show that highly discriminative features can
be, in fact, automatically extracted and learned by using our kernel learning framework.
Our approach does not require manual feature engineering to encode input structures via
similarity features. We treat the input q/a pairs directly encoding them via linguistic trees,
and more powerful features can be encoded by injecting additional semantic information
directly into the tree nodes.
Regarding previous state of the art in answer sentence rerankers, Wang et al., 2007 [175]
use quasi-synchronous grammar to model relations between a question and a candidate
answer with the syntactic transformations. Heilman & Smith, 2010 [58] develop an im-
proved Tree Edit Distance (TED) model for learning tree transformations in a q/a pair.
They search for a good sequence of tree edit operations using complex and computa-
tionally expensive Tree Kernel-based heuristic. Wang & Manning, 2010 [174] develop a
probabilistic model to learn tree-edit operations on dependency parse trees. They cast
the problem into the framework of structured output learning with latent variables. The
model of Yao et al., 2013 [186] applies linear chain CRFs with features derived from TED
to automatically learn associations between questions and candidate answers.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter we demonstrate the effectiveness of handling the input structures repre-
senting QA pairs directly vs. using explicit feature vector representations, which typically
require substantial feature engineering effort. Our approach relies on a kernel-based learn-
ing framework, where structural kernels, e.g., tree kernels, are used to handle automatic
feature engineering. It is enough to specify the desired type of structures, e.g., shallow,
constituency, dependency trees, representing question and its candidate answer sentences
and let the kernel learning framework learn to use discriminative tree fragments for the
target task.
An important feature of our approach is that it can effectively combine together differ-
ent types of syntactic and semantic information, also generated by additional automatic
classifiers, e.g., focus and question classifiers. We augment the basic structures with ad-
ditional relational and semantic information by introducing special tag markers into the
tree nodes. Using the structures directly in the kernel learning framework makes it easy
to integrate additional relational constraints and semantic information directly in the
structures.
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The comparison with previous work on a public benchmark from TREC suggests that
our approach is very promising as we can improve the state of the art in both answer
selection and extraction by a large margin (up to 22% of relative improvement in F1
for answer extraction). Our approach makes it relatively easy to integrate other sources
of semantic information, among which the use of Linked Open Data can be the most
promising to enrich the structural representation of q/a pairs.
To achieve state-of-the-art results in answer sentence selection and answer extraction,
it is sufficient to provide our model with a suitable tree structure encoding relevant syn-
tactic information, e.g., using shallow, constituency or dependency formalisms. Moreover,
additional semantic and relational information can be easily plugged in by marking tree
nodes with special tags. We believe this approach greatly eases the task of tedious feature
engineering that will find its applications well beyond QA tasks.
Finally, the inefficacy of using topic models, WordNet, SuperSense and word alignment
studied in this chapter suggests that information produced by unsupervised methods has
still to be carefully considered. Therefore, studying ways to utilize semantic resources at
their best is a natural future extension of this paper.
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Chapter 7
Deep Learning models of input texts
In the previous chapters we have demonstrated the effectiveness of our syntactic tree
representations to model input texts, e.g. Youtube comments in Chapter 4, text pairs for
Semantic Textual Similarity and Microblog retrieval in Chapter 5, and question-answer
pairs in Chapter 6. Thanks to the expressiveness of tree kernels that implicitly generate
rich feature spaces it is possible to learn discriminative syntactic patterns thus largely
reducing the feature engineering effort. Additionally, injecting semantic information into
the tree nodes leads to significant boosts in accuracy increasing the informativeness of the
generated features.
However, similarly to much simpler bag-of-words models, one of the main limitations
of these approaches remains largely unaddressed: words in the input texts are treated as
atomic units, e.g., matching between the words is always a hard match. While syntactic
tree structures have the benefit of encoding the syntactic context around words through
the generated tree fragments (that do not contain lexicals) thus partly allowing for the
soft matching between input texts through matching between their syntactic contexts,
still the problem of semantic matching between word remains problematic. Additionally,
the definition of a tree kernel function together with its hyper-parameters remains fixed
throughout the training process, thus it cannot be directly tuned on the training data.
On the other hand, distributional approaches that model words as vectors are much
more effective in establishing a semantic match between words or phrases. Recently,
deep learning approaches have been applied to generalize the distributional word match-
ing problem to matching sentences and take it one step further by learning the optimal
sentence representations for a given task. Deep neural networks have already claimed
state-of-the-art performance in many computer vision, speech recognition, and natural
language tasks.
In this chapter, we apply convolutional neural networks for modelling input texts
and text pairs. We design a state-of-the-art architecture for Twitter Sentiment Analysis
addressing two subtasks that treat the problem of sentiment classification at different
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levels of granularity: term-level and message-level. We also propose a three-step process to
initialize its weights which is a key to obtain the best results. Our experimental evaluation
on a recent benchmark from Semeval-2015 [129] shows that our model ranks 1st on the
term-level subtask (among 11 submissions) and 2nd on the message-level subtask (among
40 systems).
Considering our models of the input text pairs, we present a novel deep learning archi-
tecture for Microblog retrieval and Question Answering. Similarly to our idea of relational
syntactic representations for modelling question-answer pairs (Chapter 6), where we tag
tree nodes covering matching words in a pair, we also encode into the input to the network
the fact that certain words in a pair co-occur. The main difference w.r.t. the previous
apporach is that this information is represented, which can be learned from the training
data. Effectively, we are augmenting word embeddings with additional parameters (di-
mensions) to represent the fact that words in a pair are related. These parameters are
then tuned by the network. Modelling overlapping words in a pair allows the network to
better capture the interactions between questions and answers resulting in a significant
boost in the accuracy.
We test our deep learning system on two popular retrieval tasks from TREC: Question
Answering and Microblog Retrieval. Our model demonstrates strong performance on the
first task beating previous state-of-the-art systems by about 5% absolute points in MAP
and 3% in MRR and shows comparable results on tweet reranking, while enjoying the
benefits of no manual feature engineering and no additional syntactic parsers.
7.1 Overview
In this section we provide a brief overview of our approach to model short texts (tweets)
to build a state-of-the-art sentiment analysis system and our deep learning architecture to
tackle a more complex problem of modelling text pairs for Microblog retrieval and answer
sentence selection.
7.1.1 Modelling tweets
In this chapter we describe our deep convolutional neural network for sentiment analysis
of tweets. Its architecture is most similar to the deep learning systems presented in [72,76]
that have recently established new state-of-the-art results on various NLP sentence clas-
sification tasks also including sentiment analysis. Convolutional neural networks have
been also successfully applied in various IR applications, e.g., [143, 144]. While already
demonstrating excellent results, training a convolutional neural network that would beat
hand-engineered approaches that also rely on multiple manual and automatically con-
structed lexicons, e.g. [89, 182], requires careful attention. This becomes an even harder
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problem especially in cases when the amount of labelled data is relatively small, e.g.,
thousands of examples.
It turns out that providing the network with good initialisation parameters can have
a significant impact on the accuracy of the trained model. To address this issue, we
propose a three-step process to train our deep learning model for sentiment classification.
Our approach can be summarized as follows: (i) word embeddings are initialized using
a neural language model [87, 128], which is trained on a large unsupervised collection of
tweets; (ii) we use a convolutional neural network to further refine the embeddings on a
large distant supervised corpus [52]; (iii) the word embeddings and other parameters of
the network obtained at the previous stage are used to initialize the network with the
same architecture, which is then trained on a supervised corpus from Semeval-2015 [129].
We apply our deep learning model on two subtasks of Semeval-2015 Twitter Sentiment
Analysis (Task 10) challenge: phrase-level (subtask A) and message-level (subtask B).
Our system achieves high results on the official tests sets of the phrase-level and on the
message-level subtasks. In addition to the above test sets, we also used the so-called
progress test set, which consists of five test sets, where our system again outperforms
most of the systems participated in the challenge. In particular, if we ranked all systems
(including ours) according to their accuracy on each of the six test sets and compute their
average ranks, our model would be ranked first in both subtasks, A and B.
7.1.2 Modelling text pairs
Encoding query-document pairs into discriminative feature vectors that are input to a
learning-to-rank algorithm is a critical step in building an accurate reranker. The core
assumption is that relevant documents have high semantic similarity to the queries and,
hence, the main effort lies in mapping a query and a document into a joint feature space
where their similarity can be efficiently established.
The most widely used approach is to encode input text pairs using many complex
lexical, syntactic and semantic features and then compute various similarity measures
between the obtained representations.
The first step is to map input texts to a representation using various lexical, syntac-
tic and semantic units such as words, ngrams, part-of-speech tags, dependency chains,
predicate-argument relations, etc. These units are then translated into feature vectors us-
ing one-hot encoding scheme. Having mapped an input query and a document into a joint
feature space, their similarity can be easily computed by an inner product between their
feature vectors. The obtained similarity scores computed over various representations
encode the input query-document pairs into a feature vector which is fed to a learning to
rank classifier.
Many state-of-the-art approaches to reranking follow that schema. For example, in
answer passage reranking [157] employ complex linguistic features, modelling syntactic
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and semantic information as bags of syntactic and semantic role dependencies and build
similarity and translation models over these representations.
However, the choice of representations and features is a completely empirical process,
driven by the intuition, experience and domain expertise. Moreover, although using syn-
tactic and semantic information has been shown to improve performance, it can be com-
putationally expensive and require a large number of external tools — syntactic parsers,
lexicons, knowledge bases, etc. Furthermore, adapting to new domains requires additional
effort to tune feature extraction pipelines and adding new resources that may not even
exist.
Recently, it has been shown that the problem of semantic text matching can be ef-
ficiently tackled using distributional word matching, where a large number of lexical
semantic resources are used for matching questions with a candidate answer [161].
Deep learning approaches generalize the distributional word matching problem to
matching sentences and take it one step further by learning the optimal sentence rep-
resentations for a given task. Deep neural networks are able to effectively capture the
compositional process of mapping the meaning of individual words in a sentence to a
continuous representation of the sentence. In particular, it has been recently shown that
convolutional neural networks are able to efficiently learn to embed input sentences into
low-dimensional vector space preserving important syntactic and semantic aspects of the
input sentence, which leads to state-of-the-art results in many NLP tasks [72, 76, 189].
Perhaps one of the greatest advantages of deep neural networks is that they are trained in
an end-to-end fashion, thus removing the need for manual feature engineering and greatly
reducing the need for adapting to new tasks and domains.
In this chapter, we describe a novel deep learning architecture for reranking short
texts, where questions and documents are limited to a single sentence. The main building
blocks of our architecture are two distributional sentence models based on convolutional
neural networks. These underlying sentence models work in parallel, mapping queries
and documents to their distributional vectors, which are then used to learn the semantic
similarity between them.
The distinctive properties of our model are: (i) we use a state-of-the-art distributional
sentence model for learning to map input sentences to vectors, which are then used to
measure the similarity between them; (ii) our model encodes query-document pairs in
a richer representation using not only their similarity score but also their intermediate
representations; (iii) the architecture of our network makes it straightforward to include
any additional feature vectors to the model; and finally (iv) no expensive pre-processing
steps are necessary, i.e., our model does not require manual feature engineering or external
resources. We only require to initialize word embeddings from some large unsupervised
corpora. However, given a large training corpora our network can also optimize the
embeddings directly for the task, thus omitting the need for pre-training of the word
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embeddings.
Our sentence model is based on a convolutional neural network architecture that has
recently showed state-of-the-art results on many NLP sentence classification tasks [72,76].
However, our model uses it only to generate intermediate representation of input sentences
for computing their similarity. To compute the similarity score we use an approach used in
the deep learning model of [189], which recently established new state-of-the-art results
on answer sentence selection task. However, their model operates only on unigram or
bigrams, while our architecture learns to extract and compose n-grams of higher degrees,
thus allowing for capturing longer range dependencies. Additionally, our architecture
uses not only the intermediate representations of questions and answers to compute their
similarity but also includes them in the final representation, which constitutes a much
richer representation of the question-answer pairs. Finally, our model is trained end-to-
end, while in [189] they use the output of their deep learning model to learn a logistic
regression classifier.
We test our model on two popular retrieval tasks from TREC: answer sentence selection
and Microblog retrieval. Our model shows a considerable improvement on the first task
beating recent state-of-the-art system by 3% absolute points in both MAP and MRR. On
the second task, our model demonstrates that previous state-of-the-art retrieval systems
can benefit from using our deep learning model.
7.1.3 Our contributions
In the following we describe our contributions:
• We present a state-of-the-art convolutional neural network for sentiment classification
of tweets at the term-level and message-level.
• We propose a three-step process to pre-initialize the model weights of our convolu-
tional neural network that is the key to achieve state-of-the-art results on Twitter
Sentiment Analysis tasks.
• We present a novel deep learning architecture for modelling text pairs demonstrating
its effectiveness on two popular benchmarks from TREC: Microblog retrieval and
answer sentence selection.
• We show that a powerful sentence model has a large impact on the model accuracy
as superior intermediate representation of input sentences in a pair helps to establish
more accurate similarity.
• Our experimental findings verify that modelling overlapping words in a pair has a
significant role in obtaining good results. Encoding this information directly into
word embeddings works better than using a word overlap feature vector, as these
parameters can be tuned during the training process.
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In the remainder of this chapter, Section 7.2 provides a brief overview of the main
components of a typical convolutional neural network that is the core component of our
deep learning systems. Next, Sec. 7.3 describes our Convolutional Neural Network for
modelling tweets to build a state-of-the-art sentiment classifier. In Sec. 7.4 we describe
our deep learning architecture of modelling text pairs for Microblog retrieval and answer
sentence selection for Question Answering. Sec. 7.6 describes the related work and Sec. 7.7
summarizes our findings.
7.2 Preliminaries: Convolutional Neural Networks
In this section we provide a brief overview of the main components (layers) of a typical
convolutional neural network (ConvNet) for dealing with natural language texts, e.g.,
sentence matrix, convolutional layer, pooling, activation units, hidden layer, etc.
7.2.1 Sentence matrix
The input to the network are raw words that need to be translated into real-valued feature
vectors to be processed by subsequent layers of the network.
ConvNets treat an input sentence s as a sequence of words: [wi, .., w|s|], where each word
is drawn from a vocabulary V . Words are represented by distributional vectors w ∈ Rd
looked up in a word embeddings matrix W ∈ Rd×|V | which is formed by concatenating
embeddings of all words in V . For convenience and ease of lookup operations in W, words
are mapped to indices 1, . . . , |V |.
For each input sentence s we build a sentence matrix S ∈ Rd×|s|, where each column
i represents a word embedding wi at the corresponding position i in a sentence (see
Fig. 7.1):
S =
 | | |w1 . . . w|s|
| | |

To learn to capture and compose features of individual words in a given sentence from
low-level word embeddings into higher level semantic concepts, the neural network applies
a series of transformations to the input sentence matrix S using convolution, non-linearity
and pooling operations, which we describe next.
7.2.2 Convolution feature maps
The aim of the convolutional layer is to extract patterns, i.e., discriminative word se-
quences found within the input sentences that are common throughout the training in-
stances.
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More formally, the convolution operation ∗ between two vectors s ∈ R1×|s| and f ∈
R1×m (called a filter of size m) results in a vector c ∈ R|s|+m−1 where each component is
as follows:
ci = (s ∗ f)i = sT[i−m+1:i] · f =
i+m−1∑
k=i
skfk (7.1)
The range of allowed values for i defines two types of convolution: narrow and wide.
The narrow type restricts i to be in the range [1, |s| −m+ 1], which in turn restricts the
filter width to be ≤ |s|. To compute the wide type of convolution i ranges from 1 to |s|
and sets no restrictions on the size of m and s. The benefits of one type of convolution
over the other when dealing with text are discussed in detail in [72]. In short, the wide
convolution is able to better handle words at boundaries giving equal attention to all
words in the sentence, unlike in narrow convolution, where words close to boundaries are
seen fewer times. More importantly, wide convolution also guarantees to always yield
valid values even when s is shorter than the filter size m. Hence, we use wide convolution
in our sentence model. In practice, to compute the wide convolution it is enough to pad
the input sequence with m− 1 zeros from left and right.
Given that the input to our ConvNet are sentence matrices S ∈ Rd×|s|, the arguments
of Eq. 7.2 are matrices and a convolution filter is also a matrix of weights: F ∈ Rd×m.
More formally, the convolution operation ∗ between an input matrix s ∈ Rd×|s| and a filter
F ∈ Rd×m of width m results in a vector c ∈ R|s|+m−1 where each component is computed
as follows:
ci = (S ∗ F)i =
∑
k,j
(S[:,i−m+1:i] ⊗ F)kj (7.2)
where ⊗ is the element-wise multiplication and S[:,i−m+1:i] is a matrix slice of size m
along the columns. Note that the convolution filter is of the same dimensionality d as
the input sentence matrix. As shown in Fig. 7.1, it slides along the column dimension
of S producing a vector c ∈ R1×(|s|−m+1) in output. Each component ci is the result of
computing an element-wise product between a column slice of S and a filter matrix F,
which is then summed to a single value.
An alternative way of computing a convolution was explored in [72], where a series of
convolutions are computed between each row of a sentence matrix and a corresponding
row of the filter matrix. Essentially, it is a vectorized form of 1d convolution applied
between corresponding rows of S and F. As a result, the output feature map is a matrix
C ∈ Rd×|s|−m+1 rather then a vector as above. While, intuitively, being a more general
way to process the input matrix S, where individual filters are applied to each respective
dimension, it introduces more parameters to the model and requires a way to reduce the
dimensionality of the resulting feature map. To address this issue, the authors apply a
folding operation, which sums every two rows element-wise, thus effectively reducing the
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size of the representation by 2.
So far we have described a way to compute a convolution between the input sentence
matrix and a single filter. In practice, deep learning models apply a set of filters that
work in parallel generating muliple feature maps (also shown on Fig. 7.1). The resulting
filter bank F ∈ Rn×d×m produces a set of feature maps of dimension n× (|s| −m+ 1).
In practice, we also add a bias vector b 1 ∈ Rn to the result of a convolution – a single
bi value for each feature map ci.
7.2.3 Activation units
To allow the network learn non-linear decision boundaries, each convolutional layer is
typically followed by a non-linear activation function α() applied element-wise to the
output of the preceding layer. Among the most common choices of activation functions
are the following: sigmoid (or logistic), hyperbolic tangent tanh, and a rectified linear
(ReLU) function defined as simply max(0,x) to ensure that feature maps are always
positive. The choice of activation function has been shown to affect the convergence
rate and the quality of obtained the solution. In particular, [100] shows that rectified
linear unit has significant benefits over sigmoid and tanh overcoming some of the their
shortcomings.
7.2.4 Pooling
The output from the convolutional layer (passed through the activation function) are then
passed to the pooling layer, whose goal is to aggregate the information and reduce the
representation. The result of the pooling operation is:
cpooled =
pool(α(c1 + b1 ∗ e)). . .
pool(α(cn + bn ∗ e))

where ci is the ith convolutional feature map with added bias (the bias is added to each
element of ci and e is a unit vector of the same size as ci) and passed through the activation
function α().
There are two conventional choices for the pool(·) operation: average and max. Both
operations apply to columns of the feature map matrix, by mapping them to a single
value: pool(ci) : R1×(|s|+m−1) → R. This is also demonstrated in Fig. 7.1.
Both average and max pooling methods exhibit certain disadvantages: in average pool-
ing, all elements of the input are considered, which may weaken strong activation values.
This is especially critical with tanh non-linearity, where strong positive and negative ac-
tivations can cancel each other out.
1bias is needed to allow the network learn an appropriate threshold
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The max pooling is used more widely and does not suffer from the drawbacks of average
pooling. However, as shown in [197], it can lead to strong overfitting on the training set
and, hence, poor generalization on the test data. To mitigate the overfitting issue of max
pooling several variants of stochastic pooling have been proposed in [197].
Recently, max pooling has been generalized to k-max pooling [72], where instead of a
single max value, k values are extracted in their original order. This allows for extracting
several largest activation values from the input sentence. As a consequence deeper archi-
tectures with several convolutional layers can be used. In [72], the authors also propose
dynamic k-max pooling, where the value of k depends on the sentence size and the level
in the convolution hierarchy [72].
Convolutional layer passed through the activation function together with pooling layer
acts as a non-linear feature extractor. Given that multiple feature maps are used in parallel
to process the input, deep learning networks are able to build rich feature representations
of the input.
7.2.5 Hidden layers
Often additional hidden layers right before the softmax layer (described next) are used to
allow for modelling interactions between the components of the output from the previous
layer. It computes the following transformation:
α(wh · x + b),
where wh is the weight vector of the hidden layer and α() is the non-linearity.
7.2.6 Softmax
The output of the penultimate convolutional and pooling layers x is passed to a fully
connected softmax layer. It computes the probability distribution over the labels:
P (y = j|x, s,b) = softmaxj(xTw + b)
= e
xTwj+bj∑K
k=1 e
xTwk+bk
,
where wk and bk are the weight vector and bias of the k-th class. x can be thought of as a
final abstract representation of the input example obtained by a series of transformations
from the input layer through a series of convolutional and pooling operations.
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7.2.7 Training
ConvNets are typically trained to minimise the cross-entropy (negative conditional log-
likelihood of the data) cost function:
C = −log∏Ni=1 p(yi|qi,di) + λ‖θ‖22
= −∑Ni=1[yilog ai + (1− yi)log(1− ai)] + λ‖θ‖d2, (7.3)
where a is the output from the softmax layer.
The parameters of the network are optimized with stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
using backpropogation algorithm to compute the gradients. To speedup the convergence
rate of SGD various modifications to the update rule have been proposed: momentum,
Adagrad [41], Adadelta [196], etc. Adagrad scales the learning rate of SGD on each
dimension based on the l2 norm of the history of the error gradient. Adadelta uses both
the error gradient history like Adagrad and the weight update history. It has the advantage
of not having to set a learning rate at all.
7.2.8 Regularization
While neural networks have a large capacity to learn complex decision functions they
tend to easily overfit especially on small and medium sized datasets. To mitigate the
overfitting issue the cost function is augmented with l2-norm regularization terms for the
parameters of the network.
Another popular and effective technique to improve regularization of the ConvNets is
dropout [153]. Dropout prevents feature co-adaptation by setting to zero (dropping out)
a portion of hidden units during the forward phase when computing the activations at
the softmax output layer. As suggested in [53] dropout acts as an approximate model
averaging.
7.3 Modelling tweets
This section describes the architecture of our convolutional neural network and our pa-
rameter initialization process process we follow to train it.
7.3.1 Network architecture
The architecture of our convolutional neural network for sentiment classification is shown
on Fig. 7.1. It is mainly inspired by the architectures used in [72,76] for performing various
sentence classification tasks. Given that our training process (described in Sec. 7.3.3)
requires to run the network on a rather large corpus, our design choices are mainly driven
by the computational efficiency of our network. Hence, different from [72] that presents
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Figure 7.1: The architecture of our deep learning model for sentiment classification.
an architecture with several layers of convolutional feature maps, we adopt a single level
architecture, which has been shown in [76] to perform equally well.
Our network is composed of an input sentence matrix, a single convolutional layer
followed by a ReLU non-linearity, max pooling and a soft-max classification layer.
7.3.2 Phrase-level sentiment analysis
To perform phrase-level sentiment analysis, we feed the network with an additional input
sequence indicating the location of the target phrase in a tweet. The elements are encoded
using only two word types: tokens spanning the phrase to be predicted are encoded with
1s and all the other with 0s. Each word types is associated with its own embedding. So,
when tackling the phrase-level sentiment classification, we form a sentence matrix S as
follows: for each token in a tweet we have to look up its corresponding word embedding
in the word matrix W, and the embedding for one of the two word types. Hence, the
input sentence matrix is augmented with an additional set of rows from the word type
embeddings. Other than that, the architecture of our network remains unchanged.
This ends the description of our convolutional neural network for sentiment classifica-
tion of tweets.
7.3.3 Initializing the model parameters
Convolutional neural networks live in the world of non-convex function optimization lead-
ing to locally optimal solutions. Hence, starting the optimization from a good point can
be crucial to train an accurate model. We propose the following 3-step process to initialize
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the parameter weights of the network:
1. Given that the largest parameter of the network is the word matrix W, it is crucial
to feed the network with the high quality embeddings. We use a popular word2vec
neural language model [87] to learn the word embeddings on an unsupervised tweet
corpus. For this purpose, we collect 50M tweets over the two-month period. We perform
minimal preprocessing tokenizing the tweets, normalizing the URLs and author ids. To
train the embeddings we use a skipgram model with window size 5 and filtering words
with frequency less than 5.
2. When dealing with small amounts of labelled data, starting from pre-trained word
embeddings is a large step towards successfully training an accurate deep learning
system. However, while the word embeddings obtained at the previous step should
already capture important syntactic and semantic aspects of the words they represent,
they are completely clueless about their sentiment behaviour. Hence, we use a distant
supervision approach [52] using our convolutional neural network to further refine the
embeddings.
3. Finally, we take the the parameters θ of the network obtained at the previous step and
use it to initialize the network which is trained on a supervised training corpus from
Semeval-2015 [129].
7.4 Modelling text pairs
This section explains our deep learning model for reranking short text pairs. Its main
building blocks are two distributional sentence models based on convolutional neural net-
works (ConvNets). These underlying sentence models work in parallel mapping queries
and documents to their distributional vectors, which are then used to learn the semantic
similarity between them.
In the following, we first describe our sentence model for mapping queries and docu-
ments to their intermediate representations and then describe how they can be used for
learning semantic matching between input query-document pairs.
7.4.1 Sentence model
The architecture of our ConvNet for mapping sentences to feature vectors is similar to
that shown on Fig. 7.1 (omitting the output softmax layer). It is mainly inspired by the
architectures used in [72,76] for performing various sentence classification tasks. However,
different from previous work the goal of our distributional sentence model is to learn inter-
mediate representations of the queries and documents, which are then used for computing
their semantic matching.
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Hence, similarly to the ConvNet architecture for modelling tweets (Sec. 7.3) our sen-
tence model is composed of a single wide convolutional layer followed by a ReLU non-
linearity and a simple max pooling.
7.4.2 Encoding overlapping words
Each dimension of the word embeddings represents some latent aspect of a word and as
shown in [87] word embeddings learned by the neural language model capture various
syntactic and semantic aspects of the words they represent.
When modelling text pairs it can be beneficial to augment word embeddings with
additional dimensions, for example, to represent the fact that certain words in a pair
are overlapping or semantically similar. For this purpose, we follow an approach of [33],
where for each word w in the input sentence we associate an additional word overlap
indicator feature o ∈ {0, 1}, where 1 corresponds to words that overlap in a given pair
and 0 otherwise. To decide if the words overlap we apply simple string matching. Hence,
we require an additional lookup table layer for the word overlap features LTWo(·) with
parameters Wo ∈ Rdo×2, where do ∈ N is the number of dimensions to encode word
overlap features and is a hyper-parameter of the model.
Given a word wi its final word embedding wi ∈ Rd (where d = dw + do) is obtained by
concatenating the output of two lookup table operations LTW(wi) and LTWo(wi). Finally,
for each input sentence s we build a sentence matrix S ∈ Rd×|s| where each i-th column
corresponds to a word embedding wi.
7.4.3 Our architecture for matching text pairs
The architecture of our model for matching query-document pairs is presented in Fig. 7.2.
Our sentence models based on ConvNets learn to map input sentences to vectors, which
can then be used to compute their similarity. These are then used to compute a query-
document similarity score, which together with the query and document vectors are joined
in a single representation.
In the following we describe how the intermediate representations produced by the
sentence model can be used to compute query-document similarity scores and give a brief
explanation of the remaining layers, e.g. hidden and softmax, used in our network.
7.4.4 Matching query and documents
Given the output of our sentence ConvNets for processing queries and documents, their
resulting vector representations xq and xd, can be used to compute a query-document
similarity score. We follow the approach of [8] that defines the similarity between xq and
xd vectors as follows:
sim(xq,xd) = x
T
q Mxd, (7.4)
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Figure 7.2: Our deep learning architecture for reranking short text pairs.
where M ∈ Rd×d is a similarity matrix. The Eq. 7.4 can be viewed as a model of
the noisy channel approach from machine translation, which has been widely used as a
scoring model in information retrieval and question answering [42]. In this model, we seek
a transformation of the candidate document x′d = Mxd that is the closest to the input
query xq. The similarity matrix M is a parameter of the network and is optimized during
the training.
7.4.5 The information flow
Here we provide a full description of our deep learning network (shown on Fig. 7.2) that
maps input sentences to class probabilities.
The output of our sentence models are distributional representations of a query xq and
a document xd. These are then matched using a similarity matrix M according to Eq. 7.4.
This produces a single score xsim capturing various aspects of similarity (syntactic and
semantic) between the input queries and documents. Note that it is also straight-forward
to add additional features xfeat to the model.
The join layer concatenates all intermediate vectors, the similarity score and any ad-
ditional features into a single vector:
xjoin = [x
T
q ;xsim; x
T
d ; x
T
feat]
This vector is then passed through a fully connected hidden layer, which allows for mod-
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elling interactions between the components of the joined representation vector. Finally,
the output of the hidden layer is further fed to the softmax classification layer, which
generates a distribution over the class labels.
7.5 Experiments
This section reports on our experiments with deep learning models to represent input
texts and text pairs. In particular, we evaluate our deep learning sentiment classifier
on a recent benchmark from Semeval-2015. We test our deep learning architecture for
modelling text pairs on two popular retrieval benchmarks from TREC: answer sentence
selection and TREC microblog retrieval.
7.5.1 Twitter Sentiment Analysis
This section reports on the results of testing our ConvNet for twitter sentiment analysis
on a recent benchmark from Semeval-2015 [129].
Experimental setup
We test our model on two subtasks from Semeval-2015 Task 10: phrase-level (subtask
A) and message-level (subtask B). The datasets use in Semeval-2015 are summarized in
Table 7.1. We use train and dev from Twitter’13 for training and Twitter’13-test as a
validation set. The other datasets are used for testing, whereas Twitter’15 is used to
establish the official ranking of the systems.
Additionally, to pre-train the weights of our network, we use a large unsupervised cor-
pus containing 50M tweets for training the word embeddings and a 10M tweet corpus
for distant supervision. The latter corpus was built similarly to [52], where tweets with
positive emoticons, like ’:)’, are assumed to be positive, and tweets with negative emoti-
cons, like ’:(’, are labeled as negative. The dataset contains equal number of positive and
negative tweets.
The parameters of our model were (chosen on the validation set) as follows: the width
m of the convolution filters is set to 5 and the number of convolutional feature maps is
300. We use ReLU activation function and a simple max-pooling. The dimensionality of
the word embeddings d is set to 100. For the phrase-level subtask the size of the word
type embeddings, which encode tokens that span the target phrase or not. is set to 10.
Pre-training the network
To train our deep learning model we follow our 3-step process as described in Sec. 7.3.3.
We report the results for training the network on the official supervised dataset from
Semeval’15 using parameters that were initialized: (i) completely at random (Random); (ii)
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Table 7.1: Semeval-2015 data
Dataset Subtask A Subtask B
Twitter’13-train 5,895 9,728
Twitter’13-dev 648 1,654
Twitter’13-test 2,734 3,813
LiveJournal’14 660 1,142
SMS’13 1,071 2,093
Twitter’14 1,807 1,853
Sarcasm’14 82 86
Twitter’15 3,092 2,390
# Teams 11 40
Table 7.2: Testing the model on the progress test sets from Semeval-2015 with different parameter
initializion schemes: Random (random word embeddings); Unsup (word2vec embeddings); Distant (all
parameters from a network trained on a distant supervised dataset).
Dataset Random Unsup Distant
LiveJournal’14 63.58 73.09 72.48
SMS’13 58.41 65.21 68.37
Twitter’13 64.51 72.35 72.79
Twitter’14 63.69 71.07 73.60
Sarcasm’14 46.10 52.56 55.44
using word embeddings from the neural language model trained on a large unsupervised
dataset (Unsup) with the word2vec tool and (iii) initializing all the parameters of our
model with the parameters of the network which uses the word embeddings from the
previous step and are further tuned on a distant supervised dataset (Distant).
Table 7.2 summarizes the performance of our model on five test sets using three param-
eter initialization schemas. First, we observe that training the network with all parameters
initialized completely at random results in a rather mediocre performance. This is due
to a small size of the training set. Secondly, using embeddings pre-trained by a neural
language model considerably boosts the performance. Finally, using a large distant su-
pervised corpus to further tune the word embeddings to also capture the sentiment aspect
of the words they represent results in a further improvement across all test sets (except
for a small drop on LiveJournal’14).
Official rankings
The results from the official rankings for both subtasks A and B are summarized in
Table 7.3. As we can see our system performs particularly strong on subtask A ranking
1st on the official Twitter’15 set, while also showing excellent performance on all other
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Table 7.3: Results on Semeval-2015 for phrase and tweet-level subtasks. Rank shows absolute position of
our system in the final ranking on each test set. AveRank is the averaged rank across all test sets, where
Rank shows the absolute standing of a system according to this metric.
Dataset Score Rank
Phrase-level subtask A
LJournal’14 84.46 2
SMS’13 88.60 2
Twitter’13 90.10 1
Twitter’14 87.12 1
Sarcasm’14 73.65 5
Twitter’15 84.79 1
AveRank 2.0 1
Message-level subtask B
LJournal’14 72.48 12
SMS’13 68.37 2
Twitter’13 72.79 3
Twitter’14 73.60 2
Sarcasm’14 55.44 5
Twitter’15 64.59 2
AveRank 4.3 1
test sets.
On subtask B our system ranks 2nd also showing strong results on the other test sets
(apart from the LiveJournal’14). In fact, no single system at Semeval-2015 performed
equally well across all test sets. For example, a system that ranked 1st on the official Twit-
ter’15 dataset performs much worse on the progress test sets ranking {14, 14, 11, 7, 12} on
{LiveJournal’14, SMS’13, Twitter’13, Twitter’14, and Sarcasm’14} correspondingly.
It has an AveRank of 9.8, which is only 6th best result if systems were ranked according
to this metric. In contrast, our system shows robust results across all tests having the
best AveRank of 4.3 among all 40 submissions.
7.5.2 Answer Sentence Selection
Our first experiment where we deal with text pairs is on answer sentence selection dataset,
where answer candidates are limited to a single sentence. Given a question with its list
of candidate answers the task is to rank the candidate answers based on their relatedness
to the question.
Experimental setup
This section describes the dataset and our experimental setup, also giving details about
how we obtain the word embeddings matrix W and train our network.
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Table 7.4: Summary of TREC QA datasets for answer reranking.
Data # Questions # QA pairs % Correct
TRAIN-ALL 1,229 53,417 12.0%
TRAIN 94 4,718 7.4%
DEV 82 1,148 19.3%
TEST 100 1,517 18.7%
Data. We test our model on the manually curated TREC QA dataset2 from Wang et
al. [175], which appears to be one of the most widely used benchmarks for answer sentence
reranking. The dataset contains a set of factoid questions, where candidate answers are
limited to a single sentence. The set of questions are collected from TREC QA tracks
8-13. The manual judgement of candidate answer sentences is provided for the entire
TREC 13 set and for the first 100 questions from TREC 8-12. The motivation behind
this annotation effort is that TREC provides only the answer patterns to identify if a given
passage contains a correct answer key or not. This results in many unrelated candidate
answers marked as correct simply because regular expressions cannot always match the
correct answer keys.
To enable direct comparison with the previous work, we use the same train, dev and
test sets. Table 7.4 summarizes the datasets used in our experiments. An additional
training set TRAIN-ALL provided by Wang et. al [175] contains 1,229 questions from the
entire TREC 8-12 collection and comes with automatic judgements. This set represents
a more noisy setting, nevertheless, it provides many more QA pairs for learning.
Word overlap features. In contrast to the word embeddings matrix, the size of the
vocabulary Vo to encode word overlap features is tiny. Given such a small parameter space
it is possible to tune the vectors even on small sized datasets. Hence, we keep this as a
parameter optimized by our network. We randomly initialize the entries of the matrix
Wo by sampling from the uniform distribution U [−0.25, 0.25].
Evaluation. The two metrics used to evaluate the quality of our model are Mean Aver-
age Precision (MAP) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). We use the official trec eval
scorer to compute the above metrics.
Word embeddings
While our model allows for learning the word embeddings directly, we keep the word
matrix parameter W static. This is due to a common experience that a minimal size
of the dataset required for tuning the word embeddings for a given task should be at
least in the order of hundred thousands, while in our case the number of question-answer
2http://cs.stanford.edu/people/mengqiu/data/qg-emnlp07-data.tgz
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pairs is one order of magnitude smaller. Hence, similar to [38, 76, 189] we keep the word
embeddings fixed and initialize the word matrix W from an unsupervised neural language
model.
We run word2vec tool [87] on the English Wikipedia dump and the AQUAINT cor-
pus3 containing roughly 375 million words. We opt for a skipgram model with window
size 5 and filtering words with frequency less than 5. We set the dimensionality of our
word embeddings to 50 to be on the line with [189]. The resulting model contains 50-
dimensional vectors for about 3.5 million words. Embeddings for words not present in the
word2vec model are randomly initialized with each component sampled from the uniform
distribution U [−0.25, 0.25].
We minimally preprocess the data only performing tokenization and lowercasing all
words. To reduce the size of the resulting vocabulary V , we also replace all digits with
0. The size of the word vocabulary V for experiments using TRAIN set is 17,023 with
approximately 95% of words initialized using wor2vec embeddings and the remaining 5%
words are initialized at random. For the TRAIN-ALL setting the |V | = 56, 953 with
about 90% words found in the word2vec model.
Training and hyperparameters
The parameters of our deep learning model were (chosen on a dev set) as follows: the
width m of the convolution filters is set to 5 and the number of convolutional feature
maps is 100. We use ReLU activation function and a simple max-pooling. The size
of the hidden layer is equal to the size of the xjoin vector obtained after concatenating
question and answer sentence vectors from the distributional models, similarity score and
additional features (if used).
To train the network we use stochastic gradient descent with shuﬄed mini-batches.
We eliminate the need to tune the learning rate by using the Adadelta update rule [196].
The batch size is set to 50 examples. The network is trained for 25 epochs with early
stopping, i.e., we stop the training if no update to the best accuracy on the dev set has
been made for the last 5 epochs. The accuracy computed on the dev set is the MAP
score. At test time we use the parameters of the network that were obtained with the
best MAP score on the dev set, i.e., we compute the MAP score after each 10 mini-batch
updates and save the network parameters if a new best dev MAP score was obtained. In
practice, the training converges after a few epochs. We set a value for L2 regularization
term to 1e− 5 for the parameters of convolutional layers and 1e− 4 for all the others.
3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2002T31
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Size of the model
Given that the dimensionality of the word embeddings is fixed to 50, the number of
parameters in the convolution layer of each sentence model is 100 × 5 × 50. Hence,
the total number of parameters in each of the two convolutional networks that map
sentences to vectors is 25k. The similarity matrix is M ∈ R100×100, which adds another
10k parameters to the model. The fully connected hidden layer is and a softmax add
about 40k parameters. Hence the total number of parameters in the network is about
100k, which is a rather compact model.
Results and discussion
We compare our model to the results from a recent deep learning system in [189] that has
established the new state-of-the-art results in the same setting. Our goal is to evaluate
the impact of using: (i) a more powerful convolutional network for sentence modelling;
(ii) distributional representations of questions and answers in addition to the similarity
score; and (iii) our approach to model overlapping words by augmenting word embeddings
with additional dimensions vs. providing the network with a pre-computed feature vector
of overlapping word counts as in [189].
Distributional sentence models. Table 7.5 summarises the results for the setting
when the network is trained using only input question-answer pairs without using any
additional features, i.e., we omit the word overlap features.
First, we report the results of our model when using only a similarity score xsim. Our
model shows stronger performance then the system of Yu et al. [189]. Their deep learning
model, similarly to ours, relies on a convolutional neural network to learn intermediate
representations. However, their convolutional neural network operates only on unigram
or bigrams, while in our architecture we use a larger width of the convolution filter, thus
allowing for capturing longer range dependencies.
Additionally, along with the question-answer similarity score from Eq. 7.4, our archi-
tecture includes intermediate representations of the question and the answer xq and xa
into the final vector representation xjoin, which together constitute a much richer represen-
tation for computing the final score. Our representation results in a large improvement of
about 6% absolute points in MAP for TRAIN and 10% when trained with more data from
TRAIN-ALL. This emphasizes the importance of learning high quality sentence models.
Relational modelling via word overlap features. Yu et al. [189] shows that com-
bining the output of their deep learning system with a simple feature vector that includes
word overlap counts in a logistic regression model, provides a significant boost in accuracy
and yields new state-of-the-art results.
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Table 7.5: Results on TRAIN and TRAIN-ALL from TREC QA using only similarity score and also
including the distributional representation of question and answer sentences.
Model MAP MRR
TRAIN
Yu et al., 2014 (unigram) .5387 .6284
Yu et al., 2014 (bigram) .5476 .6437
Our model (only sim score) .5884 .6036
Our model .6258 .6591
TRAIN-ALL
Yu et al., 2014 (unigram) .5470 .6329
Yu et al., 2014 (bigram) .5693 .6613
Our model (only sim score) .6521 .7010
Our model .6709 .7280
Table 7.6 provides the results when we include the information about overlapping words
in two modes: (i) feature vector (fvec) mode – when we include overlapping word counts
replicating [189], which is represented by a feature vector xfeat that is plugged into the
final representation xjoin (see Fig. 7.2); and (ii) embeddings mode – when we augment the
representation of input words with additional word overlap indicator features. First, we
note that the results are significantly better than in Table 7.5 when no overlap information
is used. Adding word overlap information in the form of a feature vector xfeat results in
a considerable generalization improvement of the network. As argued by Yu et al. [189],
distributional word embeddings have certain shortcomings especially when dealing with
proper nouns and cardinal numbers, which are frequent in factoid questions.
In contrast, our approach to encode the relational information about overlapping words
in a pair (embeddings) directly into word embeddings shows even larger improvement on
TRAIN-ALL with a MAP score of 76.42% and 81.26% MRR and comparable results
on TRAIN. We conjecture that small size of the TRAIN set may negatively impact the
quality of the embeddings Wo for the word overlap features that are learned on a smaller
set. Nevertheseless, training our model on TRAIN-ALL, which contains an order of
magnitude more pairs, results in a 5% absolute improvement in MAP and 3% in MRR,
which produces the best MAP and MRR scores.
Comparing to previous state-of-the-art. Finally, we compare our results with the
previously published systems on this task (Table 7.7), where our system sets new state-
of-the-art scores with a large margin. The results are very promising considering that our
system requires no manual feature engineering (other than simple word overlap features),
no expensive preprocessing using various NLP parsers, and no external semantic resources
other than using pre-initialized word embeddings that can be easily trained provided a
large amount of unsupervised text.
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Table 7.6: Results on TREC QA when augmenting the deep learning model with relational information
about overlapping words.
Model MAP MRR
TRAIN
Yu et al., 2014 (unigram) .6889 .7727
Yu et al., 2014 (bigram) .7058 .7800
Our model (fvec) .7275 .7796
Our model (embeddings) .7207 .7741
TRAIN-ALL
Yu et al., 2014 (unigram) .6934 .7677
Yu et al., 2014 (bigram) .7113 .7846
Our model (fvec) .7459 .8078
Our model (embeddings) .7642 .8126
Table 7.7: Survey of the results on the TREC QA answer selection task.
Model MAP MRR
Wang et al. (2007) .6029 .6852
Heilman and Smith (2010) .6091 .6917
Wang and Manning (2010) .5951 .6951
Yao et al. (2013) .6307 .7477
Severyn & Moschitti (2013) .6781 .7358
Yih et al. (2013) .7092 .7700
Yu et al. (2014) .7113 .7846
Our model (TRAIN-ALL) .7642 .8126
In the spirit, our system is most similar to a recent deep learning architecture from
Yu et al. (2014) [189]. However, we employ a more expressive convolutional neural
network for learning intermediate representations of the query and the answer. This allows
for performing a more accurate matching between question-answer pairs. Additionally,
our architecture includes intermediate question and answer representations in the model,
which result in a richer representation of question-answer pairs. Finally, we train our
system in an end-to-end fashion, while [189] use the output of their deep learning system
as a feature in a logistic regression classifier.
7.5.3 TREC Microblog Retrieval
To assess the effectiveness and generality of our deep learning model for text matching,
we apply it on tweet reranking task. We focus on the 2011 and 2012 editions of the
ad-hoc retrieval task at TREC microblog tracks [103, 149]. We follow the setup in [135],
where they represent query-tweet pairs with a shallow syntactic models to learn a tree
kernel reranker. In contrast, our model does not rely on any syntactic parsers and requires
virtually no preprocessing other than tokenizaiton and lower-casing. Our main research
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Table 7.8: Summary of TREC Microblog datasets.
Data # Topic # Tweet pairs % Correct # Runs
TMB2011 49 60,129 5.1% 184
TMB2012 59 73,073 8.6% 120
question is: Can our neural network that requires no manual feature engineering and
expensive pre-processing steps improve on top of the state-of-the-art learning-to-rank and
retrieval algorithms?
To answer this question, we test our model in the following settings: we treat the
participant systems in the TREC microblog tasks as a black-box, and implement our
model on top of them using only their raw scores (ranks) as a single feature in our model.
This allows us to see whether our model is able to learn information complementary to
the approaches used by such retrieval algorithms. Our setup replicates the experiments
in [135] to allow for comparing to their model.
Experimental setup
Data and setup. Our dataset is the tweet corpus used in both TREC Microblog tracks
in 2011 (TMB2011) and 2012 (TMB2012). It consists of 16M tweets spread over two
weeks, and a set of 49 (TMB2011) and 59 (TMB2012) timestamped topics. We minimally
preprocess the tweets—we normalize elongations (e.g., sooo → so), normalize URLs and
author ids. Additionally, we use the system runs submitted at TMB2011 and TMB2012,
which contain 184 and 120 models, respectively. This is summarized in Table 7.8.
Word embeddings. We used the word2vec tool to learn the word embeddings from
the provided 16M tweet corpus, with the following setting: (i) we removed non-english
tweets, which reduces the corpus to 8.4M tweets and (ii) we used the skipgram model with
window size 5 and filtering words with frequency less than 5. The trained model contains
330k words. We use word embeddings of size 50 — same as for the previous task. To
build the word embedding matrix W, we extract the vocabulary from all tweets present
in TMB2011 and TMB2012. The resulting vocabulary contains 150k words out of which
only 60% are found in the word embeddings model. This is due to a very large number of
misspellings and words occurring only once (hence they are filted by the word2vec tool).
This has a negative impact on the performance of our deep learning model since around
40% of the word vectors are randomly initialized. At the same time it is not possible to
tune the word embeddings on the training set, as it will overfit due to the small number
of the query-tweet pairs available for training. For the same reasons as in our experiments
on answer sentence selection we keep the word embedding matrix parameter fixed during
the training.
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Training. We train our system on the runs submitted at TMB2011, and test it on the
TMB2012 runs. We focus on one direction only to avoid training bias, since TMB2011
topics were already used for learning systems in TMB2012.
Submission run as a feature. We use the output of participant systems as follows:
we use rank positions of each tweet rather than raw scores, since scores for each system
are scaled differently, while ranks are uniform across systems. We apply the following
transformation of the rank r: 1/ log (r + 1). In the training phase, we take the top 30
systems from the TMB2011 track (in terms of P@30). For each query-tweet pair we
compute the average transformed rank over the top systems. This score is then used as a
single feature xfeat by our model. In the testing phase, we generate this feature as follows:
for each participant system that we want to improve, we use the transformed rank of the
query-tweet taken from their submission run.
Evaluation. We report on the official evaluation metric for the TREC 2012 Microblog
track, i.e., precision at 30 (P@30), and also on mean average precision (MAP). Follow-
ing [16,103], we regard minimally and highly relevant documents as relevant and use the
TMB2012 evaluation script. For significance testing, we use a pairwise t-test, where M
and N denote significance at α = 0.05 and α = 0.01, respectively. Triangles point up for
improvement over the baseline, and down otherwise. We also report the improvement in
the absolute rank (R) in the official TMB2012 ranking.
Results and discussion
Table 7.9 reports the results for re-ranking runs of the best 30 systems from TMB2012
(based on their P@30 score) when we train our system using the top 30 runs from
TMB2011.
First, we note that our model improves P@30 for the majority of the systems with a
relative improvement ranging from several points up to 10% with about 6% on average.
This is remarkable, given that the pool of participants in TMB2012 was large, and the
top systems are therefore likely to be very strong baselines.
Secondly, we note that the relative improvement of our model is on the par with the
STRUCT model from [135], which relies on using syntactic parsers to train a tree kernel
reranker. In contrast, our model requires no manual feature engineering and virtually
no preprocessing and external resources. Similar to the observation made in [135], our
model has a precision-enhancing effect. In cases where MAP drops a bit it can be seen
that our model sometimes lowers relevant documents in the runs. It is possible that our
model favours query-tweet pairs that exhibit semantic matching of higher quality, and
that it down-ranks tweets that are of lower quality but are nonetheless relevant. Another
important aspect is the fact that a large portion of the word embeddings (about 40%) used
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Table 7.9: System performance on the top 30 runs from TMB2012, using the top 10, 20 or 30 runs from
TMB2011 for training.
# runs
TMB2012 STRUCT [135] Our model
MAP P@30 MAP P@30 R% MAP P@30 R%
1 hitURLrun3 0.3469 0.4695 0.3328 (-4.1%)O 0.4774 (1.7%) 0 0.3326 (-4.1%)O 0.4836 (3.0%) 0
2 kobeMHC2 0.3070 0.4689 0.3037 (-1.1%) 0.4768 (1.7%) 1 0.3052 (-0.6%) 0.4899 (4.5%)M 1
3 kobeMHC 0.2986 0.4616 0.2965 (-0.7%) 0.4718 (2.2%) 2 0.2999 (0.4%) 0.4830 (4.6%)M 2
4 uwatgclrman 0.2836 0.4571 0.2995 (5.6%)N 0.4712 (3.1%)M 3 0.2738 (-3.5%)O 0.4516 (-1.2%) -1
5 kobeL2R 0.2767 0.4429 0.2744 (-0.8%) 0.4463 (0.8%) 0 0.2677 (-3.3%)O 0.4409 (-0.5%) -2
6 hitQryFBrun4 0.3186 0.4424 0.3118 (-2.1%) 0.4554 (2.9%) 2 0.3220 (1.1%)N 0.4849 (9.6%)N 5
7 hitLRrun1 0.3355 0.4379 0.3226 (-3.9%)O 0.4525 (3.3%) 2 0.3188 (-5.0%)O 0.4610 (5.3%)N 3
8 FASILKOM01 0.2682 0.4367 0.2820 (5.2%)N 0.4531 (3.8%)N 3 0.2622 (-2.2%)O 0.4346 (-0.5%) -1
9 hitDELMrun2 0.3197 0.4345 0.3105 (-2.9%) 0.4424 (1.8%) 4 0.3246 (1.5%) 0.4723 (8.7%)N 8
10 tsqe 0.2843 0.4339 0.2836 (-0.3%) 0.4441 (2.4%) 5 0.2917 (2.6%) 0.4660 (7.4%)N 7
11 ICTWDSERUN1 0.2715 0.4299 0.2862 (5.4%)N 0.4582 (6.6%)N 7 0.2765 (1.8%)N 0.4484 (4.3%)M 6
12 ICTWDSERUN2 0.2671 0.4266 0.2785 (4.3%)M 0.4475 (4.9%)N 7 0.2786 (4.3%)M 0.4478 (5.0%)M 7
13 cmuPrfPhrE 0.3179 0.4254 0.3172 (-0.2%) 0.4469 (5.1%)N 8 0.3321 (4.5%)M 0.4585 (7.8%)N 9
14 cmuPrfPhrENo 0.3198 0.4249 0.3179 (-0.6%) 0.4486 (5.6%)N 9 0.3359 (5.0%)M 0.4591 (8.1%)N 10
15 cmuPrfPhr 0.3167 0.4198 0.3130 (-1.2%) 0.4379 (4.3%)M 8 0.3282 (3.6%)M 0.4572 (8.9%)N 11
16 FASILKOM02 0.2454 0.4141 0.2718 (10.8%)N 0.4508 (8.9%)N 11 0.2489 (1.4%) 0.4201 (1.5%)M 1
17 IBMLTR 0.2630 0.4136 0.2734 (4.0%)M 0.4441 (7.4%)N 10 0.2703 (2.8%)M 0.4346 (5.1%)N 8
18 otM12ihe 0.2995 0.4124 0.2969 (-0.9%) 0.4322 (4.8%)N 7 0.2900 (-3.2%)O 0.4239 (2.8%)M 3
19 FASILKOM03 0.2716 0.4124 0.2859 (5.3%)N 0.4452 (8.0%)N 14 0.2740 (0.9%) 0.4270 (3.5%)N 7
20 FASILKOM04 0.2461 0.4113 0.2575 (4.6%)N 0.4294 (4.4%)N 9 0.2414 (-1.9%)O 0.4220 (2.6%)M 5
21 IBMLTRFuture 0.2731 0.4090 0.2808 (2.8%) 0.4311 (5.4%)N 10 0.2785 (2.0%)M 0.4415 (8.0%)N 14
22 uiucGSLIS01 0.2445 0.4073 0.2575 (5.3%)N 0.4260 (4.6%)N 9 0.2478 (1.4%) 0.4233 (3.9%)M 7
23 PKUICST4 0.2786 0.4062 0.2909 (4.4%)M 0.4514 (11.1%)N 18 0.2832 (1.7%)N 0.4491 (10.6%)N 18
24 uogTrLsE 0.2909 0.4028 0.2977 (2.3%) 0.4282 (6.3%)N 9 0.3131 (7.6%)N 0.4484 (11.3%)N 19
25 otM12ih 0.2777 0.3989 0.2810 (1.2%) 0.4175 (4.7%)N 10 0.2752 (-0.9%) 0.4119 (3.3%)M 5
26 ICTWDSERUN4 0.1877 0.3887 0.1985 (5.8%)N 0.4164 (7.1%)N 10 0.2040 (8.7%)N 0.4220 (8.6%)N 11
27 uwatrrfall 0.2620 0.3881 0.2812 (7.3%)N 0.4136 (6.6%)N 9 0.2942 (12.3%)M 0.4314 (11.2%)N 16
28 cmuPhrE 0.2731 0.3842 0.2797 (2.4%) 0.4136 (7.7%)N 12 0.2972 (8.8%)M 0.4352 (13.3%)N 19
29 AIrun1 0.2237 0.3842 0.2339 (4.6%)N 0.4102 (6.8%)N 5 0.2285 (2.2%)M 0.4157 (8.2%)N 13
30 PKUICST3 0.2118 0.3825 0.2318 (9.4%)N 0.4119 (7.7%)N 14 0.2363 (11.6%)N 0.4415 (15.4%)N 23
Average 3.3% 5.3% 7.3 2.0% 6.2% 7.8
by the network are initialized at random, which has a negative impact on the accuracy of
our model.
Looking at the improvement in absolute position in the official ranking (R), we see that,
on average, our deep learning model boosts the absolute position in the official ranking
for top 30 systems by about 7.8 positions.
All in all, the results suggest that our deep learning model with no changes in its
architecture is able to capture additional information and can be useful when coupled
with many state-of-the-art microblog search algorithms.
While improving the top systems from 2012 represents a challenging task, it is also
interesting to assess the potential improvement for systems that ranked lower. We fol-
low [135] and report our results on the 30 systems from the middle and the bottom of the
official ranking. Table 7.10 summarizes the average improvements for three groups of 30
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Table 7.10: Comparison of the averaged relative improvements for the top, middle (mid), and bottom
(btm) 30 systems from TMB2012.
STRUCT [135] Our model
band MAP P@30 MAP P@30
top 3.3% 5.3% 2.0% 6.2%
mid 12.2% 12.9% 9.8% 13.7%
btm 22.1% 25.1% 18.7% 24.3%
systems each: top-30, middle-30, and bottom-30.
We find that the improvement over underperforming systems is much larger than for
stronger systems. In particular, for the bottom 30 systems, our approach achieves an
average relative improvement of 20% in both MAP and P@30. The performance of our
model is on the par with the STRUCT model [135].
We expect that learning word embeddings on a larger corpora such that the percent-
age of the words present in the word embedding matrix W should help to improve the
accuracy of our system. Moreover, similar to the situation observed with answer selection
experiments, we expect that using more training data would improve the generalization of
our model. As one possible solution to getting more training data, it could be interesting
to experiment with training our model on much larger pseudo test collections similar to
the ones proposed in [16]. We leave it for the future work.
7.6 Related Work
Most of the previous work to tackle the answer sentence selection task use various ap-
proaches to model transformations of syntactic trees between a question and its candi-
date answer sentence, e.g., Wang et al. [175] use quasi-synchronous grammar, Heilman
& Smith [58] develop an improved Tree Edit Distance (TED) model, Wang & Manning
[174] develop a probabilistic model to learn tree-edit operations on dependency parse trees,
while Yao et al. [186] applies linear chain CRFs with features derived from TED. Severyn
and Moschitti [134] applied SVM with tree kernels to shallow syntactic representations.
Yih et al. [161] use distributional models based on lexical semantics to match semantic
relations of aligned words in QA pairs.
Deep learning methods generalize the idea of distributional word vectors by providing
the possibility to learn the compositional rules directly from the data. Recently, [15]
shown that the word vectors learned by unsupervised neural language models are superior
to the count-based distributional semantic models. Convolutional neural networks that
are at the core of many deep learning approaches have been successfully applied to various
sentence classification tasks, e.g., [72, 76], and for modelling text pairs, e.g. [60, 84].
The work closest to ours is [189], where they apply deep learning to learn to match
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question and answer sentences. However, their sentence model to map questions and
answers to vectors operates only on unigrams or bigrams. Our sentence model is based
on a convolutional neural network with the state-of-the-art architecture, we use a larger
width of the convolution filter, thus allowing the network to capture longer range depen-
dencies. Moreover, our architecture along with the similarity score also encodes vector
representations of questions and answers used to compute the final score. Hence, our
model constructs and learns a richer representation of the question-answer pairs, which
results in superior results on the answer sentence selection dataset. Moreover, we use a
completely different way to encode relational information about words that overlap in a
pair. Finally, our deep learning model is trained end-to-end, while in [189] they use the
output of their neural network in a separate logistic scoring model.
Regarding learning to rank systems applied to TREC microblog datasets, recently [135]
have shown that richer linguistic representations of tweets can improve upon state of the
art systems in TMB-2011 and TMB-2012. We directly compare with their system, showing
that our deep learning model without any changes to its architecture (we only pre-train
word embeddings) is on the par with their reranker. This is remarkable, since different
from [135], which requires additional pre-proccesing using syntactic parsers to construct
syntactic trees, our model requires no expensive pre-processing and does not rely on any
external resources.
7.7 Summary
We described our deep learning approach to sentiment analysis of tweets for predicting
polarities at both message and phrase levels. We give a detailed description of our 3-
step process to train the parameters of the network that is the key to our success. The
resulting model sets a new state-of-the-art on the phrase-level and is 2nd on the message-
level subtask. Considering the average rank across all test sets our system is 1st on both
subtasks.
Our network initialization process includes the use of distant supervised data (noisy
labels are inferred using emoticons found in the tweets) to further refine the weights
of the network passed from the completely unsupervised neural language model. Thus,
our solution successfully combines together two traditionally important aspects of IR:
unsupervised learning of text representations (word embeddings from neural language
model) and learning on weakly supervised data.
We also propose a novel deep learning architecture for modelling text pairs. It has
the benefits of requiring no manual feature engineering or external resources, which may
be expensive or not available. The model with the same architecture can be successfully
applied to other domains and tasks.
Our experimental findings show that our deep learning model: (i) greatly improves
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on the previous state-of-the-art systems and a recent deep learning approach in [189] on
answer sentence selection task showing a 5% absolute improvement in MAP and 3% MRR;
(ii) our system is able to improve even the best system runs from TREC Microblog 2012
challenge; (iii) is comparable to the syntactic reranker in [135], while our system requires
no external parsers or resources.
This is largely due to our use of more expressive models for the input question and
answer sentences, and our approach to inject relational information directly in the word
embeddings. However, our word overlap indicator features are based on simple string
matching, which is clearly a very coarse way to model relatedness between words in a
question-answer pair.
Recently, deep learning architectures have been successfully applied to learn word
alignments in machine translation, e.g., [185]. It sounds promising to allow the network
to learn to dynamically align the related words in a question and its answer. This, in
turn, requires to maximize over the latent alignment configurations, thus making the
optimization problem highly non-convex. Our preliminary experiments show that far
larger number of text pairs are required to train such architectures. We leave it for the
future work.
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Summary and Future Work
Learning with kernels poses two major problems when approaching NLP tasks: (i) the
training time scales quadratically in the number of input examples; and (ii) plain syntactic
structures produced by running off-the-shelf syntactic parsers often lacks the representa-
tion power required to build state-of-the-art models.
In this thesis we address these problems by: first, proposing novel algorithms that
greatly speed up training of SVMs with structural kernels (Chapter 3), and secondly,
demonstrate the effectiveness of modelling the textual inputs using carefully designed
syntactic/semantic structures (Chapter 4, 5, and 6) where tree kernel functions play the
role of automatically generating rich feature spaces, thus greatly reducing the manual
feature engineering effort. An important aspect of our approach is that it can effectively
combine together different types of syntactic and semantic information, also generated by
additional automatic classifiers, e.g., focus and question classifiers. We augment the basic
structures with additional relational and semantic information by introducing special tag
markers into the tree nodes.
Finally, in the last Chapter 7 we explore the deep learning approaches that address the
problem of modelling words (previously treated as atomic units) by representing them as
vectors. At the same time deep neural networks make it possible to automatically learn
the compositional rules to combine the word vectors into a vector representation for word
phrases and sentences. We show that some of our findings applied to model text pairs
using syntactic structural representations (explored in Chapters 5, 6) can be efficiently
encoded into the deep learning architectures. We augment the word embeddings with
additional dimensions to encode the information about word overlapping in a pair, which
results in a considerably more accurate models producing state-of-the-art results.
We show the effectiveness of our approach on a large number of tasks: starting from our
large-scale experiments on Semantic Role Labeling to train boundary detection classifiers
to modelling texts with more advances syntactic/semantic structures to encode Youtube
comments for building sentiment classifiers, modelling text pairs for Semantic Textual
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Similarity, Microblog retrieval and answer passage reranking, answer sentence selection
and answer key extraction in Question Answering.
8.1 Fast SVMs with structural kernels
In this chapter we have presented several techniques to make learning with SVMs and
convolution tree kernels applicable to a larger set of real-world applications. Firstly, we
have defined a generalized theory and methods for using DAG model compression in the
CPA algorithm with sampling. Our extensive experiments on several tasks provide a
number of insights about the nature of the obtained speedups.
Next, we build on our idea of DAG model compression within the CPA learning al-
gorithm to define a novel linearization approach based on the reverse kernel engineering.
Our findings reveal that on a high-level semantic task such as SRL the na¨ıve approach of
enumerating all possible sub-structures becomes intractable and hashed feature vectors
fail to achieve both the same accuracy of tree kernels and high efficiency. In contrast,
SDAG allows for achieving the same accuracy as SVMs and makes learning practical.
However, the classification and learning time may still not be appealing for large-scale
experiments. Finally, linearization with RKE is rather effective as again there is almost
no loss in accuracy and it benefits from extracting complex and highly discriminative
features derived from learning in kernel spaces.
As a result, we derive an efficient approach to kernel learning: applying reverse-kernel
engineering directly on the SDAG model. This alleviates the major computational bot-
tleneck of the original approach, where traditional SVM training was used. Interestingly,
the extracted features have high overlap with the baseline SVM. Additionally, we achieve
a significant speedup with almost no loss in accuracy by splitting the data into smaller
subsets. This allows for more efficient kernel space learning in a fully distributed manner.
Summing up, we can train an accurate tree kernel model on 4 million instances from
SRL, in less than 20 minutes using 10 CPUs. We achieved F1 of 84.5% on Section 23,
which is the state-of-the-art performance of the binary classifier for boundary detection
without using ensembles of learners and relying only a single source of the syntactic
information from the parse trees.
Our study opens several future research directions: application of tree kernels to
many tasks, where large data size has prevented their use. This surely regards SRL in
many languages but also parse tree re-ranking [32] and question answering applications.
Also applications to other data mining tasks would be interesting, e.g., XML tree classi-
fication.
From the algorithmic perspective, it would be promising to explore approaches to prune
the DAGs for achieving higher compression rates without any loss in accuracy. Finally,
the ultimate goal would be to use tree kernels for structured output prediction.
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8.2 Syntactic structures for modelling input texts: Youtube
comments
In this chapter we defined novel structural models and a tree kernel to model noisy social
media data such as YouTube comments. We carried out a systematic study on OM from
YouTube comments by training a set of supervised multi-class classifiers distinguishing
between video and product related opinions. We use standard feature vectors augmented
by shallow syntactic trees enriched with additional conceptual information.
In this chapter we make the following contributions: (i) we show that effective OM
can be carried out with supervised models trained on high quality annotations; (ii) we
introduce a novel annotated corpus of YouTube comments, which we make available for
the research community; (iii) we define novel structural models and kernels, which can
improve over feature vectors, e.g., up to 30% of relative improvement in type classification,
when little data is available, and demonstrates that the structural model scales well to
other domains.
In the future, it seems promising to develop a joint model to classify all the comments
of a given video, s.t. it is possible to exploit latent dependencies between entities and
the sentiments of the comment thread. Additionally, building a hierarchical multi-label
classifiers for the full task should further boost the accuracy (in place of a flat multi-class
learner).
8.3 Syntactic structures for modelling text pairs
In this chapter we explore the design of linguistic tree structures to represent text pairs.
This provides a rich representation for the learning algorithm to extract useful syntactic
and shallow semantic patterns.
We have provided an extensive experimental study of four different structural repre-
sentations for modelling the STS problem, e.g. shallow, constituency, dependency and
phrase-dependency trees using STK and PTK. The novelty of our approach is that it goes
beyond a simple combination of tree kernels with feature vectors as: (i) it directly encodes
input text pairs into relationally linked structures; (ii) the learned structural models are
used to obtain prediction scores thus making it easy to plug into existing feature-based
models, e.g. via stacking; (iii) to our knowledge, this work is the first to apply structural
kernels and combinations in a regression setting; and (iv) our model achieves the state
of the art in STS largely improving the best previous systems. Our structural learning
approach to STS is conceptually simple and does not require additional linguistic sources
other than off-the-shelf syntactic parsers. It is particularly suitable for NLP tasks where
the input domain comes as pairs of objects, e.g., question answering, paraphrasing and
recognising textual entailment.
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Regarding our model for reranking tweets, to the best of our knowledge, this work is the
first to study the utility of syntactic patterns for microblog retrieval. We propose an effi-
cient way to encode tweets into linguistic structures and use kernels for automatic feature
engineering and learning. Our experimental findings show that our model: (i) improves
in both MAP and P@30 when coupled with the features from a strong L2R baseline;
(ii) provides a complementary source of features general enough to improve the best 30
systems from TMB2012; (iii) the performance gains are stable when we use run scores
from the top 10, 20 or 30 best systems for learning; and (iv) the improvement becomes
larger for under-performing systems achieving an average 20% of relative improvement in
MAP and P@30 for bottom 30 systems.
As a future work, it would be interesting to explore linearization approaches to extract
and encode some of the most discriminative syntactic patterns useful for modelling text
pairs.
8.4 Semantic syntactic structures for Question Answering
In this chapter we demonstrate the effectiveness of handling the input structures repre-
senting QA pairs directly vs. using explicit feature vector representations, which typically
require substantial feature engineering effort. Our approach relies on a kernel-based learn-
ing framework, where structural kernels, e.g., tree kernels, are used to handle automatic
feature engineering. It is enough to specify the desired type of structures, e.g., shallow,
constituency, dependency trees, representing question and its candidate answer sentences
and let the kernel learning framework learn to use discriminative tree fragments for the
target task.
An important feature of our approach is that it can effectively combine together differ-
ent types of syntactic and semantic information, also generated by additional automatic
classifiers, e.g., focus and question classifiers. We augment the basic structures with ad-
ditional relational and semantic information by introducing special tag markers into the
tree nodes. Using the structures directly in the kernel learning framework makes it easy
to integrate additional relational constraints and semantic information directly in the
structures.
The comparison with previous work on a public benchmark from TREC suggests that
our approach is very promising as we can improve the state of the art in both answer
selection and extraction by a large margin (up to 22% of relative improvement in F1
for answer extraction). Our approach makes it relatively easy to integrate other sources
of semantic information, among which the use of Linked Open Data can be the most
promising to enrich the structural representation of q/a pairs.
To achieve state-of-the-art results in answer sentence selection and answer extraction,
it is sufficient to provide our model with a suitable tree structure encoding relevant syn-
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tactic information, e.g., using shallow, constituency or dependency formalisms. Moreover,
additional semantic and relational information can be easily plugged in by marking tree
nodes with special tags. We believe this approach greatly eases the task of tedious feature
engineering that will find its applications well beyond QA tasks.
Finally, the inefficacy of using topic models, WordNet, SuperSense and word alignment
studied in this chapter suggests that information produced by unsupervised methods has
still to be carefully considered. Therefore, studying ways to utilize semantic resources at
their best is a natural future extension of this research line.
8.5 Deep Learning architectures for modelling input texts and
text pairs
In this chapter we described our deep learning approach to sentiment analysis of tweets
for predicting polarities at both message and phrase levels. We gave a detailed description
of our 3-step process to train the parameters of the network that is the key to our success.
The resulting model sets a new state-of-the-art on the phrase-level and is 2nd on the
message-level subtask. Considering the average rank across all test sets our system is 1st
on both subtasks.
Our network initialization process includes the use of distant supervised data (noisy
labels are inferred using emoticons found in the tweets) to further refine the weights
of the network passed from the completely unsupervised neural language model. Thus,
our solution successfully combines together two traditionally important aspects of IR:
unsupervised learning of text representations (word embeddings from neural language
model) and learning on weakly supervised data.
We also proposed a novel deep learning architecture for modelling text pairs. It has
the benefits of requiring no manual feature engineering or external resources, which may
be expensive or not available. The model with the same architecture can be successfully
applied to other domains and tasks.
Our experimental findings show that our deep learning model: (i) greatly improves
on the previous state-of-the-art systems and a recent deep learning approach in [189] on
answer sentence selection task showing a 5% absolute improvement in MAP and 3% MRR;
(ii) our system is able to improve even the best system runs from TREC Microblog 2012
challenge; (iii) is comparable to the syntactic reranker in [135], while our system requires
no external parsers or resources.
This is largely due to our use of more expressive models for the input question and
answer sentences, and our approach to inject relational information directly in the word
embeddings. However, our word overlap indicator features are based on simple string
matching, which is clearly a very coarse way to model relatedness between words in a
question-answer pair.
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Recently, deep learning architectures have been successfully applied to learn word
alignments in machine translation, e.g., [185]. It sounds promising to allow the network
to learn to dynamically align the related words in a question and its answer. This in
turn requires to maximize over the latent alignment configurations, thus making the
optimization problem highly non-convex. Our preliminary experiments show that far
larger number of text pairs are required to train such architectures. We leave it for the
future work.
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